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Abstract of Thesis

This thesis is a study of the entire range of John Berger's
writings, and an examination of the integrated nature of his discursive
project which is the transvaluation of experience under corporate
capitalism. It is an attempt to uncover the mode of existence of a
specific discourse, situating it within the intersection of political
action, cultural production, ontological investigation (experience)
and language. In it, I make the claim that his work indicates a
dialectical third category of intellectual production in the interaction
of residual senses of the author, the writer and traditional
intellectual and the emergent senses of cultural producer and organic
intellectual.

The long opening chapter charts 'theory' and 'experience' in the
context of Berger's part in a cultural-structural moment marked by
broad challenges to dominant empirical-idealist categories and forms
of knowledge. Berger's discourse is seen as an extension and
development of the critique of determinist enclosures of human
subjectivity.

The chapter on Permanent Red charts the early formation of a
materialist aesthetic, probing his project as one of countering
formalism in art whilst re-negotiating realism and contemporary historical
forces. The chapter looks at seeing, gauged in terms of being and
experience rather than enlisted to the cause of aesthetic experience.
E.P. Thompson's 'Natopolitan ideology', the Artists International
Association, Third World artistic achievement and the critical
articulations of Berger's work are all significant elements here.
Following on, chapter three investigates a potential dialectical
realism in Berger's first novel A Painter of Our Time, a novel which
testifies to the difficult necessity of revolutionary experience.
Again, the critical reception of the work is part of the focus, in
raising the importance of the role of Encounter in its early
censorship and, in contrast, by attending to more recent socialist
activations of its discursivity.

Chapter four, 'A Constellation*, traces Berger's anti-imperialist
and anti-positivist transvaluative labour across novels, filmscripts,
television work, poetry and essays, focusing upon G. as a nei~ve-centre
of interests in revolutionary passion, sexual passion, time, memory,
wholeness and freedom: G. is seen as a conjunctural essay upon
historical being and sexual being. The relation of Walter Benjamin's
work and ideas to Berger's cultural production and critical practice is
a constant interest. Chapter five covers Berger, Benjamin and Barthes•
interrelated work on word and image. Montage, memory and historical
experience link its concerns to those in other chapters.

Chapter six draws together earlier matters raised concerning
Bergei"'s involvement with the lived experience of the peasantry and his
faith in the ability of story to handle the major contradictions of
contemporary historical experience. Last, I have ended with an
interview which helps to bind many of the major strands of the thesis.
It is deliberately rescued from being an appendix: it 'unifies' by
reojxjning the major issues, and complements what has gone before in
its mode of existence as interview.
(Word length: 89,000)
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Abbreviations

In the primary sources section of the bibliography, book titles

have been abbreviated for those essays and poems which have appeared

in collections or other writings. The notes to chapter two and

chapter three also employ abbreviations:

A.L. About Looking

A.O.F. And Our Faces, My Heart, Brief as Photos

A.P.T. A Painter of Our Time

A.W.T. Another Way of Telling

P.E. Pip Earth

P.R. Permanent Red

S.E.A. Selected Essays and Articles: The Look of Things

S.M. A Seventh Man

W.B. The White Bird

W.S. Ways of Seeing
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The quality which many readers, I aiu sure, perceive in John Berger'

writings is, at root, a welcome moral seriousness. Yet, others have

resented what thoy have folt to bo a relentless sobriety about the

works. And again, reckless utopianism is what others (particularly

liberal 'Cold War' ideologues) have seen in it all. At the root of my

own study has been something relatively stable and straightforward:

namely, that these texts by Berger, read in these conjunctures - the

historical moments centred upon the events of I956 and 1968 - can

contribute to political liberation.

Qualitatively, I have found that his writings confront one with a

quick sense of the necessity of being in the world, of having to labour

and to die there; that is to say, writings capable of affording us the

bliss of lyrical intensity and writing that is like the body itself,

calling out for more recognition.

The combination of theory and practice in Berger's cultural

production and critical practice draws readers into a productive process

and seldom leaves them passive. In the conjunctures named, one can say

that Berger has pursued 'realism' by naming 'art' itself as change

and transformation, never as something reflective of an already formed

reality. Almost as a result, the writings prove capable of developing

the historical sense into a sensual delight.

Academically, ray approach and findings are closest, I hope, to the

work of critics such as Geoff Dyer, Kiernan Ryan and Ray Selden but I

try to distance thqse critics' readings by treating them as 'activations

like any other. Saying that, I wish neither to suggest that a work such

as G. can be made to mean anything nor that it has essential values. It

is more that our interests in such a work converge in a social and

historical contest for power and freedom: 'we need history, but not the

way a spoiled loafer in the garden of knowledge needs it'. (Nietzsche)



CHAPTER ONE

Cultural Production and the Dominant Literary Paradigm
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The range of John Berger's work is problematic: no easy oeuvre

appears. It cannot be taken for granted as one thing and not

another; indeed, it forewarns and distances any attempt to regulate

by categories. Such categorization is the productive force and

object, the half hidden and separated theory and practice, of the

regulative system which seeks to hold relations of production in their

present structure in dominance.* In that sense Berger's work, his

writing/cultural production, is part of a rupture, a perpetual

revolution, in its reformation of a 'subject' always in transition,

yet collectively embodied enough in history to act. If it has a

2
discursive field - a Foucaultian finite inscriptive power realm -

it is the intersection of political action, cultural production,

ontological investigation, and language in its post-Saussurean,

semiological sense. The odd one out, if one grants that this list is

a mixing strain of meaning production areas, is 'ontology'; but it

here envelops that area which Berger calls experience.

'Experience* is a term which has long been appropriated by the

philosophy of common sense as some kind of storehouse of compounded

3
facts - essence d'immeuble - but in Berger's writing it is a term held

as a field for transvaluative labour. 'Experience' in liberal-

bourgeois discourse functions normally as the petrified past entitling

agents or agencies to privilege and a petrified present. It is a

term run through with contradiction through excessive use and

dependency: so vague and yet the hardest currency in testaments. It

is often invoked as the major constitutive force of every qualified

'subject'. It is this dominant power that the discourse of Berger

undermines, overturns and reformulates.
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In everything he writes about, Berger uses the historical

experience of the ruled, or the oppressed who have suffered historical

change directly, to form a critique of bourgeois power and values.

This is in order to engage his readers with the consequential losses

resulting from the 'development* of corporate capitalism. The

experience of looking at a landscape, or a painting, or a photograph,

the experience of living in the city, and the class experience of the

peasantry are all familiar Berger interests, and in every case

experience refers to an historical process that is lived, in the sense

of being worked or acted upon and shared by individuals who are

members of specific cultural and historical groups.

Writing on the changing function of intellectuals in society, in

an essay informed by Antonio Gramsci's distinction between traditional

and organic intellectuals, those who legitimize existing state power

and those who belong to the ruled, respectively, Berger claimed that

our time is one overwhelmingly conditioned by the primary need to

survive. He acknowledged a kind of totalizing minimalism in putting

the matter in these terms - of preventing nuclear war, stopping

ecological destruction and rescuing cities, communities, national

minority cultures and the poor from collapse and ruin - yet brought it

all within the terms of preserving human self-respect:

For self-respect to survive, it is necessary that the long
historical experience of the ruled be at last articulated in such a

way that it offers a sense to life, an explanation of the world,
which can challenge the opportunism, ruthlessness and anonymity of
corporate power - in both its economic and military practices.
Every day these practices ignore, violate, trivialize and insult such
experience.

A striking feature of our time is that its sense of history is now
most intense not in universities, but in popular movements of survival
and struggle. Faced with the infantilism or barbarism of ruling
elites, the initiative of maturity has passed to the underprivileged
and displaced. One is reminded of the New Testament.
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Collective nostalgia is always a form of privileged decay.
Primitivism is usually a mask for cruelty. Modern technology is
essential to the modern world. The danger is that the instantaneity
of its techniques defuses its aims. Instant greed. Instant prestige.
The instant future. This is why a sense of history has become a
condition of our survival.

The most urgent task today for those who might once have been
traditional intellectuals is to invoke the historical experience of
the ruled, to underwrite their self-respect, and to proffer - not to
display - intellectual confidence.4

Berger opposes distant rule by elites, institutional professionalism

and voracious greed in which speed marks the attempt to escape human

consequence. Intellectuals such as himself are to function by

empowering the dispossessed, displaced and underprivileged - the

ruled - with self-esteem, by recovering the past and making sense of

the world. Capitalism is a process demanding that individuals erase

the past and the experience of the majority, for Berger. In the

Gramscian sense of the term organic, we are all intellectuals to some

degree so the essay is an appeal to his readers' moral intelligence

and historicizing agency. It was also a tribute to Raymond Williams

as a bridge towards the organic intellectual's function.

Berger's sympathy with the plight of the world's peasantry, who

form the greater part of the ruled, derives from a sense of their

power to survive. They can teach us all about survival.

When I was writing this book jjPig Earth"] I was quite conscious of
having to re-learn to write. Previously, when I was writing stories
or novels about urban people, it was possible to tell a story in one

way. As soon as I began to try to tell stories about peasants I had
to actually re-learn - no to learn for the first time - how to tell
stories in a way that could hold and embrace their experience.5
In discussion with Teodor Shanin, Berger emphasized his witness of

the potential destruction of the peasantry. Perhaps Shanin is

Berger's traditional intellectual counterpart, as a sociologist of

the peasantry, but their findings were consistent: that city



dwelling was on the increase worldwide; that the peasantry represent

'a way of life, a way of looking at the world, a way of working which
<O

in many ways is disappearing*; that an interest in the peasantry does

not mean nostalgia because it increases our understanding of the

world as a whole and 'can make us think better, understand better*^
(Shanin); that peasants are closer to animal life and to death:

Berger: How is the peasant world a complex one?
Shanin: We in the cities live in a world in which children are

brought up to believe that hamburgers are produced in
factories and bought in shops. Peasants are more
realistic. It takes a peasant to know that animals are
slaughtered. It takes a peasant to know that people die
and die openly under everybody's gaze.

Berger: Can I put something there? It also takes a peasant to
know that nobody is exempt. Our urban cultures are based
on the vain hope that I - or you - are going to be
exempt. Peasants never believe that.

Shanin: The opposite danger is obvious - the danger of turning
the peasant into the grand philosopher of the world from
whom we have to learn how to live. I do not think any
kind of Rousseau ism is called for. Yet to broaden
conceptually the world in which we live is extremely
important: to broaden it into another world of cultural
day-to-day experience. To lose this experience is to
lose something essential. I think that what you have
written is important because it documents something and
in some sort of peculiar way stops it from disappearing.^

There was agreement too that peasants form effective guerilla armies

in political struggles throughout the contemporary world. In their

subjective life, there was an ability to live with difficult

contradictions, according to Berger.

Peasant experience is crucial for Berger because 'it may be that

the threatened disappearance of the peasantry, and the denial of its

age-long experience, may throw into question the nature of what is

9
bound to replace it'. Again, significant general characteristics

of peasant experience are highlighted: 'peasant experience is

essentially universal...urban privilege diversifies. Rural necessity
to „

makes common': peasant experience is also 'the oldest':
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The relative universality and continuity of peasant experience is
thus exceptional to modern history. And this is true even though
peasant experience will include for a few more years the majority of
the population of the planet. Economically the exceptional is
treated as marginal or peripheral by the metropolis.

And Berger goes on to explain their confrontation with the present:

What is the significance of this exceptional experience? How is
it that most people in the world have become exceptional to that
world? What does this reveal about development as it lias occurred?

Instead of being dismissed as a relic, peasants might be thought
of as representatives of the past. Apart from them, the past is
represented by monuments, works of art, texts, photographs, and
many vestiges of previous social structures and practices. But these
things do not confront the present, rather they are preserved within
it.

Peasants, as they disappear, can confront the present. And in
doing so, they both provoke and represent a question: How much does
the future now being constructed correspond to the popular hopes of
the past?

Also, in opposition to our present, peasants are shamed by consumerism -

buying the needs of subsistence - and they have not lived the division

of labour as city dwellers have lived it. Berger notes too that,

because of exhausting working of the land, they identify with the

physical being of that land. They also remember the dead as an act

fulfilling their own humanity. Berger says of their thinking:

Essentially dualistic, their thinking accepts contradictions without
hypocrisy, and without struggling to resolve them. Such a dualism
is, in a sense, quite close to the hegelian dialectic; the difference
is that any synthesis remains part of the mystery of nature or God.
Engels'S example of fire and water dialectically producing steam would

• • • tS
strike them as both naive and casuistic.

Berger believes he is dealing with 'the most observant class in the

i't-
world'. They have a better knowledge of animal species being and they

recognize the boundlessness of the unknown, never blinded by the

narrowness of the concept of 'Progress'.

Berger sees himself as forging a path in his work on the

historical experience of the peasantry:

Capital, concerned with its own reproduction, cannot ask this
question. Nor will it make any sense to academic marxists because



it evades the problem of ideological illusion. (The past couldn't
really know what it wantedl) To many leninists the question is
largely irrelevant because the main path of future development has
already been laid down and is historically determined.

Peasant hopes did change but were relatively steady, according to

Berger. These hopes were rooted in a desire for survival and a

lessening of suffering. The interest is surely one that owes

something to anarchist teaching and writing: from Elie Reclus to

Kropotlcin the late nineteenth century anarchists were so concerned
It

with rural life and freedom from oppression. However, in the above

statement, Berger is perhaps unfair to historical materialists who

have been concerned with historical experience, often in a troubled

way. (E.P. Thompson and Raymond Williams are two such writers,

close in some ways to Berger's interests).

The village is the centre of Berger's peasant world, and behind

his descriptions of it, again, there lies a dislike of the processes

of distant control:

They come to hear and to judge what he has to say. But they have
also come for a more deeply experienced reason. Every village is the
centre of the world as imagined and experienced from it. And every

villager knows that power in the world resides elsewhere, in another,
much larger, usually distant centre. The village is the centre which
gives meaning to, celebrates and suffers its own world experience;
yet most of the decisions determining that world experience are taken
far away.

By force of contrast, his views of the city, of urban experience,

are always to do with those hopes of the past dominating the lives

of the oppressed. The culture of capital is one of 'unending
'S

anticipation', that of the city is violent and tragic, an older

violence than crime: 'the violence of the daily necessity of the

streets...to obliterate (run over) even the recent history of those

who have lived and live in them'.
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In the triptych of Manhattan by his favourite working class

painter, Ralph Fasanella, Berger approves when the representation

expresses his truth from observation of New York - that it is a city

without 'interiors', a city of exteriority:

Each window frames the locus of a private or social activity.
Each frame contains the sign of a lived experience. The triptych
as a whole assembles the sum of these signs of experience, which
are massed together according to a visible law of accumulation,
brick upon brick, storey upon storey, window by window...The windows
present the life or lives of their buildings. They present their
interiors in such a way as to show that they were never interiors.
Nothing has an interior.1"0

This is the city of the immigrant proletariat with no home to return

to, former peasants 'who saw no hope but to exchange themselves for

21.
the future' in a culture of exchange which had a content only of

•purchases'. Consumerism, Berger likes to think, cannot read

Fasanella's inscription (on the representation of a brick wall of

a tenement building in the painting) 'Lest We Forget'. This plea

'challenges all the lessons of the city'. Berger reinforces his

stance, opposing the eradication of historical memory,

Lest We Forget,
This plea might be mistaken for nostalgia. It is not. It is a

frontal protest against what the modern city, with its empty space
and time, imposes: impersonal non-historicity. It is on the site
of such a protest that the only forces capable of defeating urban

yi
dehumanization can meet and join forces.

Twenty years after his oppositional writings on abstract art,

Berger advanced the case of 'the primitive' as one which, though

made 'inferior' by the major European tradition, sought to 'extend

the area of experience to which painting might be open':

Their art usually derives from considerable personal experience
and, indeed, is often provoked as a result of the intensity of
that experience. Yet artistically their art is seen as naive -

that is, inexperienced.25

In a section reminiscent of his much earlier castigations of Dubuffet

or Pollock, Berger notes:
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Recently, corporate capitalism, having grounds to believe itself
triumphant, has begun to adopt abstract art. And the adoption is
proving easy. Diagrams of aesthetic power lend themselves to
becoming emblems of economic power. In the process almost all lived
experience has been eliminated from the image. Thus, the extreme
of abstract art demonstrates, as an epilogue, the original
problematic of professional art: an art in reality concerned with a

selective, very reduced area of experience which nevertheless claims
to be universal.

The 'primitive' painter refuses the dominant pictorial tradition,

according to Berger,

Because he knows already that his own lived experience, which is
forcing him to make art, has no place in that tradition. How does
he know this without having visited the museums? He knows it
because his whole experience is one of being excluded from the
exercise of power in his society, and he realizes from the compulsion
he now feels, that art too has a kind of power. The will of
primitives derives from faith in their own experience and a profound
scepticism about society as they have found it...

All primitive artists are idiosyncratic. But among them are some,
like the Facteur Cheval for peasants, or Ralph Fasanella for workers,
who consciously set out to express tiieir class experience.

Fasanella was in tune with 'the wail of the proletariat' of which

he was a politically conscious member.

On one of his own visits to Manhattan, Berger saw a city of

locks and despair where even the destitute 'possess nothing with

which to make even a mute appeal. They have become nothing more than

2?
what they appear to be. They are nothing but their dereliction'. It

was a city where eating, one of the most social of acts, was reduced
io

to 'private intake'. The city's architecture was a sign of the

denial of interiority, as were people's faces:

The principle is spiritual as well as physical - or to put it
more exactly - the principle, by denying interiority, makes the
spiritual a category within the physical. And this is to be seen
in the faces.

Elsewhere the traces left by experience on a person's face are
the traces of meetings (or struggles) between the person's inner ^
needs or intentions, and the demands or offers of the outside world...
Put differently} marks of experience on a face are the lines of
conjuncture between two moulds: both moulds are social products, but
one contains a self and the other history.
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Here, by contrast, experience marks most faces only as direct
impact. The marks are not the result of a struggle between two
forces. Neither self nor history is the key to them. The marks
have boon pressed out or imposed entirely by exterior events - as
with the bodies of cars, pressed in manufacture or dented and bent
after collision.

This does not mean that those who live in Manhattan are passive or
inert. It means that will here invariably finds its object and then
deposits its own power within that object. Aims cease to be guides
and become magnets. The aim - which is seldom another human being -

becomes beloved; promises the fulfilment of a passion. Yet to create
the beloved aim, its lover has emptied himself. All obstacles met
on the way are then received as blows. These blows are what I see

i'l
on the faces.

In a passage reminiscent of Walter Benjamin's radicalized

'flaneur', or his angel blow forward whilst facing the mountain of
33

destruction that was the past, Berger writes:

Manhattan is haunted by the dead. At street level, except in
front of the downtown shop-windows (where one can dream of a personal
future), one walks through the silt and ashes of the past. The
capitalist need for ceaseless economic expansion, requires the
subjective fear that the past, if one does not progress fast enough,
may claim its own and avenge itself; it requires that its workers
look back with fear on their own past.

The newly arrived immigrant looked out to sea, beyond the lagoon,
and imagined that the line of clouds just above the horizon was an
outline of land. I have seen that formation of clouds; it forms
regularly. Again and again, he reminded himself that it could not be
land, and that the eastern horizon held no promise. The impression
persisted despite his logic. When finally he saw the clouds as clouds,
and nothing but clouds - and if he never achieved this, his son
would - he became an American and sent for his cousins.

It was a city within the history of capitalism where 'the self has
35

migrated outward*.

Berger sees himself as a witness to violence carried out upon a

certain subjective experience of time and as an opposing voice to the

burden of necessity in history (which he perceived also in Marx's

desire for the end of history and in all moments of lyrical expression

in human experience):

Every revolutionary protest is also a protest against people being
reduced to the particles of history. And as soon as one feels, as
the result of desperate action, that one is no longer such a particle,
history ceases to have the monopoly of time....
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The violence consists of conflating time and history so that they
become indivisible, so that we can no longer read our experience of
either of them separately.

This conflation began in Europe in the nineteenth century, and has
becomo mora complete and more extensivo as the rate of historical
change has increased and become universal. All popular religious
movements - such as the mounting Islamic one - against the "materialism"
of the west, are a form of resistance to the violence of this
conflation.

What does this violence consist of? The human imagination which
grasps and unifies time (before imagination existed, each time
scale - cosmic, geological, biological - was disparate) has always
had the capacity of "undoing" time. This capacity is closely
connected with the faculty of memory. Yet time is not only "undone"
by being remembered, but also by the living of certain moments which
defy the passing of time. It is not so much that these moments are

unforgettable as because, within their experience, there is an

imperviousness to time.^

The principle of 'historical progress' is singled out by Berger as

the destructive principle of modern society, actively destroying

through imperialism and proletarianization 'other cultures and ways

i?
of life and work which embodied different views of time'. These

'other cultures' had a richer complex of subjective experience, a

surer grasp of historical process and of the timeless.

Photographs are analysed regularly by Berger, with a view to

their special relation to our modern conflation of time and history.

The common experience of moments which defy time is apparently
denied by everything which surrounds them. Such moments have ceased
to be windows looking across history towards the timeless. The
experience which instigates the phrase for ever has now to be assumed
alone and privately. And so its role is changed: instead of
transcending, it isolates...The private photograph, almost meaningless
to a stranger, is thought of as if it were the materialization of
that glimpse through the window which looked across history towards
the timeless.^

Looking at Andre Kertesz* photograph 'A red hussar leaving, June 19^9)

Budapest', Berger concludes:

The woman and the soldier are recognizing one another. How close
a parting is to a meetingj

I see this photograph by Andre Kertesz as paradigmatic. It shows
a moment which is explicitly about what is implicit in all photographs
which are, not simply enjoyed but loved.
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All photographs are possible contributions to history and any

photograph, under certain circumstances, can be used in order to
break the monopoly which history today has over time.

LJy history, Berger here does not mean memory, and in a possibly

confusing way lets it stand for 'the idea of material progress',

without a spirituality that is true to certain 'ways of life and work':

The task of an alternative photography is to incorporate photography
into social and political memory, instead of using it as a substitute
which encourages the atrophy of any such memory. ^

On the nature of photographs, he has written:

Photographs are relics of the past, traces of what has happened.
If the living take that past upon themselves, if the past becomes
an integral part of the process of people making their own history,
then all photographs would re-acquire a living context, they would
continue to exist in time, instead of being arrested moments. It is
just possible that photography is the prophecy of a human memory yet
to be socially and politically achieved.^'

Photography is crucial to Berger because it is integral to our

experience of the modern: it has been a vehicle for capitalist

erosion of memory and lived experience that is shared:

spectacle creates an eternal present of immediate expectation:
memory ceases to be necessary or desirable. With the loss of memory
the continuities of meaning and judgement are also lost to us. The
camera relieves us of the burden of memory. It surveys us like God,
and it surveys for us. Yet no other god has been so cynical, for
the camera records in order to forget.

Berger's work on experience is always directed at the subjective

effects of the capitalist mode of production and its requisite social

relations. As Angela Carter noted of his conclusion to Pig Earth,

his culminating assertion is that the elimination of the peasantry
is the final act in the destruction of the experiential reservoir of
the past, so that it can no longer be part of the totality of the
present. This destruction Berger sees as the "historic role of
capitalism itself, a role unforeseen by Adam Smith or Marx." ^

Similarly, capitalist promotion of the camera as God, as the witness

and judge of events, is the system's aid to forgetting the suffering

of the past.



The experience which Berger writes of is also imaginative

experience. Working class children, who write in 'their own interest

of their own experience as members of an exploited class, reveal the

talent or faculty of 'imaginative empathy':

They prove Adam Smith and Ricardo and Mill wrong: egoism is not
the first motive of man. Solidarity is deeper and more natural.

"The flag of Chile represents
The blood of death

The star is the star of freedom
The white is the emptiness of lonely people."

Frances Whitmarsh, aged eleven.
They also refute the great philistine petit bourgeois pragmatic

edict, born of a fear of the imagination, that you yourself have to
experience a thing before you can say anything about it. On the
contrary, the authors of this book know that all imagination begins
with the ability to identify with the experience of others, who are
like yourself but different.

This process of identification is stressed as a necessary social

faculty, not as an alienating drift from 'reality'. It accords with

active relation to the other, and fits a culture where difference is

respected rather than feared. Yet Berger*s term 'imaginative empathy

is that distanced by theory-inspired structuralists steeped in the

analysis of the processes of ideology. As we will find out below,

ideology is a concept which Berger treats with caution due to its

weakening of ideas of authenticity, judgement and truth, and direct

sentient knowledge. As a critic, he sees its usefulness but he

needs to show its limitations when operating his terras of reference

on experience and those relatively stable shared conditions and

values (of the human condition) which he asserts, such as birth,

love, the need for self-esteem or dignity, and dying.

This is a matter at the core of how readers react to Berger's

work. In his recent essays on postmodernism, Dick Hebdige, for

example, cites Berger as a representative of 'planet one', the First
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World of history and contradiction, the world of meaningful content

and of pain. The Second World, labelled 'the Post' (post-structuralism,

postmodern ism) by contrast, offers only commodities and lias no memory,

only desire. Readers, consequently, could never 'cruise' Berger's

texts :

Berger has, amongst other things, attempted to place the photograph
within a web of narratives which are designed to authenticate its
substance (ie. that which is depicted) in order to make the image
"tell" its true story.^

Instead, in the world of the liberated sign, the Second World has a

language 'without anybody in it' Hebdige correctly situates Berger's

work in the battle of these two worlds (in the shadow of the Third),

charting the struggle as a tragi-comedy.

Reviewing John Barrell's book, The Dark Side of the Landscape,

which charts changing pictorial conventions in eighteenth and

nineteenth century English landscape painting as symptomatic of

shifting real relations between the ruling class and the increasingly

unharmonious labouring poor (the peasantry), Berger wrote:

John Barrell's book is a brilliant reading of certain sets of
pictorial conventions (signs) and of how and why they changed during
a given historical period. But it gives little indication of
knowledge, or even curiosity, about the two practices which lie, as
it were, either side of the sign. In this case the practice of
painting on one side, and the practice of poor or landless peasants
on the other. And so, though the book discloses and denounces an

ideological practice, it contributes to and confirms the closed
intermediary space in which such ideology operates....What is more
central is that Barrell never shows that he is aware that peasants
also traditionally give a value of their own to work. Work is not
only an imposed obligation and the disagreeable opposite of leisure:
work for peasants is a positive attempt to intervene in the workings
of nature. And this is important if one is trying to define, by what
surrounds it, the purely economic bourgeois ideal of industriousness.^

Peasants are real, suffering humanity on the other side of the sign.

Analytical discourse is an imprisoning language far from the world of

active shaping and changing of the world. Lived experience is primary.

Second order languages are suspect.
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In his own deconstruction of a popular novel, The Spike, which

was a US bestseller in 1980, Berger appeals that all truths and

falsehoods have to be checked against experience. The authors of

the novel, journalists Robert Moss and Arnaud de Borchgrave

have a global view, yet they live nowhere. They monitor the world,
yet they have no idea of what actually happens in houses and streets.
Between them and reality there is always a reading and its technology.
They only lcnow what is happening in a heart when they look at a

cardiogram.
As one proceeds with their book, one is gradually forced to realize

to what degree this buffer, this screen - in every sense of the word -

has isolated them from experience. I say almost because there is a
certain amount of evidence of certain experiences of being successful,
male, international journalists. Airports, bars, hotels, nightclubs.

In such a context inexperience should not be confused with naivety
or innocence. On the contrary, it can well be accompanied by
sophistication and ruthlessness. Perhaps it should be compared with,
or checked against, experience - as disinformation is checked against
information.*

He goes on to say, 'beyond the screen there is nothing. And beyond

6"0 .

the screen is where experience begins*. Berger believes in meaning.

He recognizes that 'the screen' is a sign of alienation and privilege:

'scarcity, necessity, poverty dismantle the screens. Only the rich

SI
can survive with inexperience'. His findings are consistent with his

views on photography and the cities of capitalism:

The screen replaces reality. And the replacement is a double one.
For reality is born of the encounter of consciousness and events.
To deny reality is not simply to deny what is objective. It is also
to amputate an essential part of the subjective.

Nevertheless the screen protects and has its own easily available
set of controls. (It is issued with instructions). It lacks
authority however. Neither life nor death occur there. The screen

• *\7
has no gravity. It is never incontestable. There is no reality.

In his own writing, writing is about approaching something total -

experience. He gave to the dying Ernst Fischer the words, 'the

categories we make between different aspects of experience - so that,

for example, people say I shouldn't have spoken about love and the

Comintern in the same book - these categories are mostly there for the
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convenience of liars'. Berger believes this absolutely. In a

rather un-situated account of writing, in that he does not materialize

its process in society, ho again pictures experience as whole and

indivisible. The process he describes, however, tells us that he

sees reality and meaning as negotiated through subjectivity and never

fixed or absolute. As we will see in a later chapter, he often figures

reality as a horizon.

I have never thought of writing as a profession. It is a solitary
independent activity in which practice can never bestow seniority.
Fortunately anyone can take up the activity, l/hatever the motives,
political or personal, which have led me to undertake to write something,
the writing becomes, as soon as I begin, a struggle to give meaning to
experience. Every profession has limits to its competence, but also
its own territory. Writing, as I know it, has no territory of its own.
The act of writing is nothing except the act of approaching the
experience written about; just as, hopefully, the act of reading the
written text is a comparable act of approach.

To approach experience, however, is not like approaching a house.
Experience is indivisible and continuous, at least within a single
lifetime and perhaps over many lifetimes. I never have the impression
that my experience is entirely my own, and it often seems to me that
it preceded me. In any case experience folds upon itself, refers
backwards and forwards to itself through the referents of hope and
fear; and, by the use of metaphor which is at the origin of language,
it is continually comparing like with unlike, what is small with what
is large, what is near with what is distant. And so the act of
approaching a given moment of experience involves both scrutiny
(closeness) and the capacity to connect (distance). The movement of
writing resembles that of a shuttlecock: repeatedly it approaches
and withdraws, closes in and takes its distance. Unlike a shuttlecock,
however, it is not fixed to a static frame. As the movement of writing
repeats itself, its nearness to, its intimacy with the experience
increases. Finally, if one is fortunate, meaning is the fruit of this
intimacy.5^"

Victor Serge, anarchist, 1917 revolutionary and Left Oppositionist,

historian and writer, has had a bearing upon Berger's understanding

and use of 'experience'. Serge has written:

It is hard for me to disentangle my own person from the social
processes, the ideas and activities in which it has shared, which
matter more than it and which give it value. I do not think of myself
as at all an individualist: rather as a 'personalist•, in that I
view human personality as a supreme value, only integrated in society
and in history. The experience and thought of one man have no
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• • 55"
significance which deserves to last, except in this sense.

For that and other reasons, Berger admires him above many writers and

socialist revolutionaries:

His belief that the truth must be actively pursued, his sense of
history, his power of imaginative identification, his decision to
remain within the mass - this is what equipped Serge to be an
exceptional witness of events. His evidence seems to carry the
weight of collective experiences which he never renders abstract but
which always remain precise and existential. Perhaps no other writer
has been so genuine a spokesman for others.3"'

'The truth for Serge was what he found in his search for the

"impossible"; it was never a mere description of the given as it

57
appears to appear', wrote Berger.

Those with whom he imaginatively identified himself - whether
enemies or comrades - were those on whom his life could depend. Thus,
just as his imagination precluded stereotypest his situation
precluded any form of sentimental liberalism.0

If Serge spoke as 'we' for the experience of the Russian Revolution,

and later as the first historian to witness and denounce the

counter-revolutionary rise of Stalinism and its institutional defeat

of the revolutionary impulses, Berger surely wishes to be a similar

witness to the forces of history which traverse his own time, just as

alive to its 'precise', 'existential' collective experiences. Berger

quotes from Serge's Memoirs of A Revolutionary, reverently:

the only meaning of life is conscious participation in the making
of history...it follows that one must range oneself actively against
everything that diminishes man, and involve oneself in all struggles
which tend to liberate and enlarge him.0'

Being concerned with the significance or meaning of an event,

Berger tends to look towards the relation of that event to the process

of eventuation. In pursuing the nature and significance of the lived

experience of the peasantry, in particular, he approaches a profound

historical knowledge and method. A question such as, 'How much does
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the future now being constructed correspond to the popular hopes of
40

the past'?, is really one fully aware of mutation in historical pattern

or structural relations (although he insists on terra firma rather

than a sea of ideological illusion when picturing the people of the

past).

In historical debates within the British Left, Perry Anderson and

E.P. Thompson have had differences over experience and agency (or

conscious human choice) in history. Thompson, in his critique of Louis

Althusser's structuralist theories, defended the view of individuals

as class subjects capable of some degree of 'free will*. Anderson,

outlining Thompson's stance, says this:

History is not a process without a subject: it is 'unmastered human
practice', in which each hour is 'a moment of becoming, of alternative
possibilities, of ascendant and descendant forces, of opposing (class)
definitions and exertions, of 'double-tongued signs*. The crucial
medium in which men and women convert objective determinations into
subjective initiatives is through their experience - the junction
between 'being and consciousness', by which 'structure is transmuted
into process, and the subject re-enters into history'. It is through
such experience, for example, that they make themselves into social
classes - groups conscious of antagonistic values and interests, and
struggling to realize them.1"'

Thompson's agency is crucially existential, involving the active will

of individual class subjects who have choices, make decisions and

accord value to things. But Anderson finds an error in this approach

in its dismissal of knowledge as a pre-requisite for agency:

What is missing from them is any due complementary emphasis on the
cognitive dimensions of agency. The sovereign practice of the
associated producers envisaged by Marx as the attainment of communism
was not only a product of will, but equally and indivisibly of
knowledge. For any materialist study of the variable forms of social
agency this component of it is central.

Knowledge, in Anderson's sense, extends to theory (such as

Althusser's marxist structuralism). Thompson had used experience as a



key term: 'through the missing term "experience"...structure is
C.3

transmuted into process, and the subject re-enters into history'.

It was a 'mental and emotional response, whether of an individual or

social group, to many inter-related events or to many repetitions of

telj.
the same kind of event', and it was 'a necessary middle term between

being and social consciousness'. Later, Anderson points out that

there is a second order of subjectivity in Thompson's formulation of

experience, when the latter writes:

for any living generation, in any "now", the ways in which they
"handle" experience defies prediction and escapes from any narrow
definition of determination.

Consulting Michael Oakeshott's Experience and its Modes, and his

dictionary, Anderson distinguishes two distinct senses of the term,

the first being 'the subjective texture of objective actions', 'the

passing through any event or course of events by which one is
U

affected'. The second indicated a process of learning from such events,

a more 'positive' sense in Anderson's view because it reckons with

'a subjective alteration capable of modifying ensuing objective

actions *.

Anderson's view of Thompson's use of the term experience is that

the latter makes universal the efficacy of the second, 'positive'

sense when it is not universal: too many 'experienced' people have

invalid knowledge. Anderson states: "the emphasis of Thompson's

"experience" is in general closer to that of Erlebnis than Erfahrung -

t>7
moral - existential more than practical experimental'. He calls

•experience' a concept all at odds 'which can point in any direction.

The selfsame events can be lived through by agents who draw

70
diametrically opposite conclusions from them'.



The danger attached to the concept was the notion of a natural

knowledge. After the First World Wax", Anderson says, 'the mass

experience of death and destruction itself brought with it no

necessary illumination. A forest of interpretations grew over the

deserted battlefields'." The pro-theory schools see theory as a

rational, scientific light necessary to lead one through the forests

(and seas) of ideology. Berger is like Thompson in many ways in his

dislike of theoretical language and the confining natui~e of its

difficult discourse, but he is surely concerned with this aspect of

"handling" experience, this second order notion that, in the case of

peasants, has enabled them to survive and, in some parts of the world

lead major political revolutions (Mexico, China, Algeria, Vietnam,

Ethiopia, Somalia) and play a substantial part in others (as in

Russia) that have shaped our world.

For Berger we are dealing with class experience that is

relatively universal, in applying to a majority of people now, but we

are also dealing with the loss of abilities in that "handling" process

discussed above, so that he can write of the disappearance of

qualitative subjective experience too in his undoubted concern with

both social systems of power and the force of natural laws of balance.

Berger's use of the term does not rely upon any notion of there

being a natural way of seeing, or unmediated contact with reality

(since reality is not a given simply to be disclosed in his view).

For him, there is an 'external' referent: we do not just live in

signification. The frequency with which he adopts binary models to

explain events - 'interior' and 'exterior' in Manhattan, or 'presence*

and 'absence' in describing the experience of a Modigliani painting
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or a field - is an indication that he believes, in Raymond Williams'
11

words, 'the natural world exists whether anyone signifies it or not'.

Williams' notion of 'structure of feeling' has been thought weak

by those who see 'immediate experience' (Anderson's sense number one)
73

as the 'medium of ideological illusion'. In reply, Williams covered

many of the issues relevant to Berger's use of the term, and opened

up the context of its relevance as the ongoing struggle between

•European rationalism' and an anti-Positivist humanism in which

■experience necessarily exceeds articulation, producing meanings which

may or may not be recorded - that is the problem of silence or

-JL
otherwise - but always containing more than ideology can remit'.

Berger shares the kind of findings expressed by Raymond Williams in

the following statements:

I have found that areas which I would call structures of feeling
as often as not initially form as a certain kind of disturbance or

unease, a particular type of tension, for which when you stand back
or recall them you can sometimes find a referent. To put it another
way, the peculiar location of a structure of feeling is the endless
comparison that must occur in the process of consciousness between
the articulated and the lived. The lived is only another word, if
you like, for experience: but we have to find a word for that level.
For all that is not fully articulated, all that comes through as

disturbance, tension, blockage, emotional trouble seems to me precisely
a source of major changes in the relation between the signifier and
the signified, whether in literary language or conventions. We have
to postulate at least the possibility of comparison in this process
and if it is a comparison, then with what? If one immediately fills
the gap with one of these great blockbuster words like experience, it
can have very unfortunate effects over the rest of the argument. For
it can suggest that this is always a superior instance, or make a god
out of an unexamined subjectivity. But since I believe that the
process of comparison occurs often in not particularly articulate
ways, yet it is a source of much of the change that is eventually
evident in our articulation, one has to seek a term for that which
is not fully articulated or not fully comfortable in various silences,
although it is usually not very silent. I just don't know what the
term should be.T^

The reader will rightly try to organize some of the terms which

I have preferred to use in this introduction to what is a complex



subject; organize them in such a way as to follow their projection

and see the construction of their multiform, absent 'subject'. I,

in turn, will try to explain the object of study, the means and ends
7<p

(ever interchangeable) of 'Literature' and 'literary criticism' and

the means and ends of revolutionary cultural practice, so providing

parameters for the deliberately estranging language of this discourse

and the introduction to that cultural production of a specific social

formation 'known' as John Berger's novels and other writings.

At the outset, it is perhaps best to reinforce this placing of

Berger's cultural production at the above mentioned moment of

intersection. The discourses and their intersection - political

action, cultural production, ontology and radical semiology - will be

partly familiar to those who have followed the theoretical debates

between Marxist critics who have tackled problematical issues such as

the limits of relative autonomy of cultural forms and Marx's often

perplexing ichnological image of base and superstructure. The base

and superstructure model has been overhauled considerably by Marxist

theorists, in explorations of mimetic correspondence, mediation and
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ideology. An unprofitable economic reductionisin has become more

flexible, rewarding and stimulating through the analytical work and

critical debates of Georg Lultacs, Ernst Bloch, Herbert Marcuse,

Theodore Adorno, Walter Benjamin and Bertolt Brecht - a strain of

Marxism now referred to as the main body of "Western Marxism."

Historically, the texts of "Western Marxism" should belong to the

193° s, but in Britain this considerable theoretical contribution to

the problems of cultural analysis - problems of meaning production,

value, commitment, and the merits or poverty of 'realism', 'modernism'

and 'expressionism' - did not filter through to cultural and political
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in the early i960 s to bring most of the major works of Western

Marxism, in core samples and in translation, through the pages of

the New Left Review, to an academic field which was locked in

Leavisite battles and doomed because of its indigenous tradition of
78

elitist notions of culture. Harshly put, 'Culture', like the brow,

was high, middle or low, and was to be appropriated in its 'higher*

manifestations by a new egalitarian elite whose job it was to detach

themselves in the act of preserving culture, chiefly through the

guardianship of an isolating, and isolated, literary studies.

A native tradition in radical literary and cultural studies,

related to the overhaul of English Marxist criticism of the thirties,

had also begun in the late 195° s and within a short space of time

was developing alongside and was interweaving with the Western Marxist

texts of the New Left Review. I refer to the cultural studies

inaugurated by the work of Raymond Williams and Richard Hoggart, and

the historical work of E.P. Thompson. Work done through the sixties

and seventies at the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural

Studies, generated by the promise of The Uses of Literacy (1958),

Culture and Society (I9CI), The Long Revolution (1965) and The Making

of the English Working Class (1968), has gone to increasingly greater

strengths in its distinctively collective efforts to 're-think'

culture and gather together the fractured branches of the human

sciences.

To say that cultural studies are inter-disciplinary would be to

use the language of the dominant force which looks upon Mcnowledge'

in an overly empirical manner, dividing it up into academic territories



much in the way old political maps of Africa suffered imperial
11

colour clashes. The work of the cultural studies groups at

Birmingham has introduced, at the level of theoretical analysis

and its application in practical research, conceptualizations of

culture which have revolutionized the old elitist paradigm. One

working definition, subscribed to by the culturalists, as opposed to

the structuralists, amongst the authorial and editorial groups, is a

view of culture as 'the set of practices through which men, and women

actively respond to the conditions of their social existence,

creatively fashioning experienced social relationships into diverse

and structured patterns of living, thinking and feeling. The
80

emphasis...is placed on the notion of human agency*. This definition

is cited as a brief indication of a complex, evolved concept indicative

of a thorough confrontation with issues which are active almost solely

within Marxist analyses, issues such as the problematics of 'relative

autonomy* and base/superstructure interactions mentioned above. The

culturalists* culture is not the inert product of the structural

relations of the social formation. The dialectical companion theory of

the structuralists is the idea of a near total immersion in ideology,

their stress being placed 'on the specific nature of those supposedly

irreducible formal properties which characterize the structure of

different types of signifying practice and distinguish them from one

g|
another*. The internal dynamic is between those who use notions of a

crucial element of human agency and those who think of a 'subject'

determined differently at different levels by synchronic structural

regularities, experience being the ideological product of the

cultural machinery of society, and truth being equatable only with
&

science.



The point to be made is that this productive internal dynamic

in cultural studies has come about through development of the work

of Williams, boggart and Thompson - especially Williams's work - and

the study of structuralist texts. In particular the work of Saussure,

Levi-Strauss, Barthes, Lacan, Foucault and, most of all, Althusser

has been absorbed into the Centre's rethinking of culture as those

material practices actively responsive to the structural relations of
83

production in any given socio-historical formation. The type of social

formation in the making, with its immediate roots in the moves and

practices to re-structure society in the post-war period, was, of

course, examined by those methodologies created by the influx and

critical force of structuralist texts. As Stuart Hall, the former

director of the C.C.C.S., has explained:

Structuralism marked a radical break with the dominant fbrms of
theoretical humanism. It bracketed the terms 'consciousness' and
'intention'. Culture was better understood as the inventories, the
folk taxonomies, through which social life is "classified out" in
different societies. It was not so much the product of 'consciousness*
as the unconscious forms and categories through which historically
definite forms of consciousness were produced. This brought the term
'culture' closer to an expanded definition of ideology - though now
without the connotations of 'false consciousness' which the term had

previously carried.*^

Culture, a set of signifying practices, was anthropologised: brought

to the level of the everyday with meaning its recognizable product.

Literature, within the set of signifying practices, had its necessary

specificity of mode of signification, but was not to be privileged.

Another school, within an internal stream of Marxist cultural

debates - connecting the work of the Birmingham C.C.C.S. with the

contributions to the British Sociological Association's conference

on culture and the University of Sussex conferences on the sociology

of literature - did take a steady course through Althusserianism and
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status amongst the set of signifying practices because of its power

to internally distantiate ideology. The differences between the two

can be resolved in their equal stress on 'Literature' as an important

•received category' to be socio-politically analysed and deconstructed.

Indeed, in the near convergence of Raymond Williams's and Terry

Eagleton's work, a corresponding, almost collaborative effort has

recently emerged under the effectively estranged relations which have

erupted between the older educational establislmients and those within

who advocate critical departures which challenge the role of 'the
85

dominant paradigm' in literary studies. These critical departures

challenge the supposedly unquestionable object of knowledge in

literary studies* rightly seeing it as defensively interred by the

agency of 'literary ideology*, that endless, enclosed circuit of

Literature Literary Criticism Literature. This circuit,

mistaking historical conjunctures as 'periods', reads under the

aeger of 'indifference' for 'competences'. Striving for comfortable

' neutrality', the circuit is blind to its dark, ethico-political

84,
hegemony.

I intend to go on and examine some of the issues in this conflux

of Marxism, structuralisms and cultural studies but it is necessary

to quickly reinforce the connections of the matters so far directly

raised or intimated. I have tried to sketch the theoretical 'moment'

to which John Berger's cultural productions strongly relate. The

strength and particular direction of these relations will be matter

for some of the work of this thesis. Berger's novels are not going

to be looked at for single readings in search of isolated unities -

for continuity with 'taste', ' ordei~ 1 and 'culture' (in its narrowly
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of study, are the illuminations of the historical moment of the

contradictions, and the residual and emergent relations of production,

in contemporary advanced capitalist society. They relate to an

oppositional theoretical and practical force within the historical

moment, and between historical moments and cultural productions. I

intend to look at all of these forces, these relations of determinacy,

power and domination, as an exemplary part of the study of the

politics of culture and specific cultural practices.

If there is a general definition of the nature of the correspondence

between Berger's 'different1 textual practices and the normative

traditions - of art criticism, literary criticism, sociology, the

novel, poetry, scriptwriting - then it will become clearer as a

definition of political and aesthetic correspondences, the key being
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dialectical images of the social formation. The novels and essayistic

critical practices are in the mainstream of this thesis because, as a

specific realm of cultural practice with variable degrees of autonomy,

they challenge the dominant structure from a transformative

perspective inside it, however peripheral, the dominant structure being

normative notions of 'Culture', 'Tradition1, and 'Art' embodied in

conceptions of 1 Literature ' in the practices of literary criticism.

Questions in the determinations of 'realism', 'value' or 'modernism/

post-modernism' are partially internally distanced in such texts as

A Painter of Our Time (1958), The Foot of Clive (19&2), Corker's

Freedom (1964), (5 (1972) and Into Their Labours (1979)« The question

of the effectiveness of culturally induced transformations of the

relations of production and social relations in the social formation

drives through all of Berger's cultural production - the question



itself and his speculative 'answers' largely being determined by

•defeats' and successes in the progress of socialism.

Later, and intermittently, I shall explain the correspondence of

Berger's materialist and metaphysical criticism of photography, and

his developing application of historical materialism for critical

practice on painting and sculpture. The texts of A Fortunate Man

(1967), A Seventh Man (I972) and Another Way of Telling (1982) are all

collaborative works with the photographer Jean Mohr and are all often

mistaken as only sociological essays. Berger's essays and studies on

the production and reception of art - the New Statesman and New Society

gatherings, with other essays published elsewhere - in such works as

Permanent Red (i960), The Look of Things (1972), About Looking (I98O)

and The White Bird (1985), together with Success and Failure of

Picasso (1965), Art and Revolution (1969) and Ways of Seeing (1972)

are all crucial to an understanding of Berger's cultural production

and the historical bearings of his critical discourse on the politics

of experience. Other elements of the constellations in Berger's

discursive field include his filmscripts for Salamandre, The Middle

of the World and Jonas who will be 29 in the year 2Q00 (all directed

by Alain Tanner), and intermittent series of poetry. His work as a

translator, often with Anya Bostock, has been a continual stratum

within his cultural practice and has been broadly interventionist in

character. It too is of the conste11ations, particularly in the case

of Bertolt Brecht's The Great Art of Living Together: Poems on the

Theatre (1961), Return to My Native Land (1969) by the Martinique

poet Aime Cesaire and Nella Bielski's novel Oranges For the Son of

Alexander Levy (1982). When I say that they are interventionist I
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interpret them as decisive impulses at a particular historical

conjuncture to fill a gap, conspicuous to some degree by its 'absence',

in the politics of culture in English language reading. The translators'

note of Return to My Native Land carries this sense:

This is not a free adaptation of Cesaire's work: neither, however,
is it a completely literal translation. The poem is important because
of its thinking content. The thinking is both political and poetic.
Politically it is a poem of revolutionary passion and irony. Poetically
its images have a physical and often sexual resonance. It is always
in respect to this double content that we have worked upon an English
version.^

As I have stated above, the correspondences, the constellations

of Berger's cultural production and critical practice, are

correspondences of politics and aesthetics: they are illuminations of

historical moments and they play a part in the discursive development

and reception of 'Theory' and cultural studies in a social formation

(a complexly and unevenly developed stage of so-called 'society').

Berger's work-in-translation practices, for example, is sti-ongly

related to the cultural productionist task of reading and making

dialectical images. So the range of jiractices has keyed roles,

connecting in specific ways between themselves, within cultural

production, within a social formation. There moves the subject of

the object of study.

The problematic range is, in the Althusserian sense, the range

of the problematic. The claim on Berger's cultural production and

critical practice is that it is interwoven without the loss of its

own specificity in

the leap from the pre-scientific world of ideas to the scientific
world; this leap involves a radical break with the whole pattern and
frame of reference of the pre-scientific (ideological) notions, and
the construction of a new pattern (problematic q.v.)...
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PROBLEMATIC (problematique). A word or concept cannot be considered
in isolation; it only exists in the theoretical or ideological
framework in which it is used: its problematic...It should be
stressed that the problematic is not a world view. It is not the
essence of the thought of an individual or epoch which can be deduced
from a body of texts by an empirical, generalizing reading; it is
centred on the absence of problems and concepts within the problematic
as much as their presence; it can therefore only be reached by a

symptomatic reading (lecture symptomale q.v.) on the model of the
Freudian analyst's reading of his patient's utterances.^

CI0
It is interwoven with the epistemological break: as cultural

production and critical practice the presence of issues of theory

are partly determinant upon the presences and the absences of the

9i
texts. In the construction of the possibilities of new patterns of

literary/cultural production, Berger's constellations indicate a

dialectical third category in the interaction of residual senses of

the author, the writer and 'traditional' intellectual, and the

1Z
emergent senses of the cultural producer and 'organic' intellectual.

No simple author remains to be credited with a problematic

offered up as:

I have little to say about what I have written. I hope that my
books transcend the categories into which Ihey are generally forced.
The critical essay on Picasso is, for instance, written somewhat like
a novel. The sociological study of a country doctor is perhaps also
a philosophical essay. The novel, Corker's Freedom, is partly a film
scenario and partly a historical document. Up to date it seems to me
that everything I have written has been no more than a preparation
for the work of the last five years on G.^
The germ of this statement is, given the recognized 'instant' of its

history, not so much the word 1 categories 1 but the process of

sjiiralling direction: the deliberate confusion of aesthetic norms

(to expose their contradictions) and the easy distancing of the

concept of the written as well as the proud warning of the

constellatory force of G., fuse with a resistance to be safely

incorporated in James Vinson's catalogue of Contemporary Novelists.

If we take the date of the statement as some time during the early



years of the 1970'S) its spiralling or off centring tactics are

traceable by the reading of the historical moment which I seek to

apply to, and subtract from, Bergor's cultural production. Ilis

emergence as this third, dialectical 'category' of writer/intellectual/

cultural producer is hinged on a history approaching 1968 and moving

on from that moment. Two time spans of production are important:

from 1958 to 1968 and from 1968 to the present which for conceptual

reasons remains as a travelling stasis with a dated underside of

%
popular movements and socialist advance. In the second stage, the

constellations are brighter, the discursive field outlined above

more regular in its trajectory, its interventions, its internal

contradictions. This change has a lot to do with emphasis and

commitment; it also carries the strength of purpose, resolution and

self-criticism which comes in the rallying after defeat. Defeat is

not to be confused with failure, a point often made by Berger himself

when, for example, he quotes Maxim Gorki: "Life will always be bad

enough for the desire for something better not to be extinguished in
'IS

men." The sense of pessimism carried in this particular quotation is

dissolved with the solvent of hope around a bedrock of ineradicable

struggle. Berger's espousal of Gorki's 'maxim' carries a slightly

different sense from that in the more familiar phrase of Antonio

Gramsci's - 'pessimism of the intellect, optimism of the will' -

which seems to carry more historical appropriateness in its strategic

desire to bond the intellectual and the revolutionary class. However,

the sense of ongoingness and of perpetual struggle - of 'permanent

revolution' - is the keynote of the mental and physical edge. It was

true for Berger after 1956, in the wake of the Hungarian uprising,

and more true, brighter, with the uprising of the Left in May 1968



and its subsequent defeat only months later. Berger's historical

hope is explored in the interview concluding this thesis.

In proposing these two histories within what I have called

Berger's cultural production and critical practice - and stressing

the moment of revolutionary defeat as an impulse towards reformulation

I should also stress that we do not have two reflecting halves of a

smooth development. The nature of the shift is a strategic, complex

correspondence. The element of 'Theory* - the direct contact of

Berger's critical practice with breakthroughs of the time (in access,

say, to Walter Benjamin's work or Roland Barthes's wave of semiology

texts) - is certainly a crucial factor in locating this division.

Perhaps the aftermath of 1968 for the New Left was more 'Theory* and
%

a firmer doxa against which to be antagonistic: the influence of the

academic pessimism and isolation of the Frankfurt School theorists,

delayed in coming through, must have darkened the will and

... V
aestheticized politics for many. Perhaps Berger's work, as seems

more likely, comes forward into a stronger movement with a clearer

•language' of its own because of the Althusserian epistemological

break and regrouping of popular-democratic movements. Revolutionary

moments - theory and practice together - under late capiitalism, under

•defeat' and under the fragmentary sustenance of 'Theory* are, in

Berger's cultural production and critical practice, struggle within

History or struggle to re-engage with History. Berger's second

phase, brighter constellation also has some of the 'science', the

knowledge, of Regis Debray's analysis of the moment of May 1968:

By 'reality' I mean phenomena seen critically, restored to their
effective conditions of possibility. The drama of 'May *68' is
that it is already fulfilling the same function for left extremism
as 'June 1936' fulfilled for communist reformism: the function of
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a justificatory myth, the residue of decades of illusions. What is
new in comparison with 1936 is the speed with which the phenomenon
made the transition from history to myth, fran the real to the
symbolic. This is of course due to the progress made by capitalism
in its ability to recuperate those who were contesting its power, by
means of books, newspapers, films, plays, etc. But above all May
succeeded in satisfying a real need, an immense frustrated need, felt
by revolutionary groups (and also to a certain degree by the entire
social body) as something to be exorcised, rejected. This was
precisely the need for Myth, for an autochthonous Myth, internal to
capitalism - without forgetting that every myth reflects a relative
rupture as an absolute. This need was born of the hiatus produced by
the imbalance between an immediate, local, grey, reformist profane
history and the breath of revolution, a disruptive yet mediated and
distant force (China, Vietnam, Cuba) - without the two moments being
able to meet on the ground of the hie et nunc. The hiatus was filled
by what took on the appearance of reality: the myths born of May
1969. The need is satisfied for twenty years.^

Most historical and dialectical materialists, like Debray, found in

the downturn of the events of 1968 the birth of a consciousness of

postponement, a repressive cultural machinery absorbing the potential

transformative powers in class society into a stasis of the rewritten.

•The media' absorbed intellectual force.

Debray's reality - the 'effective conditions of possibility*

in phenomena - reads the world in terms of dialectics (physical,

historical, ideological and political potential and interpenetration).

Berger's cultural production of the brighter constellation took shape

in recognition of the appropriation of 'history' by the myth of

cultural absolution. It held off media absorption by means of two

strategies; control over its publication (Writers and Readers Publishing
• &

Co-operative) and greater study of the politics of the word and the

image (the 'language* of ruling class State interpolation and the
100

interpellation of the 'subject'). It is important to stress, however,

that Berger's second constellation discovers itself in strategic

regroupings in the light of struggles investigated in earlier texts

also. The historic and the symbolic realms contest in all of Berger's
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texts. It is history which is the structural force, either in

presence or absence, in the last instance.

lJeiycr'a dialectical and historical materialism, in his role as

writer/intellectual/cultural producer, is enacted in transvaluative

labour. To that discursive field - which is the intersection of

political action, cultural production, ontological investigation and

'language1 - are brought the major communicatory forms and practices

of the 'society'; its documents of 'experience'. What Berger

transvaluates, the methods of transvaluation being proffered in the

process of his cultural production and critical practice, are the

apparatuses of delimited and testamentary 'Western' man: under attack

is the subject/object division of the doxa of 'common sense', the

subject/object spiritualism of Romanticism and, most of all, the

'experience' of what is ultimately an i.Solat£e( and isolating 'individualism'

under consumer capitalism, monopoly capitalism and the culture of

neo-imperialism. Berger's attachment to rural labour and the

peasantry is often seen as 'romantic', yet his aims in this attacliment

are consistent with documenting material and imaginative conditions

of a particular way of life and provoking social change (which he once

noted as 'for pure romantics the two most unromantic things in the

world'). He does not base his conviction or his practice upon the

high Romantic concept of 'the natural man', though experiential

101
relation to nature forms a part of his interest. Relations between

image, narrative and experience, and between 'individual' subject

and collective subject, are the threads of Berger's textuality.

Writing in 1969 in an explanatory analogy to why portraiture in

painting was beyond resuscitation - after a death-blow from photography
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which replaced stereotyping and flattery with the possibility of an

unprivileged 'memory', altogether 'less conclusive' - Berger noted

of the condition of narrative determining processes or historical

forces at work in the moment of late capitalism:

The measures, the scale changes of modern life, have changed the
nature of individual identity. Confronted with another person today,
we are aware, through this person, of forces operating in directions
which were unimaginable before the turn of the century, and which
have only become clear relatively recently. It is hard to define
this change briefly. An analogy may help....

We hear a lot about the crisis of the modem novel. What this

involves, fundamentally, is a change in the mode of narration. It
is scarcely any longer possible to tell a straight story sequentially
unfolding in time. And this is because we are too aware of what is
continually traversing the story line laterally. That is to say,
instead of being aware of a point as an infinitely small part of a
straight line, we are aware of it as an infinitely small part of an
infinite number of lines, as the centre of a star of lines. Such
awareness is the result of our constantly having to take into account
the simultaneity and extension of events and possibilities.

There are many reasons why this should be so: the range of modern
means of communication: the scale of modern power: the degree of
personal political responsibility that must be accepted for events
all over the world: the fact that the world lias become indivisible:
the unevenness of economic development within that world: the scale
of exploitation. All these play a part. Prophecy now involves a

geographical rather than historical project; it is space not time
that hides consequences from us. To prophesy today it is only
necessary to know men as they are throughout the whole world in all
their inequality. Any contemporary narrative which ignores the
urgency of this dimension is incomplete and acquires the over¬
simplified character of a fable.

Something similar but less direct applies to the painted portrait.
We can no longer accept that the identity of a man can be adequately
established by preserving and fixing what he looks like from a single
viewpoint in one place....

We may still rely on 'likeness* to identify a person, but no longer
to explain or place him. To concentrate on 'likeness* is to isolate
falsely. It is to assume that the outermost surface contains the man
or object: whereas we are highly conscious of the fact that nothing
can contain itself. I0^

I quote at length because this passage points back to, and forward

to, the issues at stake. It is tremendously compact with Berger's

historical textuality. It 'knows' the same moment as Roland Barthes's

declaration, in 1968, that:

We know now that a text is not a line of words releasing a single
•theological' meaning (the 'message' of the Author-God) but a



multi-dimensional space in which a variety of writings, none of them
original, blend and clash. The text is a tissue of quotations drawn
from the innumerable centres of culture. It>">

But more spocifically its understanding is dialectically operative in

the synthesis of history and cultural form: linearity and verisimilitude

in the classic Realism of 'Western' man denies the future its birth by

the difficult but liberating process of looking for 'the simultaneity

and extension of events and possibilities'. Berger sees a positive

modernism attainable partly through the redirection of anarchic force

against the myth-malting capacity of universal consumer capitalism.

The 'straight story sequentially unfolding in time* is subject to more

than Tristram Shandy-ish abuse: 'the centre of a star of lines* is a

place and time in the reformulation of an active subject. Berger

recognizes plural texts and plural meaning: uneven developnent and

exploitation prevent an internally dynamic man and object. Berger's

strategy evokes the act of uncovering the distant control and

'simplicity' of Authorized codes. The written is partly distanced as

complicit in the apparatus subjecting the individual as consumer

ideologue: one in search of instant gratification and privilege.

Prescriptively, Berger puts the erstwhile 'Author' on site, to build

the physical and political contours of a complex, non-Eurocentric,

post-revolutionary body: the anti-Positivist can speak of the

barbarism of a humanism which is only reformist Progress to its own

distant atrocities.

Readers should not think of Berger as a humanist writer. Back

in 1973j Re wrote that humanism, in particular the belief in humanity's

liberation through technology and rationalism, needed always to be

governed by the recognition of clear 'historical and economic

10V
development'. He wrote of the human testimony in artworks that,
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it is necessary in front of the example of a work of art to do
our utmost to reconstruct the totality which gave rise to it. It is
only through our grasp of this totality (a grasp which must be
imaginative as well as cerebral) that its human testimony can be
adequately received. By this I do not want to say that works of art
should reduce us to merely inarticulate "sympathy.11 What I do wont
to say is that our social theories must begin to be commensurate, in
their complexity and soj>histication, with the works which we use as
examples in those same theories.

We need theory to guide us into the experiential reservoir of the

past, or the lived as it might incorporate the past, in other words.

Also, Berger could not accept the idea of art as expression of

species being:

It is not possible to speak of art for the species' soke before
man has achieved action and consciousness as a species. The notion
of man acting as a species was an important one in Marx's thinking,
but he saw such action as an attainment to be achieved on the far
side of class exploitation, when the social relations existing
between men would allow them to see each other as equals and therefore
all of them as species. Given the present contradictions and conflicts
existing in the world it is premature to talk of man as a species.^

However, he did allow the possibility of art having a 'prophetic*

function. He says the artist,

within the form of the work...may be able to create a wholeness
which is lacking in that part of reality to which the work refers.
What finally makes art prophetic is its ability to create a formal
totality.

Formalism meant something different to the search for formal totality.

Berger thought of formalism as academic sterility in art - 'unoriginal

references to the world

In order to release the potential of 'humanity', Berger advised

that 'wholeness' be held up against clearly defined exploitative social

and productive relations of capitalism and the authoritarian

bureaucracy of the Soviet Union.

The potentiality of man - his potency in the widest sense - is
today frustrated and deformed by the results of exploitation and
by the means taken by the exploiters to defend their right to
exploit. The process is worldwide. It is not certain that it can



be stopped or defeated. But if we wish to attempt to do so, we must
at least see it clearly for what it is. It is...a question of one
class or one milieu or sometimes a whole nation living ruthlessly off
the lives of others.

A non-academic re-examination of modern art was required, according

to Berger, who offered up this revealing list of judgements condemning

rationalism and bourgeois thought in favour of lived experience and

its 'intuition and sensuous knowledge*:

Perception is a creative, not an automatic process. The antinomy
between art and science is a false one. The substitution of quantity
for quality in all the categories of bourgeois thought (or the thought
of bureaucrats) is profoundly hostile to imaginative creativity - in
art, but also in other, more common forms of human activity. The way
that art and its history is usually presented in our societies is
undemocratic and is meant to be so. The relation between any artistic
achievement and the social sacrifices made blindly and involuntarily
for the sake of that achievement needs to be rigorously reconsidei^ed.
The concentration, according to our cultural norms, on cerebral
calculation, and the underestimation of intuition and sensuous
knowledge may well have become a pathological deformation. None of
the reasons found in the past for being an artist exist any more;
new reasons have to be found, or art should be abandoned."0

In conclusion, Berger warned of the deceptiveness of Humanism

as an ideology, again appealing to the weightier lived experience of

the majority whose 'form of exploitation could only be explained in
Ut

terms of modern capitalism and imperialism':

All these questions, hoA^ever, have to be approached and decided
upon in a world where, for the majority, the primary physical and
imaginative condition is one of exploitation, and where the claim
of Humanism is no more than a benign and hypocritical mask held up
to hide the faces of their exploiters.

I say that the written, with Berger, is partly distanced because

of its always already formed codifications. By distancing within,'1^
creating a space of multi-dimensional object, the writer/intellectual/

cultural producer remains constantly aware of disrupting the 'natural'
I! if

method uses language 'which is not forgetful of itself'. In the task

of reformulating the subject, Berger, as a cultural producer and one



engaged in discursive critical practice - resisting absorption by a

culture industry - can be recognized in Roland Barthes's strategic,

committed view of the potential in writing:

There is in writing the beginnings of a mass gesture: against all
discourses (modes of speech, instrumental writings, rituals, protocols,
social symbolics), writing alone today, even if still in the form of
luxury, makes of language something atopical, without place. It is
this dispersion, this unsituation, which is materialist. 'lo

This makes the ground of the writer/intellectual/cultural producer

mined with contradiction, a tensile field in which the role of culture

has to be prized loose from the tautologous practices of the

property owning, disappropriating classes. This is the enormous site

of transvaluative labour and the site of the following questions

asked by Barthes:

How could the proletariat determine within itself an interpretation
of Zola, Poussin, pop music, the Sunday sports paper or the latest
news item? To 'interpret' all these cultural relays it needs
representatives - those whom Brecht calls the 'artists' or the
'workers of the intellect' (a particularly malicious expression, at
least in French where the intellect is so nearly off the top of the
head), those who have at their command the language of the indirect,
the indirect as language; in a word, oblates who devote themselves to
the proletarian interpretation of cultural facts...It follows that
the culture from which they have to disengage the proletarian meaning
brings them back round to themselves (bourgeois class^ and not to the
proletariat. How is culture to be evaluated? According to its
origin? Bourgeois. Its finality? Bourgeois again. According to
dialectics? Although bourgeois, this does contain progressive elements
but what, at the level of discourse, distinguishes dialectics from
compromise? And then again, with what instruments? Historicism,
sociologism, positivism, formalism, psychoanalysis? Every one of them
bourgeoieified. There are some who finally prefer to give up the
problem, to dismiss all 'culture' - a course which entails the
destruction of all discourse.

Berger has consistently - and often with impatience - used his

practice to put the 'received' and the 'natural* into crisis. A

structural faith in dialectics and movement towards a dialectical

Reason permeate the cultural production and critical practice.

Occasionally, strategically, his discourse has undermined itself and



envisaged the uselessness of art, not through despair but as a

necessary reminder that the destruction of bourgeois 'culture' is

necessary in the construction of undivided intellect and labour,

undivided meaning. Hence we can think of Berger's cultural production

and critical practice as striving for Barthes's presence in the

writing of cultural criticism - 'all the discourses of Marxism are

present in its writing: the apologetic (glorify revolutionary

science), the apocalyptic (destroy bourgeois culture), and the

eschatological (desire and call for the undivision of meaning,

concomitant on class undivision)'J although Berger's anti-Positivism

makes him less 'apologetic'.

The levels of these discourses are not, of course, regular.

The question 'Is there a possibility of revolutionary art?' makes

that impossible. Before examining the approaches, responses and

contexts for such questions in Berger's cultural production and

critical practice - and long before attempting to make conclusions -

we have to turn to an explanatory field of discourse in which the

question has been asked, 'Can there be a revolutionary literary

criticism?•.

To move towards outlining the aims of any socialist criticism,

it is necessary to repeat and further clarify those major points

raised so far. First, Berger's cultural production and critical

practice is engaged in the tension and disturbance of de-categorization.

The dominant categories of the 'known' are being repossessed,

redistributed and transvaluated by radical and by socialist critics

and theorists. For example, Jacques Derrida's project in

post-structuralist critical struggles, in the advancement of



deconstructionism, is a project of conceptual contortionism planned

to upset the accepted signification elements and patterns of

European idealism.

Derrida's project strikes at the root of the dominant categorical

base of western idealism by focusing on the inadequacy of its

metaphysical drives for a pure origin and an absolute presence. There

is no place for such totality or sense of plenitude in deconstructionist

figuration: by means of the concept of the supplement, which is

practically both an addition and a replacement, continuity is seen as

generation around a perpetual absence, gap or lack. Supplementation

is a permanent possibility. Derrida contests Being as Presence by

adhering to the view that the sign does not point directly to its

referent. The deconstructionist can explore the sedimented layers

of constructed meanings 'in' the objects categorized by dominant

idealist traditions.

Raymond Williams, the socialist cultural materialist, can be

grouped with critics and philosophers such as Derrida, as one of the

radical, and socialist opposition. Williams too seeks to

de-categorize the 'known' from his perspective within historical

materialism:

I tried to develop this contrast in The Country and The City
between the knowable community, a term used with irony because what
is lcnown is shown to be incomplete, and the new sense of the darkly
unknowable. There are many kinds of response to that. After the
industrial revolution the possibility of understanding an experience
in terras of the available articulation of concepts and language was

qualitatively altered...new forms had to be devised to penetrate
what was rightly perceived to be to a large extent obscure.

All of Williams's work has sought knowledge of historical change in

language, social formations and cultural forms through changes in

the mode of production during the capitalist expansion of agrarian,
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industrial and cultural 'developnent'. The dominant conceptual

(terminological) and disciplinary (institutional) categories of

bourgeois social thought, in Williams's cultural materialist practices,

have been exposed, nexitralized, and made open to reformulation or

abandonment:

I had decided, from within the tradition of literary criticism
itself, that its categories of literature and of criticism were so

deeply compromised that they had to be challenged in toto. It was

necessary to show that all kinds of writing produce meaning and
value - to use that shorthand again - by modes of composition and
deep conventions of stance or forms. The mistaken assumptions which
lie hidden in the old concepts have to be cleared away for us to be
able to begin searching again for a more tenable set of emphases
within the range of writing practices. I agree that you could not
go on with an undifferentiated range. On the other hand it seems
to me that from now on we have to accept it as a true range, without
any categorical division between what is done on one side of a line

i20
and what is done on the other.

Point one, then, is that Jolin Qerger's cultural production and

critical practice is best interpreted in that historical conjuncture

which is strongly marked by broad challenges against dominant

empirical-idealist categories, forms of knowledge, disciplines, fields

of reference, specialisms, and technical languages born of Enlightenment

philosophy and capitalist division of labour and intellect.

Secondly, I seek to present Berger's writing as discursivity:

as the site of a set of practices which construct a 'subject'. His

writing is situated in an intersection of political action, cultural

production, ontological investigation and post-Saussurean language.

Discourse is taken to be an instrument of lcnowledge and, as such, is

given meaning in social usage. Discourse, in the sense that Michel

Foucault has projected it, is the site of a struggle for power. The

site of this struggle has been sketched as the historical moment of

late capitalism, the particularly important eras having been noted



as from 195^ to 1968 and from 1968 to the present. In saying this

much I am saying that subject and object, reader and work are

inseparable in the text, that economic, political and cultural

continuum into which the ideological category of the work is inserted.

Harari's sense of Foucault's 'discourse', below, is applicable if it

is clearly registered that the site of struggle for power is the site

of class struggle: 'if discourse, as discourse of knowledge, is an

instrument for the exercise of power, then conversely, the exercise

of power constantly creates new forms and new objects of knowledge
12.1

which themselves engender and consolidate certain modes of power'.

In later chapters, I will be interpreting specific cultural productions

and critical practices of John Berger in accordance with this

discursive field's dynamic.

Berger*s ontological discursivity is part of that conflict in

western critical and philosophical thought between epistemology and

ontology, between Marxism and liberal-bourgeois philosophies and

practices. The idealist Being/Presence structures built on assumptions

of centre, absolute authority and transcendental subject have been

critically exposed, thrown into crisis, by philosophical,

anthropological, psychological and literary schemes of decentred

structure. Decentred structure links Marx's founding discourse to

recent critical Marxism's determining ensembles, to Freud's founding

discourse, to the binary oppositions of Levi-Strauss, and to Lacan's

ternary system of Imaginary, Symbolic and Real. Within Left cultural

debate the culturalisin-structuralism interaction, as mentioned earlier

in this chapter, has generated the most important and concentrated

of these critical assaults upon various forms of empirical idealism.



The post-Saussurean level of Berger's discursivity not only

applies to his conscious encounter with the concepts text and ideology

but applies to concern with political subjectivity generally find

hence, on the wider front, to structuralist and post-structuralist

theory. At least, Berger's textuality is within the problematic of

the construction of a social self: the cultural producer and critical

practitioner struggles to break and remake a political subject in

recognition of language as a ceaseless productivity.

Thirdly, I have singled out Berger's transvaluative labour upon

experience. In later sections, focus upon meaning production and

materiality, 'values' and Humanism, liistoi-y and ideology, mode of

production and class struggle will help explore the cultural and

political tensions of 'experience'. The transvaluation of 'experience'

is integral to the cultural-structural moment as a whole yet Berger's

cultural production and critical practice has never been inserted

within this problematic unconditionally. Contradictions of the moment

of late capitalism, the upset, impulse and stimulus of Theory and

its 'epistemological break', the narration and analysis of worldwide

combined and uneven development under capitalism - exploitation,

privilege, inequality - are the historical and material forces

determining both the written works under scrutiny and the political

reading objectives of this concern with John Berger's cultural

production and critical practice.

The problematic of Berger's discursivity can be succinctly reduced

to the statement that Berger's cultural production and critical

practice necessarily engages us with three very important questions

of literary cultural studies. Those three questions are:



1. What is the object of knowledge in literary study?

2. What is an author, or a book, or a text?

3. What is revolutionary art?

These are the centrifugal and centripetal questions of most concerns

with political modernism and after. Contact with Berger's writing

inevitably draws and disperses within the socio-cultural field

generated around these questions. In this section I would like to

examine each question briefly.

The intended ambiguity of the first question allows us to

consider, as one, matter concerning the purpose and the place of

'knowledge' as well as the function of criticism. Fredric Jameson's

[ZZ
work The Political Unconscious: Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act

is a good reference point for our purposes because it explores

questions of object and method. The Political Unconscious is

particularly helpful in its engagement with a range of Marxist

critical positions. Jameson's search for a dialectical critical

method (the sustaining motivation of his writings) draws in the major

opposing poles of Hegelian and Althusserian contributions to issues

concerning the object of knowledge. Through his project of the

construction of a dialectical critical method by means of the synthesis

of such apparently antithetical strains of Marxist criticism as

symptomatic criticism (Althusser, Macherey) and expressive interpretation

(Lulcacs, Goldraann), Jameson finds the object of knowledge in literary

study to be an ability to decode the past for a liberated future: a

Marxist cultural criticism, for Jameson, must have the Utopian impulse

to wrest a realm of Freedom from a past of Necessity. Given that

Freedom is, at the very least, the recognition of Necessity, Jameson



can salvage for Marxism the cultural products of bourgeois tradition
123

if only for what he sees as its instances of libidinal investment.

Jameson's twin hopes rest in narrative and dialectics. Narrative

is the vast expanse of the movement of language and writing across

time: it is the major instance of the human mind if, in materialist

reckoning, we weigh an instance of the human mind as an instance of

history as an instance of reality. Narrative is symbolic of the

process, the movement of history. This mind that narrative

historically speaks, as it were, is ideological according to Jameson

in both a positive and a negative sense, (and here his synthetic

power is fully tested). This is where the need for a dialectical

method can be seen and where we might easily recognize Jameson's

ability to salvage works of bourgeois humanism for a liberated
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future - rather like Engels and Lenin before him.

Jameson, following Althusser and Lacan on structuration

(insisting upon symptomatic reading of a structuralist/post-

structuralist kind) presents narrative as ideologically necessary for

all human subjects. Narrative is a distortion of the real, related

to lcnowledge but reckoned as 'false knowledge'. On the positive

level, in narrative there is carried the potential of Utopian hope:

'Any doctrine of figurality must necessarily be ambiguous: a symbolic

expression of truth is also, at the same time, a distorted expression,

and a theory of figural expression is also a theory of mystification

or false consciousness'. The terrain of the political unconscious,

for Jameson, is the critical rewriting of the cultural body of

historical process, a terrain perhaps best thought of as the underside

of culture, from the libidinal impulses which bestow favour upon



reading Balzac to the recovery of popular and working class culture. A

knowledge of nai'rative, dialectically woven, is a luiowledge of generic

continuity and discontinuity. This knowledge is ultimately a knowledge

of the manifest dominant modes of production structuring the social,

political and cultural formation. In short, all narrative, for Jameson,

is one narrative - conflictual and aggressive. Discourse is the narrative

of class struggle. Asking of a single work, is it symptomatic of its

contextual conditions?, and is it critically transformative through its

Utopian impulse?, all the light and shade of the work's insertion into

a discursive movement is allowed.

Jameson supports the post-structuralist transformation of 'work1

to 'text', can consider the situation of the subject (as 'central'

through construction in discourse and through ideological interpellation)

and can probe the possibilities of the work as an expressive totality,

contradictory as these methods are, because lie subscribes to the

idea of a totality that is irrecoverable in whole as well as to the

core Althusscrianism of absent cause. Utopianism is a very strong

feature of Jameson's criticism. The wrestling with Hegelian and

Altliusserian Marxisms to produce a transcendent 'third' kind is very

likely born out of the si>ecific conditions of American academic

Marxist criticism which seems aimed at the critical equivalent of

the politics of the popular front strategics such as temporary

unification, joint leadership and alliance under extreme duress. It

may also be born out of the frustration and division of these two

strains of Marxist criticism in each having reached an impasse on

either front. The Political Unconscious (the title a metaplioric

description of the object of knowledge in literary study) is an

indication of critical energies which lie beyond the dispersed fields
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of Marxist critical discourse, beyond such opposites as are marked

by the key concepts of absence and totality. Jameson arrestingly

called for, in an earlier article,

the renewal of Utopian thinking, of creative speculation as to the
place of the subject at the other end of historical time, in a social
order which has put behind it class organization, commodity productions
and the market, alienated labour, and the implacable determinism of
an historical logic beyond the control of humanity. Only thus can a
third term be imagined beyond either the "autonomous individualism"
of the bourgeoisie in its heyday or the schizoid part - objects in
which the fetisliization of the subject under late Capitalism has left
its trace: a term in the light of which both of these forms of ^-
consciousness can be placed in their proper historical perspective.

If Jameson's 'knowledge' is of a narrative both positive and

negative ideologically, if it is the critical rewriting of the literary

work into its oppositional voices of class struggle, and if his

luiowledge is ultimately a knowledge of the manifest dominant modes of

production revealed in a text's formal generic continuity and

discontinuity, then we can say that the Marxist criticism sought after

is precisely one at work on ideological formations in the exposition

of ideologies of literary form. It is a criticism related to other

familiar Marxist assaults upon idealist literary aesthetics sucli as

that so compressed in Walter Denjar.iin*s statement that ' there is no

document of civilization that is not at the same time a document of

124 _ .

barbarism'. It is also related to Raymond Williams's historical

materialism. Williams's denotation of dominant, residual and emergent
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cultural forms, further enlarged to accommodate the pre-emergent, is

much less Utopian a j:>roject than Janeson's, thoroughly engaged as it

is with j)aths to a near immediate socialist culture. Williams too is

more expansive in opening up the exchange levels and mechanisms of

the word, the text and the social-educational institution for

historical analyses of politico-cultural change. Jameson, at one
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The reader should not, in the first place, expect anything like
that exploratory projection of what a vital and emergent political
culture should bo and do which Raymond Williams has rightly proposed
as the most urgent task of Marxist cultural criticism... QiutQ will...
find an empty chair reserved for some as yet unrealized, collective,
decentred cultural production of tlie future, beyond realism and

19 <2
modernism alike.

Concentrating upon the Utopian promise of happiness in existing but

politically 'repressed' works and searching for the third method

beyond either reading organic unity in the work and reading the

absences of the text, Jameson finds that the object of knowledge, as

study of ideological formations by exposition of the ideology of

literary forms, depends in part upon an examination of the existing

reading codes 'tlirough which we read and receive the text in question'.

These reading codes are calculable through sketching the institutional

mode of insertion and the distribution of literary works. Touching

upon what Tony Bennett has called 'the living life of the text' and

his realization that 'the text is never available for analysis except
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in the context of its activations', we hear Jameson speak forth within

Althusserian bounds for ideology: 'texts come before us as the

always-already read; we apprehend them through sediinented layers of

previous interpretations, or - if the text is brand-new - through the

sedimented reading habits and categories developed by those inherited
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interpretive traditions'.

The many possible Marxist readings are united in opposition to

essentialist readings of 'single' works whereby idealist criticism

extracts a set of 'values' or 'qualities' somehow taken to be

universally valid. Linking Jameson, Williams, Althusser, Bennett and

others, in however irregular or limited a way, is an object of

knowledge materially and socially generated. Meaning and value are
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coercive and consensual agreements of social and historical validity/

invalidity, agreements made through the mutual and uneven

determinations of reader, work, textual conventions, discursive

'setting', distribution network and the places of writing in any

given social formation. More generally, we might say that meaning

and value can be found as constructs of the forces and relations of

literary production as they are within the general mode of production.

In the context of dialectical and historical materialism a written

document (already petroled from the historically instituted concept

of 'Literature') can be known scientifically in opposition to methods

of the era of the education of taste. As Pierre Macherey has written,
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•the object is never given but is progressively discovered', the

implication being that reality is not an anchored empiricist's

a priori but is rather always a horizon: 'knowledge is not the

discovery or reconstitution of a latent meaning, forgotten or concealed.

It is something newly raised up, an addition to the reality from

which it begins'. With this in mind we should now turn to our second

question.

The second of our three questions, itself an inter-related set of

interrogative moves ('What is an author?, or a book?, or a text?'),

poses problems of the source, materiality and 'working' of knowledge,

pleasure and power. If our first question dealt with the purpose

and the place (the 'object') of knowledge in literary study, our second

follows up along the lines of a non-essentialist reading to reduce

the initial fear of a text exploded into the totality of a social

process. The sight of the book in the hands of the reader might be



construed as having been lost in noting the expansive terrain of

the text's discursive being. Insofar as an idealist reading conjures

up a meeting of authoritative consciousness between individual reader

and the author, a Marxist reading, under the sign of structuration,

will admit to constructing the object - incomplete, fragmented and

layered with uses. The author is no longer the site of a privileged

intention or complete source-fulness. The book loses a former life,

so to speak, to becoming a text and in doing so traces a social

schizophrenia being at one turn an academic 'text', at the other a

perhaps popular, shelf-categorized consumer item. A Marxist reading

should recognize no single original text but only the work worked as

(plural) texts and, by inference, should leave open the number and

variety of different productive readings while at the same time

drawing the force lines of the conjunctural reading. In opposition

to the residual idea of the text itself, the isolated book in the

hands of the isolated reader which somehow exerts limits upon its

consumption and thereby marks out acceptable and unacceptable readings,

Tony Bennett has written:

It is not some shadowy ideal text, a text hidden within the
materiality of the text, but the text in its specific material form
as inscribed within a definite set of social relations and as

already covered by an accumulated history of readings that, in the
present, exerts a determinacy over the modes of its consumption. It
is the readings already produced in relation to a text, and not some
notional 'text itself, which bear upon and limit present and
possible readings of a text. It is for these historical, and not at
all for essentialist reasons, that texts are encountered as a
resistance.

This resistance is the handling and the production of 'texts' rather

than the reader's ghosting of an authoritative version of a fixed,

known, single text.

The word 'authoritative' is crucial in this context as it is the
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prototypically bourgeois concept of the author which is central to

idealist literary analysis and cultural machinery. The term author

carrion senses of 'decisive origination', 'authority' and 'literary
Ho

property' in the market place. Michel Foucault has written that

'the coming into being of the notion of the 'author' constitutes the

privileged moment of individualization in the history of ideas,
I3fc

knowledge, literature, philosophy, and other sciences', a statement

in sympathy with Roland Barthes's anti-'Humanist' perspective:

The author is a modern figure, a product of our society insofar as,

emerging from the Middle Ages with English empiricism, French
rationalism and the personal faith of the Reformation, it discovered
the prestige of the individual, of, as it is more nobly put, the
'human person'. It is thus logical that in literature it should be
this positivism, the epitome and culmination of capitalist ideology,
which has attached the greatest importance to the 'person* of the
author...The image of literature to be found in ordinary culture is
tyrannically centred on the author, his person, his life, his tastes,
his passions, while criticism still consists for the most part in
saying that Baudelaire's work is the failure of Baudelaire the man,
Van Gogh's his madness, Tchaikovsky's his vice. 1 ^

Barthes offers a desacrolized alternative to the author in 'the

modern scriptor', an incomplete or several subject, partly suggested

by Surrealist recommendations of 'abrupt disappointment of expectations

of meaning', who is one with the text in writing. Also, Foucault's

ideas on the author-function as 'characteristic of the mode of

existence, circulation, and functioning of certain discourses within
\1<I

a society' are helpful in exploring the ideological individualization

of the potentially much freer range of the literary. The author-

function works as the cultural exchange level correlation of name

with value, status, guarantee and fixed identity. Vie construct the

image of the author in the image of our general social construction.

However, instead of a dominant mechanism in the delimitation of

meaning, the author could be transvaluated by insertion into alternative
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discourses:

the author is not an indefinite source of significations which
fill a work; the author does not precede the work, he is a certain
functional principle by which in our culture, one limits, excludes,
and chooses; in short, by which one impedes the free circulation, the
free manipulation, the free composition, decomposition, and
recomposition of fiction. In fact, if we are accustomed to presenting
the author as a genius, as a perpetual surging of invention, it is
because, in reality, we make him function in exactly the opposite
fashion. One can say that the author is an ideological product, since
we represent him as the opposite of his historically real function.
(When a historically given function is represented in a figure that
inverts it, one has an ideological production). The author is
therefore the ideological figure by which one marks the manner in
which we fear the proliferation of meaning.

Any socialist counter-ideology, or counter-hegemony must move

through a transitional stage towards the written in a freely available

state. Foucault, wary of notions of any state outwitli time or

restraint, moderately supposes a change: 'although, since the

eighteenth century, the author has played the role of the regulator

of the fictive, a role quite characteristic of our era of industrial

and bourgeois society, of individualism and private property, still,

given the historical modifications that are taking place, it does not

seem necessary that the author-function remain constant in form,
IVI

. .

complexity and even in existence*. In the changeover to writing

in a pre-esnergent socialist society there is a displacement of

critical forces and approaches to literature:

we would no longer hear the questions that have been rehashed for
so long: "Who really spoke? Is it really he and not someone else?
With what authenticity or originality? And what part of his deepest
self did he express in his discourse?" Instead, there would be other
questions, like these: "What are the modes of existence of this
discourse? Where has it been used, how can it circulate, and who can
appropriate it for himself? What are the places in it where there
is room for possible subjects? Who can assume these various
subject-functions?" "t-2.

With John Berger's cultural production we move necessarily into this

latter critical mode. As previously stated, Berger's writing is
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political action, cultural production, ontological investigation and

post-Saussurcan language - and what is of interest to us is the mode

of existence of a specific discourse. That is the only way criticism

can adequately present a subject which is in reality in process,

discovering as much as possible the social in the individual and the

individual in the social.

Berger's cultural production, in upturning categorical

expectations, works within the drive towards collective subjectivity

and away from idealist spheres of authorship. On an immediately

observable level, Berger works on the margin of accepted uses of the

dominant author-function simply by working in cross-cultural

activities to such an extent that his various practices are under

used (and 'known') in too limited and specialized applications.

Importantly, the extent of his collaborative work is opposite to the

13 .

bourgeois norm in literary production. It prefigures one direction

of socialist literary production (though, in saying this, it is not

suggested that 'individuality' in production could or should be

exorcised). As indicated earlier, instances of collaborative work

include: translations of Brecht and Cesaire with Anya Bostoclc,

photo-reportage and photo-narrative with Jean Mohr, film and television

work with respective directors Alain Tanner and Michael Dibb.

Particular instances of assault upon received notions of authorship

lUt-
must include mention of the production of Ways of Seeing, a key work

in Berger's social reception since the early seventies and a core

text for many instituted courses in art history and cultural

criticism. As a written document Ways of Seeing is not under
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copyright to its co-producers - Jolin Qerger, Svcn Bloniberg, Chris

Fox, Michael Dibb and Richard Ilollis - although it v.ras taken up by

the publishers, those being the British Broadcasting Corporation and
145

Penguin Books jointly. Berger undoubtedly had the major part in

Bays of Seeing but it may be symptomatic of our dominant critical

practices that the work is almost always credited to his name alone,

a move which, perhaps unconsciously, assigns literary property

irrespective of the refusal of copyright by the book's co-producers

and which submerges collective production under single authorship.

Berger's indebtedness to the Trans-National Institute, of which

he is a Fellow, extends beyond financial support to supportive critical

work on studies of migrant labour, the peasantry and Third World
144

issues. Here, also, the 'individuality' of the 'author* is partly

eclipsed. We might also consider the major social space of Berger's

book publications to be another collaborative scheme as it is

controlled by a co-operative productive and distributive organization

in Writers and Readers Publishing Co-operative. From the first,

Writers and Readers has been motivated by alternative political practice

'challenging and rejecting, as far as possible, the implications of

the categories imposed by bourgeois society on literary production* and

the Benjaminesque conviction 'that it is essential to change not only
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the content but the forms and production process of literature'.

Recognizing writing from a multiple 'source' is the first step

towards breaking the codes of 'authorship' promoted by theological

varieties of idealist 'literary criticism'. Raymond Williams has

written on this first step that:

There is the relatively simple case of cultural creation by two
or more individuals who are in active relations with each other, and
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whose worlc cannot be reduced to the mere sum of their separate
individual contributions. This is so common in cultural history,
in cases where it is clear that something new happens in the very
process of conscious co-operation, that it does not seem to present
any serious difficulties. But it is from just this realization of a

relatively well-known experience that the second and more difficult
sense of a collective subject is developed. This goes beyond conscious
co-operation - collaboration - to effective social relations in
which, even while individual projects are being pursued, what is
being drawn on is trans-individual, not only in the sense of shared
(initial) fonas and experiences but in the specifically creative
sense of new responses and formation.

Berger's cultural production should always be seen in this context

of what we might call the social and historical space of collective

cultural production. It is another way of reminding us of the

politico-cultural intersection in which we are constructing Berger's

specific discursivity, or 'subjectivity'.

Our third question, 'What is revolutionary art?', is one which

is asked by all marxist criticism. However, the compression of its

terms has led mostly to confusion rather than clarity. What is

meant by 'art'? What is meant by 'revolution'? V/hat are the

different implications and significances in the familiar phrases

•revolution in art* and 'art in revolution'?

Some marxist critics reject 'art' as a useful concept because

it is found to be too heavily weighted with bourgeois value,

preferring terms such as literary production or the production of

pictures as alternative transitional terms which allow a non-complicit

reference to already existing works and practices. The reason for

this distancing is the necessity of reminding us of the production

processes and materiality of all events in specific historical social

formations. In such a manner, Nicos Hadjinicolaou, an Althusserian

art historian, writes:
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...What is the relationship between art and knowledge? Should
art be conceived as a form of knowledge? Here the concept of visual
ideology can be of use. What is the relationship between art and
visual ideology? Let us begin by replacing the word 'art' by
•production of pictures'. This empirical term refers back to the
simple and concrete fact of the production of certain two- or three-
dimensional objects on which lines and colours have been variously
placed, and it is preferable to the ambiguous and emotive term 'art*.
It is not a precise term, and is retained purely as an indication of
the type of production under discussion.

The implicit reckoning on Hadjinicolaou•s and others' part is that

'art', under appropriation in class society, has been inscribed and

overlaid - as a collection of priced objects and as an ideological

'concept' - with mystificatory, non-scientific values. 'Art' belongs

to the conceptual vocabulary of idealist aesthetics where painting

and sculpture, and literature, are seen as being somehow beyond

configuration in politics and class struggle. 'Art' is j>art of the

vocabulary of the ruling class's hegemony, one of the signs for the

transcendence of everyday experience, for the journey to the realm

of eternal human values, a realm consisting of hierarchies of spiritual

truth or beauty.

'Revolution' has been made to refer to the most general process

of change, in opposition to reference to historically specific social

and political transformation. In asking 'What is revolutionary art'?

many have remained on the falsely isolated ground of a change within

'Art' - an autonomous, self-referring collection of works and

teclmiques - whilst too few have examined the role of visual and

literary art as 'weaponry* during moments of great social and

political transformation.

In Raymond Williams's examination of the changing senses of

'revolution', it is clear that the modern social and political sense

was settled with first the American Revolution and then the French
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to revolutionize meant a double action of acting upon the past and

acting upon the future: 'the sense of making a new social order was

always as important as that of overthrowing an old order'. It had

previously connoted overthrowing from below (as with 'rebellion' and

'revolt') and a sense of physical circular movement, the compounded

sense of which implied a 'natural' or fixed order of social forms.

During the period of bourgeois power, 'revolution', in the service of

fixing the order of the social formation yet again, this time by an

opposing socialist agitation, took on connotations of violence by

being contrasted with 'evolution' in nineteenth century thought.

Evolution, a concept of slow, 'natural', peaceful change was utilized

by the class in power to maintain the existing balance of power.

The concept of 'art' also changed with the rise to power of the

middle class and the consolidation of that class's power, according

to Raymond Williams's useful notes in Keywords. Until the sixteenth

century, artist and artisan were not distinct. The seventeenth

century narrowing down of 'art* to painting, drawing, engraving and

sculpture culminated in the nineteenth century's fully established

sense of artisan as a 'skilled manual worker' without intellectual,

imaginative or creative purpose. The latter qualities were qualities

reserved for the artist. Williams carefully traces the Romantic

origins of the association of 'art' with 'imagination* and 'creative'.

Other important and still current associations with the term are

noted, 'art* and 'genius' being strongly linked by the nineteenth

century contrast of 'art' with 'nature' - 'that is, between the product
i5l

of human skill and the product of some inherent quality'. The
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nineteenth century capitalist expansion of industry and subsequent

development of science increased the bourgeoisie's sense of its own

conflicting interests in 'art'.

These changes are best seen as the result of changes in the

relations between capital and labour. The increasing division of

labour in capitalist commodity production drove a wedge between artist

and artisan and, more extremely, separated artist and worker in the

bourgeois polarization of spiritual and material production. The

split between material and spiritual is enacted on the terrain of

1human value' by classes in struggle. Artistic production was

spiritualized in the face of increasing contradictions. The artist

had to provide a crafted product which would be bought and sold in

the market. The product would then lose its commodity status and be

a source and presence of 'value'. This transformation was best

effected with the support of the discourse of artistic 'genius',

•sensibility', and 'inspiration'. The root of the contradictions

involved lie in the uneven relations which exist when 'artistic

production persists into the era of the capitalist mode of production
152.

and industrialization, as an archaic and handcraft mode of production'.

Recent contradictory usage, built upon the sedimentation of previous

historical usage, is sketched by Williams:

The artist is then distinct within this fundamental perspective not
only from scientist and technologist - each of whom in earlier periods
would have been called artist - but from artisan and craftsman and
skilled worker, who are now operatives in terms of a specific definition
and organization of WORK (q.v.). As these practical distinctions are
pressed, within a given mode of production, art and artist acquire
ever more general and vague associations, offering to express a general
human (ie. non-utilitarian) interest, even while, ironically, most
works of art are effectively treated as commodities and most artists,
even when they justly claim quite other intentions, are effectively
treated as a category of independent craftsmen or skilled workers
producing a certain kind of marginal commodity.



Y/hen the inter-relations of 'art' and 'revolution' have been

examined, a range of views between two extreme positions has resulted

with, however, most views tonding towards either of the extreme

positions. One extreme is the consideration and underwriting of

•art' as the source of pure aesthetic value. The other extreme is

the consideration and dictate of 'art' as direct political practice.

The notion of 'art for art's sake' typifies the former but the latter,

more complexly, can encompass 'Socialist Realism', with its

authorized idealist representations, as well as the democratic

dramaturgy of Brechtian theatre.

The dominant critical trend in the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries has been a concern for 'art' as the production of new

aesthetic values - values governed by the registex' of individual

feeling. These new aesthetic values are treated as the starting point

for a new creation, in circular fashion. The challenge to this

dominant idealist value system has chiefly come from those who see

•art' as a means of shaping the process of human history. Different

attitudes to the autonomy of 'art', and different views of the artist's

relation to forms of knowledge or to ideology, separate inquirers.

Pure aesthetic approaches through 'Yfhat is revolutionary art'? avoid,

in general, questions of the historical conditions of production of

art and literature: formalism is blind to the relations of class

pex^spective in the production of art and class perspective in

antecedent criticism of that art. A inarxist criticism generally

concerns itself with the complexities of such relations. It draws us,

if it is adequate to its tasks, towards that terrain in which 'creation'

•intellect*, 'imagination* and 'genius' are put in historical relation

to effective social relations and transind ividual experience. Sane
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John Berger's critical practice is very conscious of engagement

with these complex relations.

An important example of the question 'What is revolutionary art'?

being asked directly by a marxist critic is Leon Trotsky's Literature
I57f

and Revolution. Written in the early 1920's, Trotsky's study is of

the function of art in post-Revolutionary Russian society, a society

with the task of sorting out a valid tradition for the purpose of

bringing non-class culture into being. Trotsky dismissed as a false

conflict simple oppositions of 'proletcult' with 'bourgeois culture'.

Proletcult was the result of a reactionary populism while bourgeois

culture was the culture of property values. The function of art,

according to Trotsky, was to prepare a new order of social formation

and a new order of 'feeling'. Art was revolutionary if it diffused

what he called 'culture-bearing*. A popular-democratic appropriation

and control of cultural apparatuses, with the fostering of a critical

perspective which was historical and materialist, would allow a

scientific evaluation of the correspondence between culture's given

orders of feelings and specific socio-historical formations.

Revolutionary art was found to be neither 'pure' nor 'tendentious'.

Trotsky asked the question directly but 'What is revolutionary

art'? is asked indirectly whenever culture is seen as to some degree

autonomous, whenever, that is, culture is related to economic

conditions but not treated as mechanically reflective of those

conditions. It was the question which Marx asked - indirectly - when

he confronted the 'beauty' of classical Greek art:

Why should the social childhood of mankind, where it had obtained
its most beautiful development, not exert an eternal charm as an age
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that will never return? There are ill-bred children and precocious
children. Many of the ancient nations belong to the latter class.
The Greeks were normal children. The charm their art has for us now

does not conflict with the primitive character of the social order
from which it had sprung. It is rather the product of the latter,
and is rather due to the fact that the unripe social conditions under
which the art arose and under which alone it could appear can never
return.

Greek art's 'eternal charm' is disputed by many marxist critics aware

of the seeming ahistoricity of Marx's preferences and the possible

implication in the above statement of a past 'golden age', but they

share the interest in contradiction between the level of social

conditions and the level of artistic achievement. Some others see

Marx's statement as a clear and simple early confirmation of their

own rejection of 'modern art', but it is surely not so transparent

a matter as that. Cliff Slaughter, a Trotslcyist critic, 'can say

that the openness and the unburdened pursuit of freedom by the

world's first citizens are a natural source of pleasure to men in a

society which has left behind all possibility of so simple a life*.

Slaughter makes sense of Marx's 'eternal charm' statement by deriving

the sense from Marx's larger contextual framework of ideas on

alienation and material transcendence in history through return at a

'higher level'. The Greek art statement shows us the importance of

having a model of the historical impulse to move out of necessity

towards freedom:

The art of the period, as of any period in which there was effected
a profound change in life with implications for all future generations,
is endowed with a lasting power of inspiration. The practice of art
as an independent, creative, non-utilitarian activity was part of and
not just a portrayal of the historical progress contained in Greek
civilization, and for this reason has its 'eternal charm' for those
who must effect their own revolutionary changes.16'

Slaughter is not saying here that revolutionary art should have a

classical model but, rather, is emphasizing the going forth of humanity

towards what Trotsky called a 'truly human culture', towards a complex
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unity of being in communist society. That 'difficulty' of art of

the barbarous past still giving us 'aesthetic pleasure* (Greek

city-states 'thought' on the back of slavery) is not a reluctant

claim that certain artistic forms fix ideal human values in themselves

forever. It is a claim that fragments of an ideology of wholeness

bear relation to marxist science and practice aimed at transforming

the world. Those who must now effect their own revolutionary changes

are the working class. To do that with culture-bearing, this

revolutionary class has to recognize and build upon what was

'revolutionary' in class culture of the past. 'Aesthetic pleasure'

is therefore not some formalist gratification of individual feelings

or interests but is more an indication of social happiness or

potential freedom.

Pierre Macherey, with even more limitations on the constancy of

the 'human' subject, sees the Marx statements on Greek art in a

similar way to Slaughter but with a much different emphasis. Macherey

says that the great unsaid of Marx's passage which should be evident

to us is that Greek art has not survived: 'nothing survives in the
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same form'. Values, for both Macherey and Slaughter, even given their

political and methodological differences, do not come to us inscribed

in given forms but, on the contrary, are struggled for and are

reconstructed because subject to successive appropriation and hegemonic

utility in class society.

For some then, it may be possible that art of the past can be

inexhaustibly pleasurable and instructive, upon the crucial condition

that that art is always useful in different historically specific and

liberating ways. This allows the 'old' to contain revolutionary
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quantity and quality under dispute) stand alongside certain marxist

espousals of new cultural production for new social and productive

relations.

The lack of a full analysis by Marx of the unevenness of the

correspondence between art and the social formation, an analysis

which most likely would have included a theoretical exploration of

•realism* and 'committed' art, has been much regretted. The 'Greek

art' comments indicate that the relations of culture, politics and

economics were sufficiently complex to suggest that art could not

be explained away as an epiphenomenon of the productive base of

society. Marxist critics and 'philosophers' after Marx, in exploring

the nature and function of ideology have severally written and

rewritten the missing thesis on aesthetics and production. To all

such considerations of ideology, questions of revolutionary art have

been and are integral.

In John Derger's writings, the relationship of artistic production

to social and political revolution has been of immense importance.

Overall, the context for Berger's interest in these complex relations

is the transformation of historical experience. At this point, it

may be worthwhile repeating what was stated earlier on this matter:

the question of the effectiveness of culturally induced transformations

of the relations of production and social relations in the social

formation run3 tKrougk all of Berger's cultural production - the question
itself and his speculative answers largely being determined by

•defeats' and successes in the progress of socialism. Also, it already

has been pointed out that occasionally, strategically, his discourse



has undermined itself and envisaged the uselessness of art, not

through despair but as a necessary reminder that the destruction of

bourgoois culture is necessary in the construction of undivided

intellect and labour, undivided meaning. Those works in which

art and revolution thematically dominate arc: A Painter of Our Time

The Success and Failure of Picasso; The Moment of Cubism and other

essays; and, crucially, Art and Revolxition: Ernst Neizvestny and

the Role of the Artist in the USSR. Focal interest in the relations

of art and revolution again arises in many of Berger's review essays

Most of the critical exploration of artistic production is utilized

in the writing of G.

It is with the above questions and issues that we now turn to

Berger's early art criticism.



CHAPTER TWO

Permanent Red



In the preface and introduction to John Berger's first book of

critical essays on art, Permanent Red, one will find brief

statements on his critical methodology and the premises upon which

his Marxist aesthetics are built. The book is recognizably a

collection of Berger's art criticism which appeared in New Statesman

between 195^ and 1959 * although an understandable amount of reshaping

and working out of a collective structure has resulted in individual

pieces contributing, in lesser or greater form, to the overall

pattern of interest and argument. What Berger's main area of focus

then encompassed - the relationship of art and private property,

and, by extension, the nature and the role of the artist under

capitalism - has continued to be a mainstream in his writings since

that time. The dual dating of the preface of Permanent Red, its

convictions remaining central but not static over the years 1968 to

1979, give evidence to a strong commitment on the author's part to

the continuing relevance of the problematic issues of his subject and

to the socialist stance taken towards that subject.

A Painter of Our Time, Berger's first novel, is the novelistic

treatment of the relations of art, the artist and capitalist society

as explored in Permanent Red. Before an explanatory investigation

of the mode of existence of a Marxist novel like A Painter of Our

Time, I wish to comment upon certain statements from the critical

work which will outline what is particularly socialist about Berger's

thought, and provide the initial broad context for an understanding

of his contribution to recent fiction and his evolution of a political

aesthetic for the novel. The latter will entail reference to how

other, mostly Marxist, critics have defined the social existence of the

literary text and the role of creative consciousness in society.
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Writing in the dual dated preface, Berger noted that his central,

ridge like stance on 'the disastrous relation between art and

property*^ had been greatly influenced by the political entrenchment

of left and right as the Cold War escalated throughout the fifties.

During this period of struggle for nuclear parity, Berger was forced

to follow his convictions to one of two extremes:

In the early 1950 s when I began writing art criticism there were
two poles, and only two, to which any political thought and action
led. The polarization was between Moscow and Washington. Many
people struggled to escape this polarization but, objectively
speaking, it was impossible, because it was not a consequence of
opinions but of a crucial world struggle.^

The political pressures of the age can be seen to have been a decisive

factor in Berger's consolidation of his world-view; but that

world-view had been crystallizing since his earlier years: including

A
his time in the Artist's International Association, and any polarized,

0

distorted views dissolved under new pressures of an age moving

towards ideological, political and nuclear coexistence. Berger, in

other words, evolved beyond polarized dogmatism. He indicates this

ideological continuity thus:

I have always been outspokenly critical of the Stalinist cultural
policy of the USSR, but during the 1950 s ray criticism was more
restrained than now. Why? Ever since I was a student, I have been
aware of the injustice, hypocrisy, cruelty, wastefulness and
alienation of our bourgeois society as reflected and expressed in the
field of art. And my aim has been to help, in however small a way,
to destroy this society. It exists to frustrate the best man. I
know this profoundly and am immune to the apologetics of liberals.
Liberalism is always for the alternative ruling class; never for the
exploited class. But one cannot aim to destroy without talcing account
of existing forces. In the early 1950 s the USSR represented, despite
all its deformations, a great part of the force of the socialist
challenge to capitalism. It no longer does.^

Working as a socialist art critic, Berger's focus, then, was on

art that transmitted values, feelings and ideas which consciously or

unconsciously maintained a societal structure - capitalism - which,



he observed, caused, 'injustice, hypocrisy, cruelty, wastefulness

and alienation'. The critical act of the revolutionary socialist

can ho begun to bo recogized now as a liberating act in itself,

existing primarily on the level of counter-ideology. Berger was

working to overturn those productive social relations which, in art

and life, existed 'to frustrate the best man', or whole person

envisaged by socialism. This future perspective is a crucial

conceptual basis for Marxist criticism and aesthetics and will be

encountered in the analysis of A Painter of Our Time below. The

John Berger of 1979t in the preface to Permanent Red, reaffirmed the

revolutionary socialism which generated his early critical work and

which continued to direct his efforts up to that time with the

categorical statement: 'I now believe that there is an absolute

incompatibility between art and private property, or between art and

state property - unless the state is a plebeian democracy. Property
4,

must be destroyed before imagination can develop further'.

Naturally sceptical readers might readily question such a

forceful connection between the state of imagination (or creative

consciousness) and material relationships in society. Fundamentally,

the implications of Berger's statement can best be seen in the light

of Marx's observations, in the Preface to A Contribution to the

Critique of Political Economy (1859)1 where art as part of the

ideological superstructure is seen in relation to the conflicts

between material productive forces of society and existing relations

of production:

In the social production of their life, men enter into definite
relations that are indispensable and independent of their will,
relations of production which correspond to a definite state of the
development of their material productive forces. The sum total of
these relations of production constitutes the economic structure of
society, the real foundation, on which rises a legal and political



superstructure and to which correspond definite forms of social
consciousness. The mode of production of material life conditions
the social, political and intellectual life process in general.
It is not the consciousness of men that determines their being,
but, on the contrary, their social being that determines their
consciousness. At a certain stage of their development, the material
productive forces of society come in conflict with the existing
relations of production, or - what is but a legal expression for the
same thing - with the property relations within which they have been
at work hitherto. From forms of development of the productive forces
these relations turn into their fetters. Then begins an epoch of
social revolution. With the change of the economic foundation the
entire immense superstructure is more or less rapidly transformed.

What Berger means when he says 'property must be destroyed before

imagination can develop further' should be clearer from this

formulation: social being determines consciousness, property

relations determine bourgeois ideological forms - including forms of

creative consciousness known as painting and literature - and

imagination is fettered under capitalism until societal relations

enter the 'epoch of social revolution* known as socialism. Why such

a transformation is necessary to art, on one level of understanding,

brings us back in part to the Marxist realization that - as Berger

noted - bourgeois cultural forms partly reflect and express the

greed, hypocrisy, cruelty and alienation of modern man. Such

alienation has to be combatted in the sphere of art with an art

practice which can help to disalienate man in future perspective and

disalienate man in the present perspective by an analytical realism

able to uncover the material and cultural relations which exist,

again in Berger's words, 'to frustrate the best man'. Though art by

itself could not bring about socialist society, it could provoke it.

By its very nature, in Berger's scheme, art offered hope and

alternatives. What alienation is in a Marxist understanding of the

condition can be stated, brie.^1^, (again deferring to Marx), as human

self estrangement and false consciousness as to the true nature of



human reality. In the struggle to disalienate man from all forms of

estrangement, socialism had to work towards the transcendence of

private property:

The transcendence of private property is therefore the complete
emancipation of all human senses and attributes .... This material,
immediately sensuous private property, is the material sensuous

expression of estranged human life. Its movement - production and
consumption - is the sensuous revelation of the movement of all
production hitherto - ie., the realization or the reality of man.
Religion, family, state, law, morality, science, art, etc., are
only particular modes of production, and fall under its general law.
The positive transcendence of private property as the appropriation
of human life is, therefore, the positive transcendence of all
estrangement - that is to say, the return of man from religion,
family, state, etc., to his human, ie., social mode of existence.
Religious estrangement as such occurs only in the realm of
consciousness, of man's inner life, but economic estrangement is
that of real life: its transcendence therefore embraces both

aspects. (Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844) ^

Berger's thought, then, indicates some of the major ground of

Marxist philosophy. But, in practice, if his aim is recognized as

one of liberation, (from estrangement, alienation, capitalist

fragmentation of being and consciousness), then by what process does

he proceed in the context of art and Marxist criticism? What is at

the root of his critical methodology and, later, of the political

aesthetic informing A Painter of Our Time? The answers lie in

condensed form in the statement which follows:

The question I ask is: Does this work help or encourage men to
know and claim their social rights? First let me explain what I do
not mean by that. When I go into a gallery, I do not assess the
works according to how graphically they present, for example, the
plight of our old-age pensioners. Painting and sculpture are clearly
not the most suitable means for putting pressure on the government to
nationalize the land.... What I do mean is something less direct and
more comprehensive. After we have responded to a work of art, we
leave it, carrying away in our consciousness something we didn't have
before. This something amounts to more than our memory of the shapes
and colours and spaces which the artist has used and arranged. What
we take away with us - on the most profound level - is the memory of
the artist's way of looking at the world ....

Yet why should an artist's way of looking at the world have any
meaning for us? Why does it give us pleasure? Because, I believe,
it increases our awareness of our own potentiality. Not of course
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our awareness of our potentiality as artists ourselves. But a way
of looking at the world implies a certain relationship with the
world, and every relationship implies action.'
A painting or piece of sculpture, in Borger's view, is best for

society when it communicates a way of seeing that increases or

improves, (by communicating on a profound level of consciousness),

the individual's potentiality. Potentiality is movement towards

social being - the means by which consciousness can grasp the idea of

totality, or wholeness of being. Totality need not imply absolute

wholeness or unity. Indeed, Berger is more given to the idea of

process and constant addition, defining by relation the terms of any

singularity. Applied to certain artists of the nineteenth and

twentieth century, Berger's question becomes an evaluative process,

sorting out figures and movements which have failed or succeeded in

helping men 'to know and claim their social rights'.

For our purposes, Berger's appraisal of Cubism is most

significant. In Cubism he finds a way of seeing which is truly

revolutionary and suggestive of an increased awareness and development

for man. Cubism offered a way forward in the movement to disalienate

the individual from self estrangement and false consciousness:

it was a formula for interpreting and understanding reality.
Theoretically, the reality of an object for a Cubist consisted of the
sura total of all its possible appearances. Yet in practice this
total could never be arrived at, because the number of possible
visual appearances (or aspects) was infinite. Consequently, the
most the Cubist could do was somehow to suggest the range of, the
infinity of possibilities open to, his vision. The real subject of a
Cubist painting is not a bottle or a violin; the real subject is
always the same, and is the functioning of sight itself... Again,
however, I want to emphasize that by formula I mean a new,

revolutionary truth, which, once posed, can be generally learned,
taught and applied. Why revolutionary? Because, simultaneously with
the scientific discoveries of that period (Rutherford, Planck,
Einstein) which were just beginning to give man, for the first time
in history, the possibility of an adequate control of his environment,
the Cubist formula presupposed, als^ ^or *-he first time in history,
man living unalienated from Nature.



This faith in Cubist suggestion of 'the infinity of possibilities',

of hope, has been dismissed by several critics over the years.

Richard Wollheim was the first to tackle it when asking if Berger

thought that much of Cubism was understood at the time, in an attempt
II

to undermine any claim to its universality as a language. On the

reissue of Permanent Red in 1979, J.A. Richardson did his best to

crudely reduce Berger's philosophical interpretation, tied in as it

was to the function of sight, to a re-phrasing of Jean Metzinger's

•Multiplicity of Viewpoints' explanation of Cubism in 1911.'^

The offer of Cubism was a promise for realism in modern art, but

a realism dynamically informed. The Cubist formula was a perceptual

dialectic, Cubist painting and sculpture being true to the act of

perception itself. The way of seeing the object, or the world, was

removed from the single viewpoint to the suggestion of the totality

of multiple viewpoint. Its laws developed historically parallel to

developments in our knowledge of history, physics and psychology.

Common to them all was a recognition of perpetual movement, speed,

change and thinking of processes rather than substances; and their

truths lay within the collective formulation of the subjective-

objective interaction itself. Berger notes at one point that 'to

look at a Cubist painting is like looking at a star. The star exists

objectively, as does the subject of the painting. But its shape is

the result of our looking at it'. The release of an aesthetic

amounting to a perceptual dialectic gave the painter and his audience

a common subject matter and human concern in the act of seeing. This

release was a force in the liberation of the senses and served the idea

of the disalienation of modern man from a world which merely acted

upon him to one in which he recognized the social nature of man -



acting upon the world, and being in turn acted upon by it. The

Cubist perceptual dialectic paralleled Marx's materialist dialectic

of history and Hegel's original idea of dialectic (as expressed here

by Ernst Fischer) :

the inner contradiction within the nature of thought and of all
things, the recognition that nothing can be understood in isolation
or as a rectilinear sequence of cause and effect, but only as the
multiple interpenetration of all factors and as being in conflict
with itself: that everything, as it comes into being, produces its
own negation and tends to progress towards the negation of the
negation. "*■

Berger's support of the Cubist perceptual dialectic is, then,

very true to the aesthetic formulations of the Hegelian-Marxist

tradition. The perceptual dialectic sees the perceiver as an active

agent in the making and remaking of the object, or, by extension, the

individual as an active agent in the creation and transformation of

the world. The totality of the Cubist object is partial and relative

not absolutely fixed. It is subject to historical forces which

control the infinite possibilities of aspect. The world is humanized

by man's active agency and is not something 'out there' independent

of thought. That it is not fixed does not mean that it does not exist

but rather that between individual subjective immateriality and the

idea of a meaningful, objective, independent world 'out there' there

is in process of becoming a world made and unmade by social action.

Antonio Gramsci stated this concisely when he noted that:

The idea of 'objective' in metaphysical materialism would appear
to mean an objectivity which exists even apart from man; but when
one affirms that a reality would exist even if man did not, one is
either speaking metaphorically or one is falling into a form of
mysticism. We know reality only in relation to man, and since man
is historical becoming, knowledge and reality are also a becoming
and so is objectivity.

In Berger's criticism of modern art it is the forsaken, or

forgotten, formula offered by the Cubist's perceptual dialectic
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which, he says, has to be revived. Abstraction, expressionist

distortion and surrealism could not provide a modern, rational art

which affirmed man's potentiality. These, rather, further alienated

the individual:

Their success depends on - as it were - setting the viewer
spinning. Their argument is: a form is not in fact what it appears
to be, and therefore if we wilfully deform it we can usefully make
people doubt the apparent truth; so let us cast off and trust to the
unknown currents. The reduction to absurdity of this attitude is
the worship of the accident, as in Action Painting.

The Cubist attitude is totally opposed to this. The Cubists
established the principle of using multiple viewpoints within the
picture and therefore of controlling the spin and the vibrations of
meaning... Human consciousness was their arena as well as their
tool. But they were almost unique in modern art in that they
believed that this consciousness could be^ considered rationally, not,
as all romantics believe, just suffered.

With Berger's criteria, much of modern art is diagnosed as irrational

and unable to provide a positive 'way of seeing' the world. The major

tendencies in art, in Berger's view, have been compounded from

neurosis and alienation - a myth developing in the popular mind that

the artist must be separate, exiled and antisocial:

Neurosis has been defined as the result of the 'unlived life*.
Today the sensitive bourgeois artist is disgusted or bored by his
official culture, but because he can see no way of changing it, and
because, rejecting dialectics, he is unable to distinguish between
its positive and negative tendencies, he is forced to deny absolutely
his own sensibilities and heritage, to unlive his life in fact, and
then to escape into some crude and false Priraitivisra... Dubuffet
apes the inarticulate and disoriented victims of his own society -

those who are driven by loneliness and frustration to draw primitively
their private obsessions on public walls ... both from the artist's
and the public's point of view, this is an art which derives from
unlived life, and propagates it.'^

Berger's application of Marxist philosophy to the problematic

condition of modern art and the role of the artist under capitalism

allows him to formulate an outline of what society could and should

expect from the artist, given the difficulty of increasing people's

awareness of their potentiality - of providing a visual language in



order to better interpret and understand reality - under a societal

system which fracjnents man's labour and alienates the individual by

propagating the 'unlived life'. Art, Berger urges, must use the

dialectical methods instigated by the Cubists; perception and

consciousness must be revealed as humanizing powers able to regenerate

man continually in the movement towards totality, or wholeness of

being ... though this is never achieved as an absolute condition,

hence reality remains as a horizon. The artist's role therefore has

to be that of the progressive analyst of the real, seeing in the

impoverishment of our present condition our future improvement.

Berger states that 'the particular difficulty which the Western

artist faces today', is that of, 'seeing men - including himself -

whole again; the difficulty of recognizing what all men have in
18

common, and of having confidence in what they wish to be'. The

romantic myth of the artist has to be broken because, as he notes:

If you separate a modern artist's life from his work, you are
left with the same kind of focal point. He retains his greatness
because he retains his name, but what his greatness now invests with
false significance is his loneliness, his temperament, his separation
from other people, his personal tragedies. Thus the story of his
life becomes a consolation to all those who feel insecure and
misunderstood. Under Capitalism, which, whatever its degree of
temporary prosperity, encourages social fragmentation and a sense of
insecurity one would consequently expect to find an abundance of
romanticized artists' lives. And one does. The artist leading to
the outsider leading to the criminal becomes the hero of societies
unable to see a way out of the frustrations they inevitably
encourage. A typical art critic, defending an artist of whom he
has a high opinion, writes approvingly that now 'the private neurosis
has acquired a cosmic stature'.'^

What I have made apparent, so far, of Berger's critical

methodology as essentially Marxist in nature should also have made

clear his favouring of realism: the perceptual dialectic of the

Cubists is great because it offers artist and audience *a formula

for interpreting and understanding reality'. Also, the greatness of



art, in Berger's thought, lies in communicating a way of seeing

which aids the liberation of the individual from capitalism's

estranging productive relations: art can help the individual regain

his social identity making him see and act in the direction of

totality, a not entirely Hegelian process because of Berger's concern

for property relations and the artistic mode of production in many

sections of Permanent Red.
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Seeinn and Drawing

Permanent Red was aimed to counter the contemporary advance of

abstract art and formalism. For Berger, the latter term meant art

reductive of social experience and devoid of 'precise hopeful

reference to the objective world' through its undue concern with

repeating conventions of the medium or developing single aspects of

the medium at the expense of others.

It begins with an analysis of the making process, seeing the

artist's work as both a matching and an extending of experience,

where a formalist modernist criticism might have adhered to governing

rules of testing the limits of the medium, defining what was pure to

that medium and no other. Berger stated that the artist tested

appearances of the object through his or her senses, first of all in

discovery of what is, then in its recreation, reality being adjusted

to the artist's vision after the registering of real presence in

terms of space, colour and form. Colour could be tested for relation

and strength, out of which came form; the angles of component parts

of forms could be tested against each other, then tested in the

reduced scale belonging to the canvas or paper. Berger described the

process of looking as negotiation of material reality. The process

included the closure and opening of the eyes in the presence of the

object. Memory and imagination were considered integral to looking.

Drawing, in artistic discourse so loaded with the concept of the

academic, and a traditional base of training, is seen by Berger as

the original ground for negotiating experience of the world, crucial

in its essentially private aspect and in its functionality, as in

working drawings where the artist reveals how he or she sees. Line,



he writes, 'leads you on to see. Following up its logic in order

to check its accuracy, you find confirmation or denial in the
21

object itself or in your memory of it*.

Berger put consistent emphasis upon the experience of

three-dimensionality in this first book of art criticism, perhaps

revealing a preference for sculpture over painting. It was certainly

part of a corrective to formalism and its philosophical tendency

towards abstraction, idea and transcendence: 'the solidity of the

chair, the body, the tree, is, at least as far as our senses are

concerned, the very proof of our existence. It constitutes the
2.1a

difference between the word and the world'. Materialist, Berger

goes beyond the open, primary recognition of facture and artifice

sought by the modernist critic, through a shared but much expanded

notion of optical experience: seeing is gauged in terms of being

and experience rather than enlisted to the cause of aesthetic

experience.

Describing his own experience of drawing in the 'life* room,

during a period when he taught at the Chelsea School of Art (early

1950 s), Berger takes the reader through his sensory appropriation

of mass, volume, and the control of line in ideated space. He traces

changes, from the limitless light of the blank paper to a limited

'environment' of potential change and movement: 'until it was simply

a question of building and refining forms until their tensions began
22.

to be like those I could see in the model'. In this process, all

deliberate selectivity still had to acknowledge the vast number of

potential aspects. Reality was open yet Berger 'marvelled at the
23

simple fact that he was solid', the material existence affirmed

religiously because of the weight of the contingent and the unknown.



Organizing, correcting and emphasizing linear proportions,

receding and advancing planar surfaces, Berger noted a stream of

associative imagos - 'I suw that the collar-bones were like the arms

1L
of a figure on a crucifix' - but association alone remained either

too intellectual or merely a vehicle: 'I saw and recognized quite

ordinary anatomical facts; but I also felt them physically - as if,
ZS

in a sense, m£ nervous system inhabited his body'. This is a

testament of the power of imagination to identify with the other.

The experience of drawing was that of discovering the world.

However, a complementary process loosed by such discovery resulted

in a 'point of crisis' when,

what I had drawn began to interest me as much as what I could still
discover. There is a stage in every drawing when this happens. And
I call it a point of crisis because at that moment the success or
failure of the drawing has really been decided. One now begins to
draw according to the demands, the needs, of the drawing.*^

Content, what is discovered in the subject, is helped by this fonnal

concern with the needs of the drawing. The result of Berger's critical

moment then, is to look upon the world as one has shaped it through

the 'only partly conscious' process of seeing and drawing:

for a moment, he was no longer a man posing but an inhabitant of
my half-created world, a unique expression of my experience, even as
I saw this in my mind's eye, I saw in fact how inadequate, fragmentary,
clumsy my small drawing was.

I turned over the page and began another drawing, starting from
where the last one had left off.

The sensuous appropriation of the world is material for the

remaking of the world. The artist, like the social revolutionary in

Berger's scheme of thought, is burdened with hope of transforming the

present or, seeing potential within the limits of necessity. It is

not a quest for likeness or similitude - of reflecting reality - which

constitutes the difficulty or the aim but a task of engendering



fortitude in the viewer in order that he or she might change the

world according to his or her vision. Nor is the experience of art

that of autonomous effect: it is a process of negotiating the real.

Strengths and limitations

The book is perhaps clearer in reverse, unravelling from the point

where concepts are defined: realism, formalism, content, the future.

Berger opened up critical issues relevant to contemporary art practice

and the whole social production of art in the 1950 s. This was the

moment of American abstract expressionism, avant-garde-ism. Cold War

schisms and the cult of individualism.

Studies of artists' works, often their whole output telescoped,

form the major body of the book: contemporary and modern are gauged

on bold terras of their historical and moral success, failure or

difficulties. The past tradition is schematized in order to further

intensify his project of countering formalism whilst re-negotiating

realism and historical forces (this latter coupling dependent upon

ideological engagements at key moments throughout the book).

Weaknesses mount up, inevitably, over the lack of close analysis of

specific works or due to the absence of adequate social history

informing specific production. Even the artistic discourse is

insufficiently explained or relayed at points. Why this is so is

because Permanent Red takes on too much; it tries out a vast

conceptual thesis and it spreads its cultural and political opposition

very wide indeed. Yet it is fecund, rich in its impulses to

transform values in art. It grapples with significant questions of

determination and historical analysis in a manner capable of suggesting

ways out of the modernist and idealist paradigs;: of art, experience



and reality. Also in its favour is the sense we get of a text

knowingly in touch with its contextual circumstances.

There is a defence of communicable subjects in art (content)

and the book has a constant drive to decode the past for a liberated

future. Pleasure is not reduced absolutely to the subjectivity of a

class. There are strong demands upon artists to improve the world

in the sense of making it the world of a popular, technical humanist

civilization. It is expected that artists will have the responsibility

to sort out moral questions, see the good and evil in actions.

Individuality survives, all the same, in a non-reductive, complex

understanding of determination and historical contingency. Problems

of the market and of the respective claims of internationalism and

the immediately local are capably set before the reader.

In ideological engagements of an historical kind, Berger

identifies specific'realities': Cyprus, Suez, the Third World, Ireland,

Hiroshima and the Peace Movement. The discourse of art registers

politically in obvious ways: in a consideration of the power-mongering

of the Museum of Modern Art (New York); the 'unreality* of advertising

and the Academy portrait; the greater recognition given to the

achievements of Third World painters and Soviet realist painters. The

book testifies to a pre-1956 reading of Gramsci, Lukacs and Brecht but

to an unresolved tension over wholeness and alienation as a direct

result. There are also discursive shadows in art critical encounters

when, for example, Berger mentions the work of Berenson, Herbert Read,

or Kenneth Clark, or even in the opening acknowledgement of indebtedness

Z8
to Frederick Antal.



Outside Europe

In a section dealing with the future, Third World art and

rovolution, Borgor echoes his earlier charge of a loss of diroction

and energy in western art. The mural work of Diego Rivera is seen

in terms of a long European legacy, perhaps reducing its nationalist

and pre-Columbian elements, prompting Berger to 'think again about

the historical significance of Modern European art. It is possible

that its revolutionary discoveries - all of them now at least forty

years old - have led and will lead to far greater achievements
2?

outside Europe than within Europe'.

There is no investigation of Rivera's work, its bed of popular

nationalism, the Mexican revolution, conflicting national and

international socialism, his acceptance of capitalist patronage, nor

the technical aspects of his production. The latter can often be seen

as regressive, in an abandonment of modernist radicalism, far from

being a continuation of the promise of Cubism, Berger's key to the

potential of art. Of the artistic revolution of the early twentieth

century, he says:

£ hey3 established new ways of seeing, new viewpoints and hence a
new vocabulary and grammar of art. They represented in art the
equivalent of the break with bourgeois thought which was also occurring
in science and politics. But they were, in the widest sense of the
word, only technical revolutions. Naturally, they had an ideological
basis, but the ideological conclusions to which they logically led
were not followed up. They mostly remained exercises in a closed
subject. Cubism, for example, seldom went beyond treating its subjects
as still lives.^

The reason for the new possibilities not being taken up is given as

•social contradictions' and a shrinking back by artists themselves

from the political implications of their discoveries. Berger, in a

crucial observation, sees them as having been daunted by the gulf

created over centuries between 'art' and the working class.



In the passage quoted above, the idea of a break with bourgeois

thought is contrary to some modernists' belief in an inevitable line of

autonomous artistic development out of the Enlightenment values of
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rationality and self-definition, but the majority do simplify change

in this way, often using reaction models to schematize the turnover

of radical movements in pursuit of leadership. Although Berger uses

the notion of the break with tradition, his is a view of modern art

as a political art produced by shifts in the social formation of late

nineteenth and early twentieth century societies. These shifts are

seen as the result of working class action. The idea of technical

radicalism is common to both but modernists tend to find an immaterial

source for such technical advance. What Berger claims is that the

historical effectiveness of the art was reduced by a loss of its

subject - working class liberation and human emancipation. To be

•only technical revolutions' was to lose purpose since the bourgeoisie

were no longer capable of historical heroism. Berger chooses social

relations of production rather than technology as the motor of change.

Berger is outlining some kind of interregnum where the force of

historical effectivity is taken up by the Third World artist and the

peasantry in an environment where social contradictions did allow the

logical 'ideological conclusions' to be followed. That allows him to

consider Rivera and Mexico, but it could have led to post-Revolution

Russian art and the brief flourishing of constructivism before its

economic and political strangulation in the middle and later years of

the 1920 s. This scheme, which hinges on the moment of the early

1920 s, is backed up with specific foci in Permanent Red, as in

Berger's analysis of the work of Naum Gabo, or when he touches upon

the meaning of the primitive, or the issue of tradition for the
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successful Third World painters at the 1958 Venice Biennale.

Europe, unable to achieve socialism, was also incapable of

developing modern art according to Berger, in an argument framed

by a sense of the uneven and combined exploitative forces of imperialist

development. In a concentration of value reversals, Berger projects

a sense of development contrary to Eurocentrisin, against the normative

modern tradition, and in opposition to the appropriation and

dehistoricisation of the primitive:

No man is more central to modern European art than Picasso. And
one of Picasso's major innovations was to 'import1 African art and
the art of other foreign cultures into European painting and sculpture.
The significance of this is usually seen in terms of the effect it had
on European art. Thus Herbert Read has compared such imported
influences with 'injections of a drug: they act as a temporary
stimulus and restore the body to health'. Yet probably the real
importance of Picasso is that he has taught African and Asian and Latin
American artists to see the connection between their own traditional
art and the discoveries of the twentieth century.^

The completeness of the reversal of values must have been

deliberately provocative and shocking. At the 1958 Venice Biennale,

Berger found Third World painters and sculptors from Ceylon, India,

Mexico and the United Arab Republic, the only ones capable of

independent art, art which disclosed reality. Every form of

denunciation was saved for western abstract, subjective painting or,

rather, the moral irresponsibility of those painters who dominated the

American, British and Italian pavilions. Polish and Yugoslav abstract

art was also condemned by Berger. Special affirmatory work, in

opposition to the 'fantasies of the sick', the 'pettiness', 'gimmickery'

and 'absolute decadence* of what Berger perceived as the new academy

of formalism, was detected only in the United Arab Republic pavilion

(representing the newly formed union of Egypt and Syria barely a year

after 'the Suez crisis' of October/November 1956):
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Only occasionally do history and art correspond with one another
as directly as they do here; but it remains a fact that this
pavilion is the most affirmative and vital of all in the 1958
Biennale. I do not, of course, mean that geniuses have appeared
overnight in Cairo. What makes these works outstanding is that they
affirm. They are not defensive treaties. Men come before things.
Their language is largely traditional. Its sun dyed colours, its
expressive use of decorative silhouettes and its easy and
unself-conscious simplification derive from traditional Egyptian art
and design.^

In the aftermath of Suez, this kind of statement must have hit hard,

as British and French military intervention in Egypt had become widely

acknowledged as a reckless threat to international peace and justice.

Even the Soviet Union's pavilion compared well with those

•formalist* and abstract works which, according to Berger, were built

on disillusion, despair and a failure of nerve. Works guilty of

political and psychological defensiveness, 'parochialism' and

'triviality' could not even surpass 'old-style Stalinist works', the

latter works being

rich and various and ingenious. Admittedly the richness is
literary, and visually the Russian paintings are very sentimental;
admittedly they are painted with cliches distributed by bureaucrats,
r 3 uniraaginativeness of bureaucrats

Elsewhere, he makes it clear that some socialist realism is bad

painting: 'the worst of Soviet painting sentimentalizes the
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achievements of labour'. In a way, on a relative scale with

abstractionists, they fall just on the correct side 'between those

artists whose view of life can sustain a minimum faith in the value

of human exchange, and those whom alienation has made pathological'.

In the 1950 s Berger took a more restrained and accommodating

stance toward the Soviet Union and socialist realism - that officially

sanctioned, glorificatory and misrepresentational art and literature

of Stalinism. 'In the early 1950 s^, Berger wrote in his preface,
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of the force of the socialist challenge to capitalism*. This was

before the USSR's nuclear parity with the United States, a decisive

moment for Berger even before 'the Polish and Hungarian uprisings',

'divergences between the USSR and China', and 'the victory of the

Cuban Revolution' at the end of the |<J50 a which freed him and many

others from 'polarized dogmatism'.

Looking at his New Statesman and Nation writings of the period,

one major account of socialist realism proves indispensable. In early

195^> after a visit to the Soviet Union, he wrote the piece entitled
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•Soviet Aesthetic'. The article takes the form of a dialogue with an

imaginary interlocutor concerned about 'propaganda* and nonconformist

artists, 'those who don't want to follow the party line*. Berger

establishes the idea of actual change and development in order to

counter the received idea of stasis in Soviet art, and opens with a

view of the 'basis of their approach's

First and foremost, every work of art is a moral problem. We tend
to see the constant argument about realism and formalism as a question
of the relative importance of content and form. They see it as whether
a work is moral or amoral - which, to them, is immoral. They are not
concerned with a work of art as an object in itself but with its
effect. Its qualities are not absolute, but functional.

He defends this moral - functional paradigm, stating that 'propaganda

has now come to mean any insistent interpretation of life made

according to values with which one happens to disagree'. Also, by

relating this to a major tradition including Shakespeare, Goya and

Balzac and 'all their own great eighteenth and nineteenth century

artists', in addition to the much narrower band of political

lampoonists, Berger allows variety, competence and seriousness to

figure in its estimation. People are found to respond seriously to
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'useful' art. The training of Soviet artists and architects, being

'far longer, more comprehensive and rigorous than ours' is viewed

from a position respectful of drawing and discipline.

Ideas of conformity and nonconformity in Soviet art, according

to Berger, were best treated with caution. He fends off

over-dramatization:

First, because there is far more variety in what is produced -
both in terms of local tradition and individual personality - than
is generally imagined. I met two Fauve painters who were doing very
well. Secondly, because the main Russian tradition of painting and
literature (Pushkin, Tolstoi, Surikov, etc) has always emphasized
social conscience. Thirdly, because the revolution occurred thirty six
years ago. Contemporary Soviet art can only be seen in relation to
the whole established Soviet way of life.

Also, he notes that what the western critic calls 'independence' will

be called 'irresponsibility' by the Soviet artist whom he sees as

neither victim nor homogenous product.

Berger gives an account of the origins, lineage and development

of socialist realism which is brief and a little imprecise in places.

He does not name AkhRR, the Association of Artists of Revolutionary

Russia formed in 1922, as the first manifestation of proletarian

realism, later to become State sanctioned under Union and Army

patronage. Nor does he name The Wanderers, though it is evident that

he means these groups. The detail and the theoretical analyses of

his later study, Art and Revolution (1969), is here only in the

roughest outline. He states that the initial, post-Revolutionary

works of Brodski, sharing the austerity of Courbet's work, 'owed far

more to |~the.ir owtij nineteenth century realists who were painting
social themes as early as the I860 s. The Wanderers, with their

touring provincial shows, initially of radical realist work, had

strengths in their sense of structure and an intensity of focus
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similar to that of Eisenstein's films, according to Berger. In the

next decade, Berger sees Socialist Realism (which, of course, had

no such label until Zdhanov's 193^ appeal to the Union of Artists for

a revolutionary romanticism and 'a glimpse of tomorrow') become

far less austere, more colourful and far more academic - roughly
what most people in the West now think of as typical "Victorian"
Soviet art. There were landscapes, genre subjects, historical
scenes, portraits of workers, pictures of factories, Stalin, collective
farms, new towns, Stakhanovites - but the vast majority were

photographic and trite.

What Berger strongly suggests is a decline from the standards set by

Brodski.

His overall account is not meant to be an affirmation of this

art. Far from it. In the 1930 s» the core aims of Socialist Realism

were:

- to be widely accessible and popular

- to educate a large though rapidly diminishing illiterate population

- to create inspiring, heroic revolutionary types

- to be an art of ideas

- to represent all life in terms of revolutionary developuent

- to be optimistic and affirmative

Berger picks up on some of these aspects in the following ways, alive

to its deficiencies. It was, despite 'all its banality',

a serious attempt to solve a problem. The Revolution was over.
Socialism was being built. For the first time ever, large-scale
popular taste became a positive factor to be considered by painters.
Somehow art should celebrate the people's achievements. The mistake
they made was to assume that people only needed and wanted reassurance,
that they must constantly be patted on the back. They forgot....
true optimism.... and substituted instead a trivial optimism. This
led to a naturalistic art lacking either tension or conflict.

True optimism, following Gorki, had to accept humanity's constant

desire for betterment, and acknowledge insufficiency, loss and failure.

A self-critical art and a socially critical purpose both seem to be

held as vital.



We know, as Berger perhaps did not in the early and mid-1950s?
that what he recognized as a sentimental and trivially optimistic

art, was dangerously complicit in corruption and brutality on a

vast scale. These works helped smooth over the (Counter-Revolutionary)

Terror, the reality of the labour camps, and Stalinist political

victimizations. Berger's contemporaneous work on A Painter of Our

Time is very much of this moment, in leaving open the resolution to

counter-revolutionary oppression. It similarly testifies to an equal,

possibly greater, collapse of human values in the West. Berger's

later accounts of the importance of Victor Serge's writings testify
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to a more complete historical clarity.

At first, it seems surprising that a key text such as Trotsky

and Breton's 'Towards a Free Revolutionary Art' (1938) had not

managed to sway Berger's caution in evaluating Socialist Realism.

The Trotslcyist position, in opposition to the mid-30 s Stalinist

Popular Front, adumbrated a revolutionary art, one true to its 'own

laws', as Trotsky had outlined in Literature and Revolution in 1923,

but made by artists who 'take part actively and consciously in the

. %
preparation of the revolution' offering a potential way forward

through liberated culture and consciousness. Dwight MacDonald, an

editor for Partisan Review which adopted a Trotskyist editorial

stance in the late 30 s, translated the manifesto for the journal in

1938:

The totalitarian regime of the USSR, working through the so-called
•cultural' organizations it controls in other countries, has spread
over the entire world a deep twilight hostile to every sort of
spiritual value. A twilight of filth and blood in which, disguised
as intellectuals and artists, those men steep themselves who have
made o£ servility a career, of lying for pay a custom, and of
the palliation of crime a source of pleasure. The official art of
Stalinism mirrors with a blatancy unexampled in history their efforts
to put a good face on their necessary profession.^



In the Trotskyist debates on art and politics between 1937 and

1939 in Partisan Review, Clement Greenberg's 'Avant-Garde and Kitsch

took over the idoa of an advanced group liberating culture and

consciousness from industrial capitalism's Kitsch, a mass

reproduction art palely imitating 'high' art. Greenberg claimed

that Soviet Socialist Realism was one bastion of Kitsch, and implied

that social realism and the political mural art of Mexico and the

30 s USA WPA Federal Arts Projectwere also suspect. Greenberg's

essay was decisive in reclaiming autonomy for art and the values of

civilization for America, out of the grasp of barbarous European

culture and society. It turned social critique into the specialist

critique of the medium itself, talcing on the mantle of European

artistic precedents, refining 'high' cultural forms through

aesthetic feeling, technical achievement and discipline. It was a

manifesto for the 40 s 'abstract expressionists' or action painters,

those whom Greenberg said produced 'American-type painting' in the

essay of that title published in 1955*

Berger's caution, though not explicitly formed as a rejection

of the Trotskyist opposition or its hijacking by Greenberg as a

programme for formalist abstraction, is more understandable simply

out of its socio-economic and artistic resistance to American

Abstract Expressionism in the mid-1950 s. The 40 s and 50 s had

seen the dominance of New York painting and Berger's project in

Permanent Red was an assault on its claim to value. Berger remains

committed to some form of realism and the libertarian promise of

communism, theoretically underpinned by the early writings of Marx

42-
and The Grundrisse. His links with the discursive issues of the

30 s, its problems and arguments, existed strongly enough through hi



Artists International Association campaigning, writing and organizing.

These will be explored below, but it is sufficient here to reassert

Berger's antipathy to the dominance of abstract art, indeed a

rhetorical Cold-War rejection of it en bloc as the 'absolute

decadence* of irresponsible artists. Its reality was not that of play

with the surface, or material, but had degenerated further for Berger:

•It does, of course, reflect unconsciously, and entirely passively,

a reality: the reality of the fears, the cynicism, the human

alienations that are accompanying the death throes of imperialism'.

Berger's concluding section in 'Soviet Aesthetic* took the

reader into a 'great debate* which had opened up in the USSR in the

50 a:

Artists and critics began to realize that it was not enough simply
to record any scene and to hope that it reflected the progress of
life at large; but rather that the artist must choose the typical,
release and demonstrate the hidden potentialities of what he painted.
This implied that there was struggle and conflict - otherwise such
potentialities would be obvious. In psychological terms it meant
seeing action in relation to motive; in purely visual terms it meant
seeing superficial appearance in relation to underlying structure.

The notion of the typical is highly significant. As with Lukacs'

work, Berger used it to imply a distinction between realism and

naturalism. In 'Soviet Aesthetic*, he is hopeful of a way out, via

compromise, between the claims of formalism and the importance of

'content *.

Turning again to Art and Revolution of 1969, when Berger's

condemnation of Socialist Realism as really 'naturalism [become] a

kind of alibi for the unnatural and the false', an oppressive

convention against the disclosure of ever-changing reality, we find

a resolved position to what was only being expectantly discovered a

decade earlier as a Soviet 'reassessment'. In the later work, Berger



explains realism thus:

Realism is selective and strives towards the typical. Yet what
is typical of a situation is only revealed by its development in
relation to other developing situations. Thus realism selects in
order to construct a totality. In realist literature a man

represents his whole life - though perhaps only a small part of it
is described - and this life is seen or felt as part of the life of
his class, society and universe. Far from disguising the limitations
of his medium, the realist needs and uses them. Because the medium
is limited, it can contain within its own terms and create a totality
out of what in life presents itself as uncontained. The medium
becomes the palpable model of the artist's ordering consciousness.

V5"
Realist art, in a complex manner, 'contains and defines' a totality

in which ambiguities exist: 'official Soviet policy after 1930 not

only reimposed a sterile academicism on the practice of art, it also

blocked the development of the very public which it created for art.

t\h>
In both cases the consequences were retrogressive.

In the late 1950 s, Berger was hopeful that the time for focus

on the self-reflexive medium and the nature of its limitations was

coming to an end in the West. In the East, he noted the continuation

of work by 'dreary academic painters', a continued emphasis on

anecdote, and encyclopaedic tendencies, but claimed:

at the same time the character of the work of students and young

painters is new, strikingly different. In subject matter it is less
directly didactic; in formal investigation far more searching.

He wanted, or at least sensed their ambition for 'a synthesis

between the broadly decorative and the precisely literary' which

was still beyond them. Berger saw this as a route to a realist art

capable of rendering the moment according to its tensions,

multi-faceted-ness and structural forces. Later, he expresses that

as realism 'considered as a model for conveying the character of a

totality'. In the 195^ article, there is a kind of prefiguring of

a reconciliation of realism and modernist formalism which he partly

found a decade later in Ernst Neizvestny's sculpture:



the best of his work reveals and expresses an essential part of
the experience being lived by millions of people, more specially
millions in the three exploited continents... [i*] i3 4111 interim
monument to the endurance necessary at the beginning of this
s Lrugglo.4'

The struggle was nothing less than freeing people 'from exploitation:

the freedom for all to live as the equal beneficiaries of the

world's material and spiritual production. The struggle must go

through many phases. It begins as a struggle for a single national,
. . . 4-8

racial or class freedom from imperialist exploitation'.

History and Morality

In early 1959» Berger appeared on Huw Wheldon's Monitor, then

the BBC's leading arts programme, in discussion with Professor David
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Talbot Rice. The subject under review was the exhibition of Russian

Art at the London Royal Academy which had opened three days earlier

on New Year's Day. The works ranged comprehensively from thirteenth

century icons to the late nineteenth century realist canvases of

Ilya Repin and Vasily Surikov, and recent Socialist Realist paintings

by such as Deineka and Plastove.

Berger had often contributed short items to the programme but

here he seemed more an invited authoritative voice, again appealing

for consideration of the artwork's historical context and the special

significance of the realist tradition in Russian art.

Two other critics at the time, both writing in The Listener,

reviewed the exhibition in varying degrees of antipathyc Alan

Clutton-Brock claimed astonishment at the academicism of the younger

painters on show, citing Shatalin's 1957 work as pre-modem in style

and locked in historical subjects. Most works were 'fascinating

anachronisms* whose real story, Clutton-Brock claimed, was the



suppression of early twentieth century Russian Modernism:

All this was, of course, the result of a deliberate act of
policy in the nineteen-thirties which firmly suppressed the supreraatists
and all such; for the same reason we are not now allowed to see
Kandinsky, Chagall, Gontcharova, Larionov, the Constructivists, though
these would have added greatly to the interest of the exhibition.^

Clutton-Brock traced the lineage of the Socialist Realists, like

Berger, to the Wanderers, particularly to Surilcov and Repin, and

noted the faint modern style of Mashlcov's work (which tended towards

Cezannist still life). He praised the restored icons as the chief

value of the show, works 'radiant and subtle in colour'.

Clutton-Brock*s whole argument of dismissal on the basis of

•anachronism* is fully consistent with modernist views of art's

autonomous progress towards pure abstraction. It runs something

like this, far removed from Berger's concern over history and

morality: for the State to have denied Malevich support and to

have suppressed his works, which had been collected by Americans such

as Katherine S. Dreier since the 1920 s or by Alfred H. Barr for the

New York Museum of Modem Art, was a misinterpretation of cultural

history, a misrepresentation in the scheme of art history. By the

195° s Kandinsky and Malevich, idealist 'abstract* and 'Suprematist*

artists respectively, already had been enshrined by curators and

historians in leading a supposedly inevitable line via bioraorphism

and geometrical purity towards modern painting's absolute self

definition.

The other critic, Osbert Lancaster, claiming to be a lover of

'pictorial story-telling' and history painting, condemned the

exhibition as 'inadequate and ill selected', calling it 'the most

revealing and depressing demonstration of civil service art' that he
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quality' and noted the omission of works by those connected to

Diaghilev, the Mir Iskusstva Group of late nineteenth century

symbolists, and the works of Goncharova and Chagall. He appealed

for a more representative exhibition 'not only of paintings but of

drawings, stage designs, architecture and posters' and noted that

his disappointment was not based on a preference for Y/estern Tachism,

Surrealism and Abstract painting.

For every established voice adding to notions of Soviet propaganda

(in its pejorative sense), Berger's claims for Russians' perceptions

of artworks as moral problems appeared those of a diminished, lone

voice asking for a more objective understanding of the art. His own

sense of these artworks' traditional functional role in making a

healthier social conscience was not widely shared. To their

non-materialist value of 'aesthetic experience', implicitly or overtly

stated, Berger opposed a primary value of historical experience.

In the overall context of Permanent Red, our understanding of

Berger's use of Socialist Realism to counter certain claims of

formalist modernists should be informed by a full recognition of his

search for a rational (but not positivist) humanist modern art. Those

artists reckoned as successful by Berger were Gris, Lipchitz, Zadkine,

Leger, Picasso, Matisse and Kokoschka. They are all major modern

artists whose works are variously perceived by Berger as philosophical,

concerned with process, boldly materialist, humanistic, uncorrupted

by narrow class ideologies, anti-'abstract' and non-alienating. The

discursive meaning of his remarks upon Socialist Realism and morality

are explicable in historical terras, caught in a wider, polarized
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•Cold War1 construction of reality. Others' claims of the

'unreality' of Socialist Realism are checked by Derger's scrutiny of

tho 'unreality' of advertising, by his focus on moral paintings such

as the Hiroshima panels, and by his anchoring of discussion to

contemporary real relations with Ireland, Suez or Cyprus. Some of

these issues will be explored in the section below, in connection

with Berger's Artists International Association involvement and

what E.P. Thompson has outlined as 'the Natopolitan ideology' of

the late 1950 s and early 1900 s.

The last exhibition organized by Artists for Peace, an

autonomous offshoot of the 1951 Artists International Association,

was a tour of major British cities in 1955 of the Hiroshima panels,

by Iri Marulci and Toshiko Akamatsu. These were ten ink on rice paper

panels, measuring six feet by twenty-four feet each. John Berger

was one of many sponsors of the exhibition. He wrote a catalogue

foreword for it which did not attempt to describe. or tnj tp
analyse the panels, preferring instead to dwell upon the historical

event of the bombing and the horrific deaths or injuries of the

victims.

When he reviewed the exhibition of the panels at the College of

Preceptors, Bloorasbury Square, London for the New Statesman and

Nation^Berger used the experience to condemn morally European and

American culture and society:

I beg the reader to go and see them and form their own resolutions
and opinions...The first, called Ghosts, shows the dead refusing to
accept their sentence} the second, which is painted in red as well
as black and grey, shows the burning civilians who were not even
believed to be witches; and the last, Water, depicts the scorched,
the radioactive and the demented trying to drink in a river, their
skins spotted like leopards - the black spots being burns. Yet
most emphatically these works are not horrific. All the naked figures



have been embraced in compassion...Here is the way certain
desperadoes are prepared to let Europe burn in the name of Freedom.
Here is what the majority of our side-stepping public men will not
face up to. Here above all is what was done in Asia in the name of
the Western Powers. Here is our guilt.

In Permanent Red the panels are mentioned twice, in order to register

the shallowness and moral bankruptcy of visitors, critics and

dealers in London's major galleries in a way that is nearer to being

class specific:

Upstairs are a few fine Modigliani pencil sketches. 'What made
Modigliani such a great artist was his sense of the asymmetrical. It
was this that prevented him being sentimental. Have you seen the
Hiroshima panels by the way? There's real sentimentality for you*.

Few works are so charged with moral seriousness as these, for Berger.

Elsewhere, he instances the panels as examples of moving, engaging

and lucid artworks, effective beyond the depiction of physical

suffering common to much expressionist art.^"

Artists for Peace arose out of a move within the AIA to stage

a major peace exhibition. At the time, months after the Sheffield

Peace Congress which Prime Minister Atlee claimed to be a front for

Communist activity, the drive to re-politicize the Association helped

split it, creating one group of artists and critics greatly in

support of 'Realism'. This group was a bridge to the 1930 s AIA

which included Francis Klingender, Frederick Antal and Peter Peri

amongst its leading members. The movement had been formed as

something more than an anti-Fascist political and educational

organization. Klingender, Antal and Peri all had a considerable

bearing upon the development of Berger's thought and practice.

Lynda Morris and Robert Radford have documented the first
55

twenty-five years of the Artists International Association, noting

John Berger's involvement from 1950 onwards. They chart the rise
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and fall, and partial re-awakening of the overt political purpose

of the organization, as founded in 1933 by Cliff Rowe, Misha Black,

James Boswell, James lacas, James Fitton and Pearl Binder. In its

first manifestation, as the Artists International, it was a 1930 s

grouping for 'the international unity of artists against Imperialist

war on the Soviet Union, Fascism and Colonial Oppression*. Shortly

afterwards, it broadened into a radical association of artists

against Fascisn and war.

Berger's involvement, as a regular contributor to the AIA

Newsletter, an organizer of exhibitions for the Association, a

leader of the New Realist group attempting a left-ward rebirth in the

early 1950 s, and as a student of Antal's sociological art history,

was clearly on such a scale as to identify the movement as his

formative environment as a socialist and critic.

Morris and Radford note the importance of The Mirror and the

Square exhibition of 1952, placing it thus:

Against a background of severe economic crisis at home and of
increasing apprehension about Soviet ambitions in Europe, the
economic and military ties between Britain and America were

strengthened by devaluation, the Marshall Plan and NATO. The
possibility of a future for 'Britain between East and West', espoused
by the left in 1946, disappeared with the Czechoslovakian Crisis of
1948, the Berlin Blockade of 1949 and the Korean War in 1950« Soviet
cultural directives as embodied in the Composers Controversy of 1948
were seen in direct opposition to Western ideas of the artist as
the embodiment of Freedom. Similar debates split the AIA and in
1952 these emerged in a crude opposition of realism against
abstraction in the exhibition The Mirror and the Square, a symbol
of the split between East and West.

The split was political and not artistic, the AIA divided between
those who feared Soviet ambition and those who remained committed
socialists. The battle was fought over support for the Peace
Movement from 1947 until the decision in 1953 to remove the political
clause from the AIA's constitution. The left formed a new

organization in 19511 Artists for Peace, but by this time radical
artists tended to look to Picasso and other modern masters for a

sense of identity and no longer attempted to develop subject matter
which through its social awareness would appeal to a wide public.
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Berger's part in the The Mirror and the Square and Looking

Forward exhibitions of 1952 reveals something of the overloading of

the term 'Realism' at the time# It is relevant insofar as it

indicates the foundation of his developing aesthetic in the later

'50 s when he was writing the material used in Permanent Red.

Amongst the proposals for the 1952 AIA exhibitions were ones by-

Peter (Lazlo] Peri, Berger and Stephen Bone# The latter had set in

motion the idea of an exhibition contrasting Abstract and

Representational art (misunderstanding the meaning of these terms,

since all art represents, by means of different conventions). Berger,

after Peri's alternative suggestion that artists be asked to submit

two works, one to suit each descriptive label, proposed that there

might be three categories to accommodate all possible submissions -

•'Realistic, Abstract and Subjective'# He expanded upon the problems

of stylistic categorization in a New Statesman and Nation review of

the exhibition, denying the usefulness of sorting according to

appearance in preference for the effect on the spectator as a means

of distinguishing works. He offered, again, three categories:

Works in the main European tradition which deepen the spectator']?
experience; eccentric 'confessional' works which extend his
experience; and decorations which can embellish experience...The
problem is to relate the standards, relative to these distinctions,
to the very diverse works in question.5^

This, in its shift to the experiencing human subject, let Berger out

of acquiescence to the formal divisions of art in terms of rigid

•style', a process masking ideological struggles that artists live

and are engaged in.

It was also a direct connection to 30 s 'Realists' who saw art

in human and social terms well enough, but failed to root art in a
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process of class based revolution, governed as they were by Popular

Front ideas of broad coalitions to defend 'humanity' and civilization.

In Dorger's statement above, there may still be a covert linkage

of abstraction and embellishment, but it reads as less of a denial

of the didactic and anti-illusionist, distancing power of modernism.

It was at this time during the 1950 s, after all, that Berger was

turning to the affirmative art of modern artists such as Leger.

However, there is no consideration of realism within the relations

of production in society, such as lie would offer after reading the

works of Walter Benjamin in the i960 s.

The real meaning of The Mirror and the Square exhibition was its

symbolic playing out of political division over the Peace issue and

Cold War splits. Berger's moves were counter to any apolitical

tendencies towards an organization solely bound to the advancement

of art. As the organizer and sole selector of works for the 1952

Looking Forward exhibition, he wrote that the young realist painters

'look forward to the time when artists will again be able to

5'iS
communicate with their unselected neighbours'. Response to this

exhibition linked Berger to the 'Kitchen Sink' group of Jack Smith,

Edward Middleditch, Derek Greaves and John Bratby. They were

misrepresented as 'Socialist Realists' in the way that Berger had

thought Soviet Socialist Realists were misrepresented, with no

acknowledgement given for the diversity of styles actually being used

or varied subjects presented.

His choices, he stressed, were based upon personal, individual

taste. His estimation of the value of the artist, or of his own role

as a journalistic critic, had to do with a general view of life and
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•the responsibility of his attitudes to the urgent issues of his

6~7
time'.' There are no overt political alignments made with the

Communist Party, and no claims for the progress of specifically

working class liberation. Rather, wo have elements of an emerging

anti-authoritarianism based upon sympathy with the majority of

suffering or struggling people, and an emergent theoretical attachment

to the real as a process of change, experienced in terms of hope and

loss by moral, not rigidly class bound, subjects.

One of his last AIA involvements was writing the Introduction

to the 1955 Looking at People exhibition, organized by Betty Rae

and Paul Hogarth. Berger affirmed 'the humanist intention of the
co

exhibition':

one of the primary duties of the artist today is to connect us
with other people - as though we could see and read all that is in
their eyes. It is a primary duty for three reasons. First, because
man has become a social being - thousands of men and women have been
needed, for instance, to make it possible for you to read this Foreword
at this moment. Secondly, because even in our personal lives we
depend, whether we realize it or not, on the experience or testimony
of others in order to understand ourselves. Love, happiness,' death
would be meaningless words had others not known them. And finally,
because now our very survival is indivisible. (p'

The humanism is informed by values of the social production

of culture; social being is seen as a foundation to individual life;

and imagination is known as integral to the necessary process of

identification with others. The final comment upon our indivisible

survival could indicate a non-polarized, anti-nuclear populist

appeal.



The Real as Horizon

Writing in I960, the year Permanent Red was published, E.P.

Thompson diagnosed a widespread intellectual apathy in British

post-war culture. There was a crisis consisting of an active

cultural pattern of despair, according to Thompson. What he

labelled 'Natopolitan' ideology, a loss of faith in communication,

a loss of hope in the idea of the 'sensual-man-in-the-street'

(Auden), a negation of 'love' in its active social connotations,

and the ritual renunciation of the aspiration to attain a classless

society ('the revolutionary potential - not within Russian society

alone - but within any society, within man himself') permeated thought

42.
and practice in Britain. The dominant 'liberal imagination' of the

intellectuals of the 1950 s was, in Thomson's argument, a vehicle for

quietism, disenchantment, deracination and 'cause' - less cynicism:

Natopolitan ideology, the liberal mind,

has fitted itself out with a permanent establishment in
Encounter. And Encounter is subsidized by the Congress for Cultural
Freedom. And the Congress for Cultural Freedom is subsidized by the
Ford Foundation. So that Stephen Spender, co-editor of Encounter
and one time author of 'oh young men oh comrades', is now a gaffer
on the great international pipeline which pumps out to the remotest
province of Natopolis the message of the founder of the Bi-ave New
World: 'History is Bunk'. 43

Thomson also noted that the ideology was a cohabitee even in the

New Statesman, Berger's chief outlet for his writings on art.

Encounter proved to be a deliberate anti-communist voice

manipulated by American powers whilst pleading intellectual neutrality

and objectivity. As noted below in lengthier terms on the censorship

of and critical attacks upon A Painter of Our Time, Berger was

directly victimized by Encounter. Against the 'freedom' espoused by

Natopolitan ideologists, his claims for moral responsibility, devotion
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to the overarching experience of change, and his appeals to an

indivisible social being on humanist lines were liable to be rejected.

They were rojoctod, not only as Utopian and romantic but, more

pertinently, as subversive or communist.

For these reasons, Encounter editors revelled in a Soviet

castigation of Berger's criticism which appeared in the journal

Oktiabr. This allowed them to capitalize on the mid-50 s division

amongst the left, turning an objective account of pro-Stalinist

dislike for British 'revisionism' into a detached, mocking and subtle

anti-communism. The following account appeared in a section of

Encounter called, 'From the Other Shore', a heading which reinforced

Cold War polarities:

The"English revisionists of Marxism" are castigated in a long
article in the Soviet journal Hlctiabr (No. 8, 1958) for their
revulsion against Stalinism, advocacy of "humanitarian socialism,"
and their tolerant attitude towards "modern art." The heresies of
the New Reasoner and of the Universities and Left Review are

analysed in great detail. Among those who excite particular
displeasure is the art critic of the New Statesman and Nation, Mr.
John Berger:

"John Berger also presented himself as an ardent defender of
contemporary modernism...He openly speaks about an alleged ci'isis
of progressive art...It is not difficult to divine what is the appeal
of the officious apologist of modernism: he scolds the art of
socialist realism and thereby gives himself away. It appeal's that
Berger does not like the fighting art that calls the people to
struggle for liberation from colonial slavery, from the chains of
imperialism...Realism seems to Berger to be not subtle enough to
discover the 'whole complexity of life'. He opposes to realism the
so-called contemporary, sometimes openly decadent, art, which
allegedly is deeper and expresses more adequately the spirit of the
epoch. In his other articles, John Berger insists on the subjectivist
arbitrariness in art and comes forward as a propagandist of
agnosticism...The British critics, who are faithful to Marxism, are
still arguing with the revisionists with unnecessary and sometimes
incomprehensible courtesy, as happened in the case of Berger (he is
addressed as 'John' by Roy Watkins), or they pass over the revisionist
publications altogether. They reproach and argue where a deep and
highly fundamental analysis of the theoretical basis of these writings
is necessary..." ^
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In a cross-fire, from inflexible Party hacks on Socialist

Realism as the sanctioned art of the State, on the one side, and

from liberal, Western dofonders of autonomy in art and individual

self-expression, on the other, Berger's late I950 s move towards

realism as a critical, hopeful philosophy based upon change and

popular experience pleased few. His work ill-fitted either dominant

paradigm and sought a simultaneous break with Western pessimism

(from 'original sin') and Soviet authoritarianism.

Berger's work was fully consistent with E.P. Thompson's search

for a socialist humanism in a time of 'cultural default', when

intellectual withdrawal or despair was 'twisted...into an apologia

for complicity with reaction'. The dominant ideology of liberalism

tended towards the negation of man in a British context of Cold War,

exhausted imperialism and capitalist affluence. Berger's intellectual

formation was at the height of this historical moment, aiming for a

synthesis of its schisms, negating its negations with an essential

Utopian impulse to disclose reality, thereby never reducing realism

to a reconstitution of a latent meaning but making it a horizon.

Exemplifying the liberal need to belittle socialist revolutionary

hope, Richard Wollheim, reviewing Permanent Red in a full-blown

Natopolitan piece in Encounter, concluded his essay with the

following:

It is hard - harder than anything I can manage - totally to expel
the thought that Berger in all this is animated by a certain envy of
creativity, of the free and benign exercise of the imagination.
This envy he tries to allay by postulating a new kind of society in
which the artist will not merely have his place, lie will know it.
Well fed, well housed, well esteemed, freed alike from the miseries
and the splendours of bohemian life, he will work for the greater
glory of his society. The function of this image, of this vision of
the pure society, where doubtless jeans and ponytails will be
forbidden, is only too evident. For not only is it in its coarse



and powerful way a work of the imagination, but by means of it,
Berger manages to revenge himself, if only in phantasy, upon the
more creative imagination of true artists.

In this vision, which in my opinion lies behind all Berger's
more speculative critician, we see the sectarian imagination at
work. But nowhere anything to which I would wish to apply that
noble word •Socialism'.'1'

Wollheim seems guilty of crude psychology here, in his determination

to make criticism a service industry for an idea of self-seeking,

creative genius.

The imagination, in Wollheim's scheme of thinking, seems to be

powered by individualism. Berger's 'vision of the pure society*,

which of course has nothing to do with purity and absolutes but is

more a concern for a constant need to develop potential, or extend

experience for people, is certainly a Utopian impulse but one

functioning upon the social character of imagination. As for Wollheim

claims of sectarianism, coarseness and power at work in what he

characterizes as Berger's second best critical power or 'phantasy',

one need only express gratitude for any declaration of interests such

as Wollheim omitted to offer in his criticism of Permanent Red. This

pretence of objective assessment in order to mask a Natopolitan

charge of communist idealism and lurking cultural oppression is a

perfect, if slightly late, case to fit Thompson's analysis of the

ideology of liberalism in which communism and radicalism were

portrayed 'as projections of the neuroses of maladjusted intellectuals

Wollheim's case is exhaustively argued. It set out to

de-politicize Berger's work and sought to cast doubts on his critical

abilities. The opening to Wollheim's Encounter attack makes some

concessions, giving a certain amount of cunningly qualified praise.

Wollheim notes that 'he writes exceptionally well', without 'slackness



or pomposity' in 'a rare modern prose' only occasionally marred by

run away metaphors as a result of 'suppressed romanticism' breaking

loose. Thompson had observed, in connection with the cynical and

distrusting Kingsley Amis, that 'in Natopolitan culture today, no

swear-word is more devastating than "romantic," just as the "utopian"

or "idealist" is the butt of Stalinist abuse*. Similarly, one

praised for 'effective and deadly wit* becomes guilty of 'a little

self-indulgent irritability*: 'moreover, it often seems as though

Berger's irritability is partial or arbitrary in its action. One

social class can get away with things that are forbidden to another'.

Wolllieim's example here is Berger's own expression of silent wonder

before a work by Leger. This is opposed to middle class, florid,

inane responses before naturalistic works, each being equally banal

for Wollheim. But these are warm-ups for the onslaught that is to

follow.

Wollheim prefers not to take Berger's word for it that he is a

Marxist, and finds that he is not. The work of art viewed by a

Marxist critic, according to Wollheim, should be related to its

historical circumstances,

to reveal it as an expression of the 'consciousness' of its time,
and at the same time to show how this consciousness is itself the

product of a certain moment or phase in the history of the class
struggle. Yet this sort of approach is all but totally missing from
Permanent Red. There are a few reverential nods in the direction of
the historical approach, but these are both perfunctory and casual.^

One of these reverential nods is inconsistent, even, according to

Wollheim, when Berger calls Renoir 'the last great bourgeois artist'

yet reckons Matisse to be 'of the French haute bourgeoisie'." This

is unfair and inaccurate criticism to the extent that Berger was well

aware of the dangers of economic reductionism. Writing of Joseph
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Herman's work, he observed that 'Marxist analyses of art have often

71
over-simplified to absurdity', and he clearly reiterated his interests

in livod historical experience throuphout Permanent Hed, not just

consciousness. Also, Wollheira ignores the larger scheme of world

historical forces, of Peace and Cold War, and specific centres such

as Cyprus, Suez or Hiroshima, and relations with the Third World, all

of which are major concerns in the book. It is as if Wollheim's

Marxists are only so when at their most reductive, referring to nothing

other than direct causal forces in a rigid, mechanical model of

determinism.

Wollheim did not believe that Berger had a theory of creativity

and criticism and was 'in some serious doubt about what Berger's

. 73
aesthetic standpoint really is'. After suggesting that Berger was

not demanding enough in response to the many shaded complexity of

JL
•the seeds of a culture of the future* within present circumstances,

preferring absolute poles of decadence and escapism, by which to

judge artists, Wollheira detects a withdrawal, this time from a 'true*

Marxist position on art as a form of knowledge. By asking art to

•increase our awareness of our own potentiality', or to give 'hope',

Berger, according to Wollheira, defends himself from asking that art

be political or committed. To ask, 'Does this work help or encourage

men to know and claim their social rights'? is a step down for

Wollheim to a more vague agitational and provocational role presumably,

and no longer a direct form for knowledge of social rights. Wollheim,

on this point, wishes to enclose Berger within a too restricting

school of realism when Berger's whole project, as we have seen, was

one of re-defining realism and re-positioning his practice in changing

historical circumstances.
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Wollheim is annoyed that, as he sees it, nothing in the work

needs to be specifically political. Indeed, he makes Berger's

appreciation both of classical art - for its promise of control and

mastery of reality - and romantic art - for its visionary inspiration

and libidinal promise - seem a critical weakness. No form or style

of art seemed likely to fail to satisfy Berger, with such sweeping

classifications. Wollheim, indeed, notes that if realism was not

synonymous with representation, then other categories would be

redundant (eg. expressionism, which depended upon 'a core

IS
representation*).

Wollheira thought that Berger was engrossed by the relations of

the artist and society, realism offering the satisfaction of a

•shared content*. This view, according to Wollheim, had nothing to

do with 'Art': ' jjLt^j doesn't really relate to the problem of Art,
what I mean is that Berger nowhere suggests that as Art gains a

7b
broader social base, so its quality will improve*. Wollheim protects

his own distinction of the aesthetic and the social by upholding what

is individual and private. Berger is being accused of throwing

quantity and quality out of balance by Wollheim the idealist

philosopher-psychologist, no doubt well versed in German aesthetics.

Yet, we are not reminded of the simple factor in Marxist theory that

it was with the emergence of class society, capitalist exchange and

profit that quantity of production began to take precedence over

quality. In Marx's view of pre-class society, we had a balance of

quantity and quality based on use value. All Marxists look for a

return to this harmony at a higher level of social development.

Good art, in Berger's terms, would always disclose reality as a

process of change due to contradictory tensions or forces. The only
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production and rebel against the values of a dominant class. It

seems that more is revealed of Wollheim's faulty framework of thought

than of Berger's, in the former's criticism, as we become suspicious

of an argument that tends to turn towards the isolated creative art

and the alienated artist in search of a form of cognition through

the transcendent imagination and senses. Wollheim also charges Berge

with populism due to the latter's support of local art over the

prestigious Venice Biennale, derogating Berger's concern for context

and use in the evaluation of artworks. There is a distasteful elitist

undertone to Wollheim's charges in the unsaid of the text, that only

the few have the insight into the inherent measure of things; that

socialism remain a 'noble word', not an ordinary deed.

Elsewhere in Encounter, we had similar confrontations. The year

before Wollheim's piece on Berger, Bernard Bergonzi defended the

liberal imagination by talcing on Raymond Williams and the working

class in a less underhand article entitled 'Why I am not a Socialist*

The reasons were again seen as the threat to individualism posed by

Marxism. The thought that socialisn might be a means towards the

liberation of individuality, not individualism, seems never to have

been given much time. Bergonzi's core objection rested on his belief

in 'man's personal and metaphysical isolation': 'I believe in
77

Original Sin, alas'. Ordinary, but transformed, everyday reality was

not going to be the liberal mind's route to freedom outwith Natopolis

Another major critical review of Permanent Red was by Michael

Armstrong in New Left Review. Introduced as 'clear', 'perceptive',

having 'a coherent aesthetic', Berger is held in high regard as 'the
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best art critic today*. However, Armstrong's criticisms are

detailed and constructive, focussing particularly upon Berger's

misplaced total rejection of abstraction in favour of realism.

Armstrong probed weaknesses in Berger's too coherent aesthetic:

. r -1 7&
'at what point of abstraction does it [the artworkj become valueless'?
He believed abstract art to be based upon 'visual experience', a

part of life, and believed it to be useful for invigorating the

viewer's 'visual perceptiveness and interest in the objective world

7Q
and its structures', or good for the expression of feelings. There

was a connection between 'invented' visual forms and 'that which

exists' for Armstrong, so he denied Berger's 'contrast between fancy
30

and imagination as applied respectively to abstract and realist art'.

Armstrong did agree with Berger's association of an artist's

work with his or her outlook on life but looked for clearer views on

•hope' especially, and 'despair*. He remarked that Berger was correct

in claiming that 'unending possibility' characterized hope at its

best, and attempted to make his own case stronger by citing Mondrian

as an artist whose work was best seen 'as the product of a deep-rooted

31
sense of hope'. Armstrong, though, failed to note the idealist

theosophical and mystical roots of the latter's work, so typical of

many artists impelled towards abstraction.



CHAPTER THREE

A Painter of Our Tine
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Marxist values and aesthetic criteria were translated from the

realm of painting and sculpture by Berger into the realm of literature

in his first novel A Painter of Our Time. As I stated at the

beginning of the previous chapter, the novel also took as its subject

matter the relations of art, the artist and capitalist society but

this did not simply entail a restatement of his critical findings.

What Berger demanded of the artist as painter now applied to himself

in the role of artist as novelist. This transition from art critic to

novelist was in some ways made easier by the transposition of the

world Berger knew best (the details, working conditions and thought

processes of the painter, the tradition of modern art, the art market)

into a fictional literary structure, but his Marxist philosophy put

special demands on the new form in which he was working. The form

of A Painter of Our Time had to act upon the content in a way which

contributed to the artist's task of providing 'a way of seeing' that

generated the individual's movement towards his true identity as a

social being. In effect, this first novel was Berger's initial

exploratory attempt to create a dialectical realism in the novel

form, by structuring the internal chronology, characterization and

point of view around the significant problems of his artist-socialist

protagonist, Janos Lavin.

The main body of the text consists of a found journal of

conscience written by Lavin, an Hungarian emigre, painter and

socialist revolutionary. The journal is enclosed and interspersed

with a narrative commentary by Lavin's friend, and fellow socialist,

John - a barely disguised figure of the author himself, not to be

confused though both are art critics and socialists. This device

puts an intentional stress on authenticity in the novel: although
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the work is a constructed fiction, it aims on this level of its

construction to comply with personal authenticity in support of the

historical authenticity sought in the journal. Lavin's journal

records the mounting forces that build within him during the period

from 1952 to 1956 when he returns to Hungary during the revolutionary

uprising. The novel opens with the event of Lavin's departure and

the narrator's account of how the journal was found and later

translated in the hope that it might explain why Lavin had left.

Central to the mystery of his departure at this point is the fact of

his recent 'success' in having had a major exhibition of his paintings

for the first time since his arrival in London in 1938.

Lavin's personal history is given by the narrator early in the

background provided along with journal entries. Janos Lavin is the

contemporary of the century itself in many ways. As a youth in

Budapest he was amongst the socialist revolutionaries who siezed

power in 1919 in support of Bela Kun's Hungarian Soviet Republic.

With the 'White Terror' against communists, Janos moved into exile

in Prague and, later, Berlin. He was then forced to leave Berlin

due to the rise of Nazism and the outbreak of war, leaving all of his

work behind. From Berlin he sought refuge in London and married an

Englishwoman, Diana, settling there as a painter and part-time

teacher. His only widespread recognition came with the publication,

shortly after the war, of a book of anti-fascist drawings. From

that time, until his exhibition described in the concluding part of

the novel, Lavin worked in obscurity, dependent financially upon his

wife. Some support and encouragement came from a few friends and

students. Lavin's life up until his exile in London had been

interwoven with major historical upheavals in Europe; he had been
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committed to socialism and had been able to give voice to that

commitment in the face of a recognizable fascist or anti-communist

power. London brought alienation as an artist. Hence, Lavin's journal

records a growing crisis in the man and the artist. The narrator

describes his found text as amounting to 'a Portrait of the Artist as

/

an Emigre', adding that 'today in one sense or another most artists

. ✓ i
are emigres'. The self-portrait of the artist is at once both a

subjective picture of an individual and an historical portrait of the

tensions of the age - as they are manifested in an individual

consciousness and actions receptive to the great historical forces

present in society.

Lavin's first entry in the journal gives a general indication of

the flow of his analysis, the seeds of his dilemma:

In this sketch-book I shall make no drawings. It is a long time
since I reserved a book for comments. In Deriin I used to note down

remarks and quotations for later use in lectures, polemics, arguments.
But in this one I shall stick to myself. I have now become political
history: I need not record it as an exterior phenomenon. Though
that is not the reason for my reserving this book for these notes. I
need to see myself again. In the past I recognized myself in the
critical events in which I took part. But now for ten years in this
secluded and fortunate country my life has been eventless. I have
worked. But it is not the creation of a painting which constitutes
an event: the event is the way it is welcomed by others...We measure
time by events. And without them, you can become careless with time."^
The crux of Janos Lavin's dilemma, which deepens as the journal

progresses in recording his memories, dreams, imaginative processes,

working conditions, and past and present personal relationships,

grows with his need to see himself again in a total perspective. He

has to see himself whole again and reassess his identity in relation

to history. He stresses that 'the modern artist fights to contribute

3
to human happiness, truth or justice. He works to improve the world*.

And that is one of the yardsticks by which Lavin tests his own

development and commitment to both art and socialism.



In Lavin, Berger has created the artist whom he had envisaged

in Permanent Red but, at the same time, he has put him in the

problematic conditions of contemporary British society where such

an artist might find it impossible to survive. Lavin paints large

public-spirited canvases in the style of the Cubists - he believes

firmly in the innovations of the Cubist perceptual dialectic. He

records at one point in the journal 'What eyes Cubism has given usl

Never again can we make a painting of a single view. We now have a

4-
visual dialectic. How easy it should be for Marxists to understand*.

He realizes, however, that to the art market, to bourgeois values,

his paintings are representative of an 'academic' interest and are

ignored. In the school in which he teaches, his contribution is

disparagingly looked upon as traditionalist. His problem becomes in

part the process by which he can reconcile his faith in visual

truthfulness with his aim to work successfully as a revolutionary

socialist by the means of art. Art, he had believed, could work for

liberation by revealing reality as process, by providing a shared

identity in the exploration of reality. But in the journal, he

increasingly feels the pressure of his own obscurity. He is separated

from any public by an ideological fog surrounding what he believes to

be the true nature and function of art. He says, questioning himself:

Do you now deny that art has a class basis? Of course not. The
sickening futility of so much contemporary art in the West can only
be explained in terms of the ideological disintegration of the
bourgeoisie. A kind of class paranoia has set in. The cult of
irrationalism and fear is in the last analysis a result of a class
fear of socialism. But need the work of artists who are socialists
reflect an equal but different kind of fear - a fear of obscurity like
the child's fear of the darkness?^*

Lavin feels that art in the West is wrongly evaluated and that

the artist, to justify his existence, must work alone with humanist
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criteria despite the false commodity values that distort both the

artist's work and his life:

Anything is justified in art, but everything must be related.
There is nothing that the painter need be forbidden to do. Nothing
at all. But when he has finished, what he has done must be judged
in relation to the always different and always present struggle of
men to realize their potential more fully.1''

Capitalism, or Western ideology, does not accommodate these higher

aims of liberation, in Lavin's view. On hearing of a successful

artist's suicide, for example, he notes in one entry that:

Any suicide is the result of a lack of recognition. The man
believes there is not sense in this world because there is not

comprehension. If he happens to be an artist, the missing recognition
will be, at least partly, connected with the attitude of other people
to his work. De Sta&l had been successful and was acclaimed. Ponder
on this. Capitalist society is incapable of rewarding the artist,
incapable of granting true success. The social salute has the same

ring to it as the last shot of Vincent's revolver. 'Even the highest
intellectual productions are only recognized and accepted by the
bourgeois because they are presented as direct producers of material

^
wealth and wrongly shown to be such'. I marked that passage long ago.

The true role of the artist, in providing a way of seeing the world

which contributes to truth, justice and pleasure, goes against the

grain for the society which treats art as a commodity to be owned

because it reflects the wealth of the owners. Given this divisive

situation in which the art market assumes greater power than the

power of the artwork's meaning, artists will be alienated in extreme

poverty or enormous wealth.

Lavin, as a revolutionary socialist, sees three ways in which

the artist can contribute to improving the world. Of the three

categories which follow, he has been practising the third way but the

entry occurs in the journal at a point when change is imminent. He

writes:

There are three ways in which an artist can fight for what he
believes:



(1) With a gun or stone. Laszlo talked of the streets cobbled with
gold for the demonstrators because from the cobbled streets we

could always grub up stones to throw.
(2) By putting his skill at the service of the immediate propagandists

by producing cartoons, emblems, posters, slogans.
(3) By producing works entirely on his own volition. By working under

circumstances in which neither the enemy police nor the enemy
troops nor his own edit. prop, prompt his actions, but in which
the no less strong force he works under is his own inner tension.

Each of these ways is justified depending on the situation the man
is in...Roughly these are three separate ways in which we can fight
for what we believe, and the way we fight depends upon the situation
in which we find ourselves.^

In a sense this formulation gives the reader an overview of Lavin's

development. As the novel progresses, the narrator and the reader

are exposed to the reasons why Lavin eventually leaves his life in

exile. His decision to return to Hungary is a decision based on the

recognition of his situation: he doubts the effectiveness of his art

in the bourgeois environment and realizes that the time in which he

lives demands from socialists a commitment to the short-term

strengthening of socialism's already established, but threatened,

achievements. In the event of his departure, Lavin chooses gun, stone

or propaganda due to a recognition of what historical necessity

demands of the socialist. In his situation as he assesses it, he can

best contribute to the need to improve the world by removing himself

as man and artist to where that struggle is most acute.

How Berger's novel succeeds as a novel - how Lavin's predicament

is seen in a fully human context rather than on the sole plane of a

logical discourse on contemporary art - is dependent upon how these

formulations on the state of the artist under capitalism grow out of

an authentic picture of societal relations, interactions of character

and historical forces prevalent in the specific society portrayed.

For the reader, Berger has created within his form a multiple
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viewpoint of Janos Lavin: the combination of Lavin's internalized

picture of himself (a self-portrait of an artist's attempt to connect

with social and historical forces of his ape) and the narrator's

dramatized, external portrait of Lavin's social being and the art

world of which he is a part gives the reader the opportunity to see

an approximate 'totality' of the character. All of the characters

except those who form part of Lavin's past personal and political life

appear in the perspective of Lavin's viewpoint and in the perspective

of the narrator's viewpoint. The narrator's viewpoint is drawn

together by the attempt to discover what it was that made Lavin choose

to forsake his art, his wife and friends and his eventual financial

success in favour of political action. Lavin's perspective is, as

we have seen, drawn together by the reassessment of his past and

present situation and his search for the best means by which he could

contribute to 'the always different and always present struggle of

men to realize their potential more fully'. The two perspectives

meet in the open-endedness of the novel. They converge at a point in

history with which the section of the narrator's commentary entitled

•The End' deals. Janos had arrived in Hungary (in history?) only

weeks before the Soviet invasion of the country and the establishment

of Kadar's government in November, 1956. it is left for the characters

of the novel and the reader to speculate on which side Janos had

fought and to realize the ambiguity of such a situation where fighting

for socialism was no clear-cut matter.

From the concluding section of the novel, we know that Janos

disappeared on 16 October. Two weeks later the narrator received a

letter informing him that Janos was travelling to Hungary by train

from Vienna. Historically, the reader places him arriving shortly
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after the initial Hungarian students' demands calling for Soviet

troop withdrawal, democracy and a new government led by Imry Nagy.

In reality, demonstrations and street fighting were widespread by

24 October. Two days after that, there was a General Strike followed

by the setting-up of Workers' Councils and Revolutionary Committees.

Imre Nagy's government, only a few days old, and containing

non-communists, ordered a cease-fire and obtained Soviet troop

withdrawal from Budapest by 30 October.

In his eleven days in office, Nagy abolished the one-party

system, returning to a post-war model of coalition government and,

crucially, announced the withdrawal of Hungary from the Warsaw Pact.

Janos Kadar rather mysteriously disappeared on 1 November upon his

launch of a new communist party called the Hungarian Socialist Party,

before re-emerging as a Soviet-backed leader a few days later.

Soviet troops surrounded Hungarian towns during the first two days

of November, when Nagy made his fateful appeals to the United Nations

to defend Hungary. The week of 4-11 November saw Russian troops

attack Budapest and put down the revolution throughout the country.

Nagy, after two and a half weeks in the safety of the Yugoslav

Embassy, was arrested by Soviet troops on 24 November. An all

communist government headed by Janos Kadar had been re-installed,

yet on 14 November Kadar had been able to announce his support for a

multi-party system with free elections.

Berger's last section then has two key statements which fuel

the sense of open possibility within a tight historical problematic.

Janos writes, in his letter to the narrator, 'those who are not like

I was will choose the same as I did. X go now to tell my mistake to
10

those who are like I was'. An impossible conundrum ensues from that,
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sustained by the narrator's outline of Lavin's possible political

alignments and a set piece where each character reflects himself or

herself, in speculating upon Janos' fate. Crucially, the narrator

is instrumental in warning the reader, as an historical subject:

We may use this confusion, this tangle of contradictions which
strangled the life out of people, made simple men desperate and
turned revolutionaries into counter-revolutionaries and vice versa,

II
we may use it if we wish to console ourselves.

Therein lies the weight of this fiction - being drawn into political,

moral and historical considerations of the utmost importance,

testifying to the difficult necessity of revolutionary experience.

Internally, for the characters of the novel, the 'event' of

Janos's departure (for him a new beginning) is the shock of

turbulent history. For the reader, however, this 'shock' is mediated

by the narrator's task of presenting and commenting upon the journal.

The internalized portrait of Lavin, by its relation of past, present

and future, gradually introduces the reader to the character

reintroducing himself to his historical situation.

At the beginning of the journal Lavin noted his need to see

himself whole again and to know himself in 'events' as he had done

previous to his life in London. In terms of Berger's technique and

formal requirements this entailed the portrayal of the constant

movement of Lavin's mind between his own past as a political

revolutionary and his present as an unrecognized, perhaps politically

impotent, socialist artist. Berger allows his character to recognize

•real' political events as they occur between 1952 and 195^ and to

let these illuminate Lavin's self-realization of his own past,

present and possible future commitment to socialism. Hence the

character of Laszlo in the novel is crucial to the building of the
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time. Janos follows, in newspapers and journals, the career of his

once follow revolutionary, Laszlo. Laszlo represents the alternative
✓

direction which Janos's own life might have taken. As an emigre,

Laszlo went to Moscow instead of going West; he rose through the

administrative ranks to a position of power in the Communist Party

and was recognized as one of the leading fraternity of Marxist

scholars and intellectuals. Laszlo represents the chief form of the

heroic which Janos can recognize in life - the political revolutionary

He says at one point that 'historical necessity does not of itself

make heroes; but the realization of historical necessity can make
IZ

heroes. Laszlo was such a man'. The journal, however, records

Laszlo's execution under the Stalinist purges of the early fifties,

the subsequent accusations made against him and, finally, his ironic

but typical reinstatement after Stalin's own death. Bordering close

on Laszlo's and Stalin's deaths are the deaths of Leger and De Stadl.

All have a powerful effect, emotionally and intellectually, upon

Janos. They signify, in their various ways, change, the death of the

old order, and the turbulence of new beginnings in politics and art,

respectively. The turbulence of this exterior world of history is

is in effect, politically, the registering of the beginnings of the

Cold War in the entrenchment of the capitalist and socialist worlds.

Both of these worlds during the period of Lavin's journal were

marked by sudden ends, redirections, solidification and new beginnings

Lavin, then, reorientates himself by the light of the example of

the political revolutionary - Laszlo. A decisive point in the

journal is reached when, before reading of Laszlo's execution, and

thinking of his political comrades of 1919, Lavin notes that his own
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commitment to socialism as an emigre and an artist may never be

adequate:

Erno is dead, I am here. Only Laszlo saw that fourth, Socialist
man appear. And so he bears heavy responsibilities.

In what way do those responsibilities now force him to think of me?
He cannot of course see the work I'm doing - or will still do. Yet
if he could, would it make any difference? How much benefit of doubt
have twenty years of devoted political involvement earned me?
Possibly none. The fact of a generation ageing should not be allowed
to impair the vigilance of the defence of Socialism. I have not
returned to contribute. And this fact must affect all my judgements.
I admire Laszlo for becoming more of an administrator and less of a

poet. But despite my admiration, he may not have done all that at
all. That may well be a spectator's distinction...The most critical
decision of ray life, though at the time it was casual enough, was
when I decided to come West instead of going to Moscow. And the
reason behind my decision now seems not only naive but ironic. I
wanted to go where I would still have to fight for Socialism. I did
not want to enjoy the victory that others had fought for. Yet it is
Laci QLaszlo] who still fights.

Laszlo the hero, the administrator-revolutionary, is a spectre in

Lavin's consciousness: he is the key representative of history and

politics sharpening Lavin's crisis of conscience. He is, it must be

realized, to the other characters, an unknown force upon Janos.

Although the narrator had heard mention of Laszlo once, the Laszlo-

Janos relationship is a hidden force discoverable only through the

reading of the journal. The subjective dramatization of the

Laszlo-Janos relationship is part of Lavin's unseen life and, because

it remains within that part of the novel made of the self-portrait,

the self-portrait itself is highly distinguished from the exterior

portrait of Lavin given in the narrator's commentary.

Berger's control of the complementary roles of each part of his

novel is considerable. In general, the narrator's vision is directed

towards drawing as full a picture as possible of the artist's material,

social and commercial circumstances during the years covered by the

journal. Extensive sequences of the art critic's commentary describe
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in great detail the typical features of the artist's studio and the

London galleries' ethos, atmosphere and working procedures. Berger

also allows his narrator to flosh out in dramatized form particular

encounters between Janos and the art world. The crucial encounter,

in this respect, is Janos's meeting with an art collector famous

for his private accumulation of major art works. As the character

of Laszlo was crucial to Berger's creation of the internalized

portrait of Lavin, so this art collector, Sir Gerald Banks, is

crucial to the externalized dramatic portrait of the artist and the

social and material relations of his time.

Banks in the abstract represents the force which distorts the

meaning and value of art in society. He and his private collection

typify the disastrous relations between art and private property

which the novel has as part of its focus. As a character, however,

he is sufficiently depicted, in the encounter with Janos, to appear

plausible. The collector, in explaining his understanding of art,

states that:

Art begins, if the wind is right and the sails are properly
trimmed, at that point where we project our destination and the
purpose of our voyage - art begins when we can dare to be detached -

both painter and viewerl True art is born of risk - the risk of
yielding to extreme irresponsibility in the midst of a life compelling
us to accept one more responsibility after another. ...the seduction
of art is like every other kind of seduction. We're all of us, all
of us who are connected with art, slaves to a divine trollop.

To this doctrine of art for art's sake, Janos, in the dramatized

episode, reacts impulsively to repudiate some of its implications.

He says accusingly,

Today artists paint for themselves. They are cut off, and so they
have become their own heroes. In the Renaissance the princes were
the new heroes...The collector, he is no hero...he cannot deserve the
reflected glory. He is no hero. I ask you. Do you think Picasso
paints for rich apartments?...The artist is unemployable - that is
why lie is free. No one really knows what he should be used for. And
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so he makes exercises, he makes pure colours and pure shapes - the
abstract art - until it has been decided what he can do. But do
the collectors help to decide? They cannot. I will tell you. Once
the patron was like a man with a hawk on his wrist to hunt the truth
for him. Now he is like tin old lady who keeps canaries.'0

As Peter Fuller points out in his review of A Painter of Our Time,

the likening of the patron to a falconer probably refers to 'patrons

belonging to that historical era when the bourgeoisie was itself a

lie
revolutionary class'. Banks, however, stands for bourgois values in

decline and for the contributory causes of irrational modern art.

Berger provides elsewhere in the novel, in the journal's self-portrait,

a useful and complementary metaphor for art society relations counter

to Banks's image of subservience to a 'divine trollop'. It is in

Janos's memory of Laszlo giving voice to the futuristic socialist

vision of art:

I'll tell you what we're doing, our generation - painters, like
Jansci, and sculptors, writers and poets. We're all the guardians
of a small girl. And our job is to feed her, bring her up, teach
her, so that one day she becomes a marvellous woman, like Marta
here, but with everything Marta hasn't got or doesn't know as well.
And then the people will fall in love with her. Perhaps we'll never
see the wedding. But it'll take place. The marriage of art and the
peoplel

Although this illustrates contrasts of character (and ideological

perspective) of an extreme nature, Berger's novel contains a

multitude of social relations which suggest more subtle oppositions

between Janos and those who people his world.

Two characters created to highlight certain parts of the artist's

•identity' are those of Max and Hancock. Max, like Janos, is an

Hungarian emigre. He is described by Janos as tragic, static in

remorse for his present situation: 'there is a time when every

refugee lives in a no man's land. He must. Yet his mind is not

there. It is backwards in regret, forwards in fear or hope. But Max
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IS
has caraped there in no man's land now for twenty years'. Janos notes,

in comparing himself to Max, that he, Janos, is distinguishable by

I?
having 'clung to the idea of the present being a culmination'. Janos

is new beginnings to Max's constant encounter with things ending.

The character of Hancock, on the other hand, indicates something

of a germ of that society marked by 'the marriage of art and the

people*. Hancock is an innocent who believes that 'the artist is the
20

happiest man alive'. Although not a talented painter, Hancock

integrates painting into his working life for the simple, absorbing

pleasure it yields up. Janos observes him as one

completely unharmed. Nothing has tarnished for him. He wants to
make money to enjoy himself, and he does. He wants to worship his
wife as a mannequin, and she asks for nothing better. He paints for
pure pleasure and painting gives it to him. Only aesthetes,
political prudes or those, like poor Diana, who no longer believe in
happiness, could disapprove of him.2'

Hancock, although a relatively minor figure wiiose significance is

difficult to assemble at first, possibly represents a contrast of

the proletarian artist with the isolated professionalism of Janos

Lavin. As a type he accords with Marx's and Engels' idea of the

artist liberated from capitalist divisions of labour as expressed in

The German Ideology (1845-46):

The exclusive concentration of artistic talent in particular
individuals, and its suppression in the broad mass which is bound
up with this, is a consequence of division of labour. If, even in
certain social conditions, everyone was an excellent painter, that
would not at all exclude the possibility of each of them being also
an original painter, so that here too the difference between "human"
and "unique" labour anounts to sheer nonsense. In any case, with a
communist organization of society, there disappears the subordination
of the artist to local and national narrowness, which arises entirely
from division of labour, and also the subordination of the artist to
some definite art, thanks to which he is exclusively a painter,
sculptor, etc., the very name of his activity adequately expressing
the narrowness of his professional development and his dependence on
division of labour. In a communist society there are no painters
but at most people who engage in painting among other activities.22
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Berger's aesthetic method, in his juxtaposition and integration

of the journal's self-portrait and the narrator's external portrait,

and in the way in which his different characters become reflective

agents in the identification of the artist and his contemporary

situation, provides a multiple viewpoint within the novel. Janos

Lavin, in the process, is revealed as both a 'typical' artist of his

time, subject to the real social and historical forces of his time,

and a progressive, individual identity with his own particular relation

to history. As such, the novel attempts to counter the romantic myth

of the artist which Berger had outlined in Permanent Red with a

dialectical portrait of a progressive man and artist consciously at

work within history.

The 'identity' of Janos Lavin is recognizable in near total

aspect only if the reader can make connections between Berger's formal

construct and his subject matter. A crucial element of Berger's

dialectical portrait exists on the level of Janos Lavin's typicality:

Berger has superimposed his portrait of the revolutionary socialist-

artist figure upon the 'hidden' social type represented by a mythic

progressive being - the Roman god, Janus. The portraits of Lavin show

him as a man of new beginnings, a revolutionary committed to the future

and the liberation of human potential, a believer in the Cubists'

perceptual dialectic as a means of depicting the dynamics of reality:

and in these essential characteristics there lies within a figure

representing the power of art and the power of revolutionary socialism -

the two headed figure of Janus:

Janus was first the god of all doorways: of public gates (jani)
through which roads passed, and of private doors. His insignia were
thus the key which opens and closes the door, and the stick (virga)
which porters employed to drive away those who had no right to cross
the threshold. His two faces (Janus bifrons) allowed him to observe
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both the exterior and interior of the house, and the entrance and
exit of public buildings.

Being god of the gates he was naturally the god of departure and
return and, by extension, the god of all means of communication.
Under the name Portunus he was the god of harbours; and since travel
can be either by land or sea, he was supposed to have invented
navigation.

Janus was also the god of 'beginnings*. As a solar god he presided
over daybreak (Matutinus Pater). He was soon considered as the
promoter of all initiative and, in a general way, he was placed at
the head of all human enterprises. For this reason the Romans
ascribed to him an essential role in the creation of the world. He
was the god of gods, Janus Pater. Ovid relates that Janus was
called Chaos at the time when air, fire, water and earth were all a
formless mass. When the elements separated, Chaos took on the form
of Janus: his two faces represented the confusion of his original
state. Other legends made Janus a king of the golden age of Latium.
He was said to have welcomed Saturn driven from the sky by Jupiter...
We possess no statue or bust of Janus, but on coins his effigies are
numerous. He is normally represented with a double face, or as an
older man with a beard.

Berger's use of the mythical figure of the god of 'beginnings' is

entirely and consistently appropriate to his Cubist portrait of the

artist and society. Max, according to Janos Lavin, 'is a man to whom

IL
I cannot be just. He is the opposite side of rny coin'. The narrator,

at the beginning of the novel, speculates - 'If he was alive, did he

no\\r have a beard? He hated Bohemianism. But he was nearly sixty,

and a beard would have become his years and his appearance of always
Z5

having something on his mind. He never looked passive'. Also, in

the light of the Janos-Janus relationship, the opening lines of the

narrator's commentary seem knowingly artful:

On the door was a strip of metal foil with 'Janos Lavin' printed
on it. It had come from one of those machines on railway stations
into which you put a penny - or is it now sixpence? - to print so

many letters. Bureaucrats should always use them when writing their
speeches. I had the key, and so I let myself in.^
In general terras, it is sufficient to note that the myth

substantiates the pattern of Lavin's life as man, artist and

revolutionary socialist. Reciprocally, the superimposed 'portraits'

of the novel register Berger's creation of the alternative 'myth' of
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the artist as the potential creator of progressive socialism, the

bringer of reality out of chaos. In 'Janos Lavin', Berger has

embodied a progressive socialist •type* s the two faces of Lavin,

artist and socialist revolutionary, divided by the coin of

bourgeois ideology, emerge as one in the malting of history.

The creation of typical characters is a central category in

Marxist aesthetics, as those familiar with the work of Georg Lukacs,

the Hungarian Marxist literary critic, will appreciate. Lulcacs, in

Studies in European Realism, notes that:

The central category and criterion of realist literature is the
type, a peculiar synthesis which organically binds together the
general and the particular both in characters and situations. What
makes a type a type is not its average quality, nor its mere individual
being, however profoundly conceived; what makes it a type is that in
it all the humanly and socially essential determinants are present
on their highest level of development, in the ultimate unfolding of
the possibilities latent in them, in extreme presentation of their
extremes, rendering concrete the peaks and limits of men and epochs...
The demand for a realistic creation of types is in opposition both
to the trends in which the biological being of man, the physiological
aspect of self-preservation and procreation are dominant (Zola and his
disciples) and to the trends which sublimate man into purely mental
psychological processes.^7

Berger's Lavin is an incarnation of real historical forces of his

times and although A Painter of Our Time does not accord with the

Lukacsian model of realism completely, (the latter being based on

Balzacian, nineteenth century realism), it should be recognized as an

experimental realism. As I have shown, the formal structure of

Berger's novel was an attempt to translate the Cubist principle of

dialectical perception into literary form - resulting in a dialectical

composition of internal portrait, external portrait and mythic

substructure. In a sense, Berger has not created an anachronistic

realism but has taken heed of the formalist, or Modernist, developments

in the novel. He sought a structure which acted upon content in a
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in the general portrayal or representation of a superior individual

or consciousness encountering a society unequal to his vision of

human potential. All of Berger's later work, as I will reveal in

succeeding chapters, conforms to his pursuit of a dialectical realism,

although each explores a different aspect of society by different

means.

In A Painter of Our Time, Berger has focused upon the productive

and social relations of a socialist artist in the throes of a personal

and historical crisis. The overt politicization of the work,

unavoidable in the presentation of a socialist artist reasserting his

conscious relation to historical events, did not amount, all the

same, to a purely tendentious, propagandist novel. The resolution to

the novel is left open-ended - characters within the novel react in

several ways, a certain ambiguity exists in the question of Lavin's

possible allegiances - and no definitive political prescription is

offered. However, reviewers and publishers have, in the past, seized

upon the work's surface politics, falsifying the novel's qualities.

Indeed, the book seemed to hit a nerve in the 'Natopolitan• mind:

through a link with Encounter, Berger suffered direct victimization.

Peter Fuller has given an account of how the novel was politically

suppressed by its publishers, Seeker and Warburg, shortly after its

release:

A Painter was first published by Seeker and Warburg in 1958*
The response from 'mainstream' reviewers was hostile - often
virulently so. 'The Cold War' was at its height, and Berger was
failing to denounce every communist about whom he wrote. Reviewing
A Painter in The Observer, Stephen Spender described Lavin as 'an
advocate of judicial murder', and compared the book with GoebbelS'
Michael (9 November 1958).

A Painter was attacked in Encounter, too, which, at that time was
also published by Seeker . As Conor Cruise O'Brien pointed out, the
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magazine sought to 'carry the impression that its anti-cotnmunist and
pro-capitalist propaganda is not propaganda at all but the spontaneous
reaction of the culturally free, or truly civilized people*. Some
time later it emerged that during this period, Encounter was subsidized
by the CIA. Soon after the magazine's strident attack, Seeker
withdrew the book and suppressed it.^

The attack in Encounter which Fuller refers to in passing was a

review by Paul Ignotus. Ignotus was an emigre Hungarian who had left

after the Soviet invasion in 1956. At the time of writing, as a

respected poet and essayist, he was a regular contributor to Encounter

due to his strong anti-Soviet and anti-communist beliefs. He was

also to be, shortly after that time, Chairman of the (exiled)

Hungarian Writers Association.

2'?
The title of his article, 'Fiddler of Our Time', suggests to the

reader that Berger/Lavin, whom Ignotus confuses, is deceitful, or at

least guilty of misrepresenting reality through manipulative will:

'the Painter of Our Time, as Mr. Berger sees him, is an unorthodox
30

though unrepenting believer in Soviet Communism like himself.

Ignotus goes on to comment on the portrayal of Lavin:

The type thus represented is real. I knew him well, and in many
places: according to changing opportunities offered by changing
governments, in Berlin's Roraanisches Cafe, in Vienna's Museum Kaffee,
in the Cafe Dome in Paris, and possibly even in London studios where
Mr. Berger encountered him or his shadow. Needless to say that not
all the characteristics of such men could be fitted in one pattern.
What they had in common was their contempt for the Albert Memorial
(and all Albert Memorials of the world), a contempt which was expanded
into philosophy and theology. Solemn splendour and bourgeois
respectability were the things which had to be defied at all costs
and in all spheres, on the canvas as well as in the ballot box.
Janos Lavin from time to time refers to "starving proletarians."
So did my friends of whom he reminds me. None of them dwelt on the
subject longer than was necessary to denounce those who ate well
and all the same bought bad pictures. What about those who, like
Sir Gerald in A Painter of Our Time, bought good ones? They were
condemned for lack of heroism. The starving millions were expected
to rise on behalf of the self-tormented painters of our time and to
establish a new world of abstract artistic shapes and abstract social
justice.
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Ignotus' criticism amounts to an outraged condemnation of a

puritanical idealism - the familiar 'Natopolitan• charge of

utopianism with more open bitterness - as the moving, misguiding

force behind socialist intellectualism. It is rather ironic that

Berger, so much an anti-formalist or anti-abstract critic at the

time, should be linked with this condemnatory interpretation of

self obsessed artists with ridiculous hopes and pretensions.

Ignotus goes on to misread the narrator's view of Janos' possible

fate as the preferred reading of the whole novel, deliberately

confusing the voice of the narrator with that of the author. In

the final section of the novel there is great stress upon historical

potentiality and human difficulty and suffering in active political

revolution but these are swept asunder by Ignotus:

The story ends with Lavin's sudden return to Hungary on the eve
of the revolutionary events. We can only guess what may have
happened to him. The author hopes "that Janos, if he is alive now,
supports Kadar." Surely it is not this hope, expressed on the last
page, which rnakes the preceding 237 pages so tedious. It is the
incoherence of visions and episodes recorded in the diary. They
reflect a curious mind, well versed in ancient and modern art,
intelligent, witty, and too honest to lie but too chaotic to take
stock of the contradictions of his own experience, mixing trivialities
with metaphysics, and all in the literary hope of realizing truth in
character and fullness in thought. Where it fails, it helps itself
by mailing a political declaration.^
The charge is that of heavy-handed political prescription because of

aesthetic incoherence, in a typical instance of the liberal rejection

of the very idea of a political aesthetic for the novel.

In his final condemnatory statements, where he suggests that the

consequences of idealism were paid in others' innocent blood, Ignotus

tries to undermine Berger's moral seriousness, charging him with the

crime of the aestheticization of politics:
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Such politics ought not to be taken too seriously. But in Mr.
Berger's book they are unfortunately expressed too obtrusively to be
ignored. What is the real purpose they serve? It is the author's
incurable honesty which gives it all away. "My politics is a
lightning conductor," his Janos Lavin writes. Millions may perish
but lie wants his lightning to be conducted. A psychologist might
condone; a believer in Herrenmensch morality could approve. But how
can he approve of himself? His longings are humanitarian. "The
greatest violinist," he writes, "cannot be justified in playing his
violin on the bank of a river in which a drowning man is shouting for
help." If only fiddling were rejected on behalf of life-savingl
But his Marxist Leninist fervour inspires him only to more posturing
along the shore: "The modern artist fights to contribute to human
happiness, truth, or justice. He works to improve the world..."
What this apparently means is only more bolts of political lightning
being thrown, with the aesthetic joy of a Nietzsche or D'Annunzio
(or even Nero), down on the heads of unsuspecting fellow-creatures.^

Ignotus was one of a stream of anti-communist writers for the journal.

Indeed, he meets Valentine Cunningham's recent judgement of George

Urban, 'one of the fiercer of Encounter's regular Eastern European

refugee contributors'.

Two months prior to Ignotus* review, Stephen Spender tried to

portray Berger as guilty of dividing the world into political camps,

so preventing or frustrating a 'development of the consciousness of

all humanity which Goethe envisaged as the world literature of a

35
future that lay just beyond his time'. The accusation is that Berger

escalates problems, misses the particular realities in favour of

paralysing, abstract polarizations:

Yet when Western writers try to emphasize their social awareness
by drawing attention to their own victims - John Osborne's soldier
killed at Suez, John Berger (in A Painter of Our Time) describing a

meeting with a Cypriot woman in Soho - behind these isolated examples
there lie the victims of Hungary, and (a little further back in time)
those of Auschwitz and Buchenwald, the forced labour camps of Siberia
and the Arctic circle. Hence, then, those frantic efforts to grip
at the larger realities by equating them with the smaller ones:
Cyprus is just as bad as Hungary, We have our economic slavery, What
we do is exactly as bad in its way as what they have done. Hence
even the feeling that our freedom is a delusion since, in enabling
us to express ourselves freely, it imprisons us in our individuality,
and cuts us off from the social context which provides the basis
of contemporary reality.
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Yet over there surely the converse of all this is felt. There
Western freedom is apprehended as forbidden fruit leading to terrible
truth and knowledge. Its very existence in the world undermines and
falsifies the values of the conformist society run by and for man,
the social unit. There, without Western freedom, the most "progressive"
societies are accompanied by the strange contradiction of the most
reactionary arts.^

Derger is undoubtedly guilty, according to Spender, for not balancing

his view of •victims' by consideration of Stalinist and Fascist

abuses and atrocities: he is one-sided and prejudiced, in other

words. Also, he is fogged by this prejudice and so unable to perceive

Western freedom for what it is. Soviet Socialist Realism is collapsed

into being one of 'the most reactionary arts', in Spender's argument,

itself full of enormous simplifications and cliches.

The role of Encounter magazine in the 1950 s and early I960 s

should not be underestimated. Fuller's brief account of it above is

dependent upon cultural and historical research and analyses by Conor

Cruise O'Brien, E.P. Thompson, John Saville and Christopher Lasch at

various points in the i960 s. Their collective critique amounts to

an exposure of how the state can neutralize and 'railroad* the work

of liberal intellectuals.

The American Central Intelligence Agency put agents into various

cultural organizations in attempts to counter communism and

* anti-Americanism'; they also shifted large amounts of money through

phoney 'foundations' to fund magazines such as Encounter. One of the

editors of Encounter, Melvin J. Laslcy, was one such agent positioned

in order to promote the ideology of American power. Lasch noted:

Encounter, like other journals sponsored by the Congress for
Cultural Freedom (except perhaps for Censorship, which recently
expired), consistently approved the broad lines and even the details
of American policy until the war in Vietnam shattered the Cold War
coalition and introduced a new phase of American politics. Writers
in Encounter denounced the Soviet intervention in Hungary without
drawing the same conclusions about the Bay of Pigs....
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In the raid-60 s, Lasch continued:

When it became public that the Congress for Cultural Freedom had
been financed for sixteen years by the CIA, the Editors of Encounter
made a great point of the fact that the Congress had never dictated
policy to the magazine; but the whole question takes on a different
colour in light of Braden's disclosure that one of the editors worked
for the CIA.%

It was not until 1966 that Stephen Spender admitted that he had been

involved in the pursuit of American interests rather than a detached

love of 'cultural freedom'. As Lasch documented the uncovering of

its slush-funded defence of 1 the free world he noted that only after

Conor Cruise O'Brien's successful court case against the editors of

Encounter, in which he sued them for libel over statements in an

article written by Goronwy Rees, and subsequent revelations in the

American magazine Ramparts, only then did Stephen Spender and Frank

39
Kermode resign 'in protest at having been mislead'. Ramparts

disclosed how the CIA had infiltrated the National Students Association

and Encounter, in great detail, thereby unequivocally substantiating

all the earlier accusations brought against the journal by O'Brien

and others. It was O'Brien, writing in New Statesman (December 1963)

who laid open to all the magazine's blind allegiances:

One of the basic things about Encounter is supposed to be its love
of liberty; it was love of liberty that brought together, we are told,
the people who, in the Congress of Cultural Freedom, sponsored
Encounter. Love of whose liberty? This again is conditioned - as it
would be for a communist, but in reverse - by the over-all political
conflict. Great vigilance is shown about oppression in the communist
world; apathy and inconsequence largely prevail where the oppression
is non-communist or anti-communist. This generalization needs to be
qualified. Silence about oppression has been, if possible, total
where the oppressors were believed to be identified with the interests
of the United States. Thus the sufferings of Cubans under Batista
evoked no comment at the time from the organ of those lovers of
liberty, well informed though they undoubtedly are. For Nicaragua,
Guatemala, South Vietnam and South Korea the same held good. The
Negro problem - that is, the problem of the oppression of Negroes in
large areas of the United States today - was consistently played down
until quite recently, when the news made it impossible to play it
down in the old way.*0
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Spender, much later, went further in condemning his former role,

Lasch notes:

Spender has had the wit to recognize the situation for what it
was, 'In reality', he writes, the intellectuals employed by the CIA
without their knowledge were 'being used for concealed government
propaganda'. Spender insists that this arrangement made a 'mockery'
of intellectual freedom,

John Saville's account of Encounter was consistent with E.P. Thompson's

view of it at the heart of the Natopolitan ideology:

The concern of the editorials and the non-literary contributions
was with the inadequacies of the traditional ways of political
action, with the bankruptcy of all those who set themselves the aim
of the radical transformation of society and with the difficulties,
in the post-war world, of continuing to believe in the power of reason
in politics,..At the centre of their political thinking was a
committed anti-communism which has replaced the emphasis on liberty
in the traditional liberal doctrine.^

Saville was quick to pounce on its typical tactic in handling the two

major events of 195&, Suez and Hungary:

Encounter's editorial problems in standing four-square on one
side of the fence were exhibited rather brutally at the time of Suez.
Since it was to the iniquities of Russia and Eastern Europe that the
journal had devoted so much space, the error of Suez was much to be
regretted, partly, no doubt, because it occurred at the same,time
as Hungary. But the Congress of Cultural Freedom, as reflected in
its journals, is in the nature of things inhibited from making even
the mildest critical comment on the Western Alliance except in the
most abstract terms; and Suez was too serious a matter to permit any
deviation from firm principle. Encounter was either fortunate or
far-sighted in that Dwight MacDonald was actually in Cairo just before
and during the British aggression on Egypt and his shallow diary
jottings could be published to show that the editors were as news-
conscious as their colleagues everywhere. But there was no

condemnation, no discussion of the morality of the British action,
no comment by an Egyptian, either in MacDonald's article or in any
number of the journal in the following year. Hungary of course was
different, and was discussed and condemned at length.

Never short of its own imbalance and prejudice, this holy journal of

liberal intellectual freedom grossly misrepresented Berger's work

and earmarked him as one of their targets. Fuller's claim that the

withdrawal and the suppression of the book were due to the link

between the publishers and Encounter, seems hard to deny. That
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suppression, in late I950 s Britain, is a remarkable fact in itself,

especially since it has gone unrecorded as a major moment of

censorship until recent years.

Fuller's was the first serious estimation of the novel's qualities

and its discursive life. He wrote:

But the relevance of A Painter in 1977 derives from the fact that,
although it engaged with concrete, historical issues of the fifties,
it also transcends its time. No other novel written in the fifties
and based on contemporary themes manages to do this.tV

By 'transcends its time' Fuller suggests not a complete universality,

I hope, but a relevance to the process of historical change. He went

on to castigate Kingsley Amis and Robert Conquest for their

contemporaneous efforts to depoliticize the intellectual, and noted:

Almost all the imaginative literature of the time, and especially
the novels, reflected the central tenet of the prevailing ideology -

namely that capitalism was the only conceivable possible future.
Disaffection was confined to the shallow cynicism, or shrill
indignation, of 'The Angry Young Men'. But read through novels like
Wain's Hurry on Down (1953)> Amis's Lucky Jim (195^)) Braine's Room
at the Top (1957)i Mclnnes's Absolute Beginners (I959)i or Sillitoe's
Saturday Night and Sunday Morning (i960), today. They are nothing
but dusty, literary museum pieces, locked within the now discredited
ideology of the fifties.

Because A Painter raised the possibility of a socialist future, it
was suppressed in its own time. (Arguably, 1958, the year when it
made its brief appearance, was the high point of the bourgeoisie's
post-war optimism, of 'You've never had it so good', the consumer boom,
and Galbraith's The Affluent Society). Indeed, the reception of the
book was such that Berger realized that, intellectually, he was an
exile, and soon after left Britain to become one, in fact.^

Although Fuller's notions of 'transcendence' and 'reflection'

are inadequate ways of describing the existence and effects of the

literary work, he centres on the great ideological forces with which

A Painter of Our Time engaged, recognizing the book's condemnation

of British 'disaffection' (that feature of 'Natopolitan'ideology

we have met before).
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More traditional critics tended not to gauge the book on such

terms, evaluating it as a novel in a decidedly limited framework of

values. Hubert Nicholson, for instance, reviewing Dergor's early

novels in Cambridge Quarterly in 194>7i found that 'romanticism about

both politics and art fogs his lens'. Formally, it was reckoned to

be a cliche: 'the device adopted here as a means of presentation

and interpretation is a hackneyed one - the narrator discovers the

artist's diary and serves it up with a commentary'. Nicholson found

that 'doctrine dictated too much of this book' producing an

•unpleasant tension' due to 'being earnestly willed into certain
48

attitudes'. Nicholson's view that 'interesting ideas' alone do not

make a novel was another factor against the book. This kind of

criticism was typical of a more innocent liberalism but strove just

as hard to diminish or suppress the discursive energy of the work.

It is interesting to examine that 'unpleasant tension* as an

unacknowledged encounter with historical experience. Nicholson

offered a moderate liberal reading of the novel which bore some

relation to the blatant charges of Ignotus.

In keeping with Fuller's stress on the book's offer of a vision

of a socialist future, its libidinal promise in other words, Kiernan

Ryan has written of Berger's 'innovative use of fiction to extend

the range of the senses, understanding and imagination and reorient

W
them towards altogether new horizons and norms of human living'.

Ryan tends to underplay the difficulty of decided action which the

novel has at its centre, assuming that Lavin will be taking 'his

stand in the streets with the rest for the protection and furtherance

50
of his dreams', as some kind of popular resistance fighter of old.

He also finds problems with the novel's fictional status:
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At the constant risk, it must be said, of fitting and turning
completely from fiction into discursive theorizing, the novel
generates a plethora of brilliant insights into the process and
social purpose of aesthetic production.

This is a familiar response to the form, at root, and to Berger's

moral and didactic bearing as a writer. Nicholson, in his review,

very perceptively noted that Berger,

composes a kind of counterpoint out of action and consequence,
thoughts of the characters, things they know but cannot or will not
think, and his own comments. He deliberately separates these strands
for inspection, instead of leaving them embedded in the weave, as
they generally are in fiction...the total effect is organic.

Nicholson is throng to equate the narrator's voice directly with that

of the author's, but he pin-points a typical feature of Berger's

fiction in this 'counterpoint' all the same.

Ryan's account is concerned with the experience of fiction over

and above any priority of historical experience because it too is

concerned with the priority of 'organic effect'. He writes at one

point in his article of 'the special task of fiction: to seize the

general process in and through the flux of the particular' and 'full
53

...

fictive communication'. To that extent it is employing a liberal

scheme of the aesthetic and one not in tune with a materialist

aesthetic, yet his admirable aim as a critic is to reveal in Berger's

work 'a revival of our faith in the intransigent desire and power

of the human community finally to realize itself in history'. ' It

is that word 'finally' which links the approach to liberalist

thinking of the end of ideology, but it is meant as a testament to

the endurance of hope and popular action.

Another critic, Geoff Dyer, in the first full and published

account of Berger's work, has given the best account to date because
S3

he recognizes the 'confused moment of historical divide' which the

novel engages with:
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Lavin's exile represents the last historic condition of that
tradition (of communist scholar-activisits], a condition of defeat
but not surrender. Vague notions of the artist in exile have
become a cliche; A Painter grounds its idea of exile in a specific
history. I-avin livos by historical necessity and holds himself
responsible to history. 'The greatest violinist', lie writes 'cannot
be justified in playing his violin on the bank of a river in which a

drowning man is shouting for help'. In leaving for Hungary he
follows the dictates of history, not so much abandoning art for
activism as living by the logic of the revolutionary rather than
the exile. His situation dramatizes not simply the crisis of an
individual conscience at a particular moment but the transition between
two conditions (epoch is too strong a word) of history.0^

The events of Suez and Hungary symbolize the eclipse of Britain as an

57
imperialist power and the beginning of the divided left, respectively,

in Dyer's analysis, making it all the more sound to estimate A Painter

of Our Time as a singularly remarkable work for its peroration on a

particular kind of revolutionary experience.

Whilst Ryan wrote within a recent academic framework concerned

with literature and the historical interest of the working class,

managing to include Berger as a socialist intellectual who produced

a novel 'written in the historical interests of the working class'

revealing 'a standpoint consistent with that of the class conscious
53

section of this class', Dyer's work was written in a free floating

zone unbound by academic reformulation of the canonical register of

literary texts. His is a work of cultural politics of the 'BO's,

vastly informed and addressed to a wider social movement on the

political, perhaps not rigorously aligned, left. In the remainder of

this chapter, it is to Dyer's criticism that we now turn.

As a chart of John Berger's writings and an informed indication

of the discursive context of his works, Geoff Dyer's book is very

useful. Dyer is especially good at describing Berger's style,

particularly in the latter's formative role as essayist given 'to
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5V
assert arid then to argue within that assertion*, a writer always

straining to fit things to his vision of art as light in a darkening

world. For those to whom Derger's 'clenched assertion* is a put-off,

there's a clear headed exposure of his lack of humour, his pomposity

and his flat deliberateness of prose. Moralizing without humour

'compromises the imaginative identification with others that Berger

(cO
sets great store by', Dyer states.

The positive side is what merits the greatest response though:

here is an attempt to make out a materialist aesthetic in Berger's

work, dependent upon constant reckonings of Berger's attachment to

realism (never reduced to a style category). The fifties aesthetic

went along the lines 'does this work help us claim our social rights?',

the value and lasting power of works of art lies in use, art exists

to affirm and 'great' works are great because they raise more questions

at every level. The aesthetic is rooted in the political by the time

of the later works when, Dyer writes, 'Art is part of the labour of
&l

producing the world'. There are puzzling omissions in the way Dyer

covers the ground but he gets through the minefield - formalism,

realisms, modernism, materialist aesthetic - with due care to the

debates in academic circles on proper methodology for a social history

of art. Tim Clark, author of Image of the People and The Absolute

Bourgeois (1973), and Linda Nochlin, author of Realism (1971), are

revered yet externally distanced: we don't all have to be so

thorough in our social history, says Dyer, and, anyway, Berger foresaw

and sketched the need for the project to counter formalist modernism.

It is an omission, I think, to have no account of a complex formalist's

optical experience in relation to Berger's much stressed ability 'to

look' and discover meaning. For Berger, to see is to think and, says
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Dyer, he does best when exposing the difficulty and the measure of

thought. In the centre of it all there is Berger's essay 'The Moment

LL
of Cubism*: here, the omission is any sense that an Idealist

philosophy pervaded the artistic, social and historical era. Any

reconstruction of full artistic and social conditions is bound to

deflate claims for a way of seeing permanently suited to the better

development of social being. Any method that relies upon a private

language so much (those roped mountaineers Braque and Picasso) and

relied upon burgeoning entrepreneurial scheming so much, was not and

cannot be convincing enough as a break, an epistemological

revolution before imperialist closure in war. Cubism offered only

limited dialectic, perhaps too limited for Marxist philosophy. It

seems to posit more than one reality, as Berger does - when he's not

fighting for an ever so tactile, non-theoretical reall

Also puzzling are these absences: no account of Brecht's

modernism (when Luk^cs' realism and typification are possibly

overplayed in a way likely to confuse a required sense of realism as

an always critical practice and philosophy); very little on Ernst

Fischer's Art Against Ideology; nothing at all on Berger's deep

attachment to Victor Serge's writings and their related views on

experience; only catchwords in relation to the central texts and tenets

of anarchism which permeate Berger's work and detach him from a

sizeable body of socialists.

Dyer has struck the marvellous unity of his subject's diversity

and non-specialization. He has the stamina to order its

multi-facetedness and try to theorize its usefulness in contemporary

cultural politics. However, there are some major problems. Berger
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is seen as an intellectual in terms of an absence in a particularly

English context, in a way that takes up a series of issues without

sufficient invostigations

Berger is one of our greatest writers...the discursive formation
of English society has no place (except on the edges, where he can
be conveniently labelled as 'controversial') for a writer like
Berger. This is our loss. For 25 years Berger has been the brightest
figure in English intellectual life...most other writers seem narrow,
cramped, parochial.^

Also, humanism seems too vaguely defined to let Dyer's thesis be

successful; Berger aims to historicize his readers' goodwill, and

For Berger this has always meant the reintegration of socialism
and humanism. His work demonstrates that the values of humanism can

only be achieved and understood by socialism, that only through
socialism can the ideals of humanism come to historical fruition.
The politicization of humanism converts appeal into choice, sympathy
into action.^

The ideals of humanism are never actually outlined. Dyer's notion of

humanism may be too like humanitarianism, whilst Berger's has validity

in the particular form of antipathy to Positivism or, to be clear,

scientific rationalism which is also within the humanist tradition.

Tackling the religious in Berger's writing or what he might mean by

love, Dyer doesn't probe far enough - he seems often to be too

apologetic to a theological, knife-sharpening Left. The spiritual

materialism of Berger which Dyer outlines so well as the legacy of

Walter Benjamin's work might have benefitted from a comparison with

the ideas of the historical materialist (not Raymond Williams so much)

who has forcefully rejected Althusserian Marxism and theory -

E.P. Thompson.

I shall return to these issues but first I would like to extract

from some of Dyer's analysis and argument an intellectual history

and, in returning to the issues above, investigate what John Berger

means as an intellectual in a society where the role of the
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intellectual is ill-defined, cast by the light of historically

distant revolutionary intellectuals and by a conflicting sense of

institutional realities.

In the late fifties Berger had taken the stimulus of East

European emigre Marxists in Britain. Frederick Antal in particular

became his mentor. Antal was not widely known at the time but his

great, detailed work Florentine Painting and its Social Background

(1948) offered a methodology for a social history of art. Another

Hungarian emigre, the artist Peter Peri, whom Berger also knew

through the Artists International Association, also helped open up

European artistic and political perpectives for Berger. Dyer sees

Berger in this formative environment becoming a member of a truly

dissenting class. The fifties intellectual class itself - if we can

allow such a figuration, for surely intellectuals form not a class

but a varied social category - Dyer sees as conformist. The AIA,

being depleted in unity, strength and membership (no longer held

together as a broad anti-fascist alliance and increasingly depoliticized)

still had Berger and a few others to link to the original aims whilst

in view of new, Cold War historical conditions. The literary world

of English 'angry young men' with whom Berger was wrongly associated

offered no historical response to their emotional situation and

quickly became absorbed by the Establishment (having no theorised

link to the working class, e.g. Amis). They fell to parochialism.

Berger himself slipped up on abstract art in pursuit of a realism

attuned to socialist humanism (art inspiring a sense of man's

potential), abstraction being disallowed as representation.

The points to register here are differences in the literary

and artistic communities; are they easily comparable? More important
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is Dyer's limited exposure of the partial base which the red

emigration had in contrast to the white emigration in other areas of

British life. Traditional British culture had an elective affinity

with certain types of expatriate and not others, Perry Anderson
45

argued in ins essay 'Components of the National Culture*. The English

canonized Sir Lewis Namier, Sir Karl Popper, Sir Isaiah Berlin and

Sir Ernst Gombrich as well as Eysenclc, Wittgenstein and others who

refused to'clog the free play of (the) mind with political doctrine
44 ...

and dogma' - the hallmark of the white emigration winch was ushered

in to English university life and prominence. Our century lias seen

the neglect of scholars and scholar-activists engaged witli the

European legacy of a classical sociology, Marxism in particular.

Isaac Deutscher, Max Raphael and Frederick Antal worked in England

with the minimum of means and no cultural base for their work. It was

not so much a refusal of contact with the ideas of the outside world

at fault, as the acute political prejudice of the way in which Empire

England integrated all foreign achievement into an intelligentsia

that was traditionally related by family to its class (e.g. Arnold,

Darwin, Huxley). Austrians with a predilection for Positivism were

especially suited to the continuation of tradition and the imperial

order. The red emigration, parent and child of political revolution,

of Marcuse, Adomo, Benjamin, Froram, Brecht, Mann and Lukacs chose

France, America, the Soviet Union and Scandinavian countries.

It's evident that Berger, in the fifties and sixties, had made

direct contact with the major contradiction in British intellectual

life. Geoff Dyer, with a political aesthetic at his disposal, rightly

sees Berger's 195^ novel A Painter of Our Time as a masterpiece because

it hits this long-running crisis - a novel which looks across the
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divide of inferior revolutionary experience.

1956 and Stalinist default was a marker of divided allegiances,

party splits and the push towards a New Left. Cultural work by

Raymond Williams, E.P. Thompson and Richard Hoggart, and economic,

social and political analyses through New Left Review changed the

socialist dynamic - the moving parts being culturalism and

structuralism, the latter a largely external phenomenon, a theoretical

internationalism (Gramsci, Adorno, Marcuse, Benjamin, Sartre,

Althusser, Bella Volpe and others) and a Pelican edition of the major

works of Marx. At root was a hostility to English nationalism and

•the causal explanations of the domestic society' (Andex'son)f^ Work by

Tom Nairn and Perry Anderson on the one hand and, say, Stuart Hall

and Ei-ic Hobsbawm on the other, reflects the nature of major discursive

deployments on the Left since the early sixties. NLR printed part of

Berger's A Seventh Man in the mid-5eventies but his ties with the

journal were never always so direct or consistent. The editorial,

•Themes', said of the essay:

The distinction between an individual's labour and his labour-

power is a central tenet of Marxism, formulating the separation of
the worker from his productive capacity under capitalism. Bourgeois
societies typically attempt to hide this fundamental rupture from their
workers by ideologies of national community. Today, however, there
exists in Western Europe a massive reserve army of non-citizens,
excluded from any formal unity of common nationality: migrant
workers. Their labour power is utilized to the maximum, while its
separation from the aims and aspirations of their own lives is
brutally harsh and explicit. John Berger, in a major work that will
appear shortly in England, explores the nature and example of the
experience of contemporary migration, both analytically and
imaginatively. The review is privileged to publish two vivid and
central passages from this forthcoming study. ^

Berger's 'exile' took the form of life in France and south-east

Europe, sustained by regular writing for New Society. He was in

Czechoslovakia in 1968, in Prague with socialist intellectuals
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confronting their own ineffectiveness. His later French base has

been amongst Haute-Savoie villagers, an itinerant European intellectual

whose cultural project with the lived experience of the peasantry is

consistent with the work of the Trans-National Institute (Amsterdam).

During the sixties his art criticism evolved to something more

erratic but philosophically consistent, something informed by but

itself beyond distinct academic categorization or ready-made genre.

The major works, notably G, integrated theory and imaginative fiction

and, as in A Seventh Man, docunentarist modes in order to stress the

need for a reformulation of bourgeois categories of the written. He

has been a scholar-activist at work outside the academic institution,

a media tactician for the age and the audience, but he has not ignored

the theoretical work produced within the universities or media

institutions. Writing and socialist discourse are very much central

to his experience (witness his indebtedness to Barthes, for example).

Witnessing the death of the European peasantry, morally condemning

the economic-industrial corruption of experience in the West, might

appear eccentric or outrageous to Marxists working in Britain bound

to working class experience. It appears marginal and escapist-

romanticist to non-Marxists. However, Berger proves himself

repeatedly as a European working on the historical and imaginative

documentation of the peasantry as a class, alive to previously

Right-held dominant views of value, experience and tradition in an

attempt to redirect them for socialism and writing. He is true to

world economic and social shifts of the historical moment. He is

keenly integral to intellectual developments in sociology, Third

World Studies, social history and literary and anthropological

studies.
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The above, together with his literary return to story and an

elevation of poetry over narrative, means that lie poses crucial

questions concerning the inadequacy of our everyday grasp of

experience, the flow of events, the poverty of communication in the

scientific rationalist's corporate-capital world. The thesis is not

one of 'decline' in the way that Leavis saw cultural decline from his

stronghold of 'Englishness' but the hope that Berger always writes of

(partly learnt from Serge, Leger and Benjamin) is fissured by a

failure of revolutionary socialism and the jiartly suppressed idea of

intellectual corporatism - the Left doomed to being a marginal

critical voice, susceptible to corruptions of authority and institution.

In his later attachment to the peasantry, Berger has reactivated

questions more truly akin to anarchism than marxism. In what Dyer

unsettlingly calls his spiritual materialism, flying with Walter

Benjamin's angel of history, there is little prospect of conversion

or confessional from those professional intellectual Marxists who have

abandoned the legacy of the younger Marx (Economic and Philosophic

Manuscripts, 1844).

I think that Berger is keen on the silences of the young Marx

who was messianic in utterance. Communism was to be the fulfilment

of humanism; it was to appropriate the fully human and restore the

social human being to the alienated self. Communism was the solution

to history: 'it is the riddle of history solved and knows itself as

this solution' (Marx). Dyer isn't that clear on humanism in his book

on Berger. As ways of sorting out problems without reference to God

it's a broad doctrine. In general, most would agree that humanism

highlights pluralism, learning from experience, liberty and

achievement through political effort. It has also been the code of
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particularly liberal bourgeois individualism in its upholding of

tolerance and intellectual humility. Marxists now, in line with

Adorao's strictures on scientisra/Positivism's corporate bureaucracy

and technocracy which produced consensus in the interests of a

dominant class, are ever unlikely to accept laiowledge independent of

human interests (even when that knowledge is the dominant 'scientific

discovery of natural law'). Dyer doesn't explore the variants of

humanism nor roundly condemn particular Marxisms such as Althusser's,

though Nicos Hadjinicolaou's Art History aid Class Struggle is

reproached as such. Nor does Dyer refer to E.P. Thompson's work in

this area. However, the topic is crucial upon consideration of

Berger's religiousness for, in general, Dyer's thesis follows two

tracks - Berger witnesses the real suffering in the world and Berger

offers a fledged materialist aesthetic which is an incitement to

action: 'That is what the aesthetic means to Berger. Art is part

of the labour of producing the world'. The question remains, is it

revolution or reform? Reform is the humanist path, though a dissenting

tradition might refute this.

On that note, I would like to wind the path to a wider view of

intellectuals in society and also touch upon the differences of

'English* experience, which Dyer, like so many on the Left, is keen

to revitalize, and Scottish experience. Berger must be something

different in each case, even allowing for a Scottish dimension to New

Left-ism or later developments in response to the current crisis of

capitalism (can we label this Thatcherism?). The major difference

centres on nationalist consciousness and the tncdiatic relations of

production enclosing intellectual production for the core and periphery

in Britain. Whereas an English cultural politics, which is specifically
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what Dyer tries to rescue Berger for, is at the core of power, a

Scottish cultural politics will offer resistance even to its near

neo-imperialist relative. The split goes along academic lines

insofar as the universities have had different curricula, with

traditionally divergent social policies: 'specialism' of the English

versus philosophy-based polymathy of the Scots (at least as an origin

later smothered by English pressure to conform to the specialist

maths/classics rationalism they ruled Greater England by for so long).

The Scots have relevant peculiarities of history. Forced emigration

applied to middle class intellectuals, as did unemployment in the

sense indicated by Tom Nairn in The Break-up of Britain as those left

behind with no directive function in their society or historical

formation. Elsewhere, outside Scottish Britain, intellectuals were

forging a national culture. Edwin Muir's idea of a Scotland lacking an

70
'organic community to round off (intellectual) conceptions' is important

too in that the presence or absence of an inter-class culture is

decisive. Muir believed that the English had such an organic community.

If so, and if its vestiges remain, would a cultural politics which

reformulated its educational categories for the English recognize

'nation' as politically defined or culturally identifiable? If

Scots, in rebuilding organic social relations in an independent

Scotland with intellectuals organizing social hegemony (which is what

all of us do as intellectuals as well as the professionals, the

creators of philosophy, art, science, administration), built a cultural

politics, would they cure themselves of exile, functionalisra and the

long experience of their place in the world-process of the hinterland's

loss to capital? A Scottish Literature, for example, to match a

reformulated English Literature wouldn't have Berger's work. A cultural
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studies-variant would be the meeting ground if it had joint centrality

in the curriculum and had world-theory, the mass experience of

imporialiam and of war at its sourco.

Then again, a Scottish literary intelligentsia as stands at

present can read Berger well for the voice that sees poetry

addressing the wound, as a witness to the historical experience of

the dispossessed this century. In Berger's anti-Positivism there is

a live issue: it is in part a warning against skills training in

surplus numbers at all levels of the current national confonnism.

Also, insofar as there is pain at industrial civilization in Berger's

writing, those nationalists in Scotland who have built their

consciousness with custom, kinship and early history as light will

read him clearly enough along the lines advocated - in aiding their

claim for social and political rights.

The simple point here is that his writings can be made meaningful

in several ways, according to the cultural bearing of the work and

the mediating circumstances of its activating reading. Berger is

neither simply a socialist humanist nor an English intellectual (more

present by his absence) though the works can be activated in discourses

of socialism, humanism, and 'English' intellectual jiroduction.

v



CHAPTER TOUR

A Constellation
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Since the late i960 s, Berger's cultural production and critical

practice has emerged as a constellation of writings devoted to

exposing the exploitation of imperialism and the hegemonic

abstractions of positivism. lie lias explored human memory, the idea

of wholeness, and revolutionary and sexual passion as instances of

either prophecy or freedom in an effort to recreate himself as a

witness to historical forces which cross our time. The experience

of the dispossessed - the ruled - is that against which, and for

which, values are tested.

He has sought varied equivalent forms Lo express 'wholeness'

and to speak for the experience of the oppressed. Experience itself

is preserved as a primary knowledge of reality during a period of

emergent Marxist 'science1, the latter being marked by an over-

reliance upon the confinement of the human subject within the bounds

ideology, llis theoretical teachers, in this respect, have been

Max Raphael, for an empirical theory of art, Walter Benjamin for a

Messianic materialism, and Antonio Gramsci for a critique of economic

determination in favour of a revolutionary praxis (with human

subjectivity's will, action and vision fully restored). The libertarian

impulses of a strong counter-culture in the i960 s also has had

considerable bearing upon Berger's work.

It is toward the connections and mutuality of his writings since

the early i960 s that this chapter and the next chapter turn, covering

the novels, photo-text collaborations, filmscripts, stories, poetry

and essays as instances of his reworking of historical experience.

Berger's second novel, The Foot of Clive (1962), was written two

years after his departure from England to live in France and Switzerland.
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It is an allegorical novel with a perplexing, largely unresolved mix

of elements - descriptive naturalism, dramatic set piece dialogues,

i nl or i or monologues and 1 flashbacks' . Sot. in a hospital ward, this

site of physical and psychological ailment and potential recovery turns

out to be the metaphoric space of late imperialist Britain where six

•typical' characters are catalysed by the ixresence of Jack House, an

injured robber find murderer admitted under police surveillance, and

by the death of Cyril who is one of the six.

House is more than fin agent forcing characters to morally
their lives. He is only ever a vague presence in the novel yet his

identity is symbolic, not of inhumanity as many critics have

interpreted his role, but of the brutality of imperialism itself.

In posing questions of justice in response to House's 'presence'

amongst them, each character's guilt and wealaiess tends to be exposed.

What ensues is a psycho-drama full of heavily deliberate allegory of

physical and spiritual reckoning. Cyril, the Christian who wants

'to be judged' ('It must be soon. Please soon'.) is a Christ figure

whose death writes the experience of the other characters.

Harry, a union man who seems at first to be the centre of any

identification process by the reader turns out not to be an emotional

centre of the book: he is used to point out broad social injustices

of the state and capitalism:

Cyril: We all lie here staring at House, the murderer. He killed.
Harry: One, Two people die every second and one of them dies from

hunger. Who starves them? Well - who does? Who STARVES them?
Last week ten workers were shot dead by the police in an Italian city.
Who speaks of a crime? The week before 480 miners were killed in an
African gold-mine. The accident was due to negligence on the part of
the management. Do you know how they die in a mine? Who whispers
'Killer'? The gambit is too bloody simple. Bang all the drums round
the gunman's case to attract everyone away from the case of mass
murder. They plan germ warfare and they hang a man for shooting a

copper.2"
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That emotional centre fixes upon the relation of the young man

Robin and Dai, a wily, earthy creature with a stockpile of stories

for the youngster ('innocent he is - not because he is so gullible,

but because he is so sceptical'). It is easy to read Robin's

emergent experience or knowledge in the final stages of the narrative,

as he looks out upon the city:

Then he saw the girl in the red mac and he knew how she had mated
the night before. Then he saw his mother miles away and he knew
that she was part of it too. And then, as he stood there looking
down from the fourth floor window, he saw himself walk out into that
kingdom as he knew he must walk out tomorrow.

Perhaps it is too easy, however. Hubert Nicholson,in a sentimental

view of the novel as the exploration of a voyage of discovery for

Robin, saw its value in terms of the expression of human warmth of

feeling. To do this, he sees Berger's original scheme go naturally

wrong: he dismisses House as the catalyst in favour of the death of

Cyril.

Others who evaluated the novel in terms of the expression of

'human nature', but who looked upon it unfavourably, misinterpreted

the novel's relation to historical experience, treating the author's

schematic allegory as, instead, an Olympian detaclmient from and

mockery of 'the fallen*. For example, Francis Hope, in The Spectator,

concluded:

It is as if human nature was something he had invented himself,
and now, for the first time, made available to the public.1"

Also, the London Magazine reviewer noted:

The characterization is good, but the author tends to regard
human nature as a laughable phenomenon in which he himself is,
blessedly, not involved. As a result, the book smacks of caricature.^
For the latter critic, House's entry is 'an improbability and a

commonplace* whose 'unlikely presence' is worrying.
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In these readings, which seek out the novel's expression of

truly human values in universal terms, such disturbances or problems

for the critic mark a straight refusal to acknowledge the bearing

upon historical experience which the novel has. It surfaces in

Nicholson too when he states, in parenthesis:

if there are connotations of India and imperialism, they have no
relevance that I can detect. ^

Stylistic aspects of the novel have attracted comment. Malcolm

Bradbury found that its 'stylistic force' served the exploration of

1
'deep psychological experiences'. D.J. Enright, like many others,

appreciative of the book's close descriptive passages where 'the

smell of humanity disturbs the literary atmospherics', saw it as a

series of 'tableaux' reminiscent of 'those old German films' and

10
noted its 'curious kind of bestiary*. However, the lack of

resolved tension between the literal and the symbolic in the novel

marked it out as a relative failure according to Enright. This has

been the judgement of most, including those socialist critics who

have been more attuned to its complexities, Geoff Dyer and Kiernan

Ryan.

These last two critics saw The Foot of Clive and Berger's third

novel, Corker's Freedom, as 'disappointingly cramped and negative in

their achievements'"(Ryan) and branded them 'unmitigated failures'

(Dyer). Dyer condemns the 'laboured anthromorphism and insistent

iZ
allegories', commending only incidental description and iraagism in

the novel. Ryan's account recognizes completely that we are dealing

with an allegory of British experience:

What we are confronted with is a microcosm of a superseded
imperialist society grasped metaphorically as a place of sickness and
death but also of potential curing and survival. The six main
characters are selected to embody and evoke, through subtly differentiated
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metorryinous compression, the generational, class and ideological
span of the social ensemble, and thus provide a paradigmatic context
within which to probe and gauge the moral health of a whole society.'

On the whole, the various elements of the book work to disclose

imperialist 'institutionalized criminal barbarity of wholesale

i/f
exploitation...mass murder* and 'inhuman rule', for Uyan:

Berger's elliptical, disjunctive structuring of the text, his
subliminal surprises of elision and juxtaposition, and his recurrent
qualitative shifts in narrative technique all work likewise to frame
and defamiliarize the presupposed, and dislocate the reader into fresh
critical penetration of the rationale of his society.'3

If anything, the majority of readers have redirected this progress

towards a 'rationale' of all societies, unconcerned with such

historical actuality as the Death Penalty or the eclipse of Empire,

completely blind to its measure of English experience.

In later work, as in G., the 'disjunctive structuring* of the

text tends also to divide opinion but in the battle of 'formalist'

and 'naturalist-realist* preferences, the experience actually being

reworked by the author gets little scrutiny. Admittedly, in The Foot

of Clive there is heavy-handed emphasis on metaphoric ritual-drama

(the dogs of Clive) and it is a condemnatory work with little glimpse

of the 'wholeness' by which Berger tends to measure things. It

appears as a relatively unforgiving farewell to Bi-itain.

The strength of descriptive writing in the novel was singled out

by some, as was the explicitness of language dealing with sex.

Nicholson noted, for example:

It is uncommon to find the sensual side of life as well presented
as in these books, candidly but absolutely without sensationalism,
using the words Lawrence liberated in exactly the way he would have
approved.

What Nicholson may have had in mind, referring to The Foot of Clive

and Corker's freedom, was Pepino's wot dream narrated in terms of a
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dialectic of sexual union. This involves a sudden confrontation of

third person narration, a single indeterminate reference to •I• and

a series of interrogative statements which unsettle the positioning

of the reader:

The pleasure of it stretches both their faces taut, mouths and eyes
becoming masklike slits. Farther. The delectable privacy from which
she piddles. Iler arse complete. lie has the whole world in compass.
And how wonderfully round it isl In whatever direction he sails he
will come to the same entrance, tropically wet. He is in. I'm round
him. Thrusts and retreats become indistinguishable. There is no

longer left or right, front or back, man or woman. Is it her cock
he rides? Is she entering into his stomach? lie will be her glove
until he wears out. Is it his foreskin that is grafted between her
legs? Is that the tip of his own prick under his ribs? Then arm and
leg, cunt and face become indistinguishable. Become one. She bites
his extended finger. She holds her breasts because they are his balls.
His tongue seeks another clitoris in her ear. Her pleasure falls away
from him on every side. Her pleasure is his own skin now. A great
silk sheet of love, shaped like the canvas of a bell tent.'^

This concern with sensuality and sexual passion is central to Berger's

contrasts in the novel between existential materiality and spiritual

abstraction, 'animal' and 'human' qualities, European and British

character, matter or body and language even, and below, we will see

how the concern has figured dominantly in G. and related works.

In Corker's Freedom, where Berger develops a thematic interest

in desire and a dull, repressive culture, Corker, the sorry figure at

the core of the novel appears ridiculous and, finally, eccentric, in

attempts to define his liberty in a socially drab, routine and

uneventful reality that is symbolized by his work. That work is as

the head of a private employment agency in Clapham. What stirs in

Corker, via a drunken slide show of his holiday in Vienna, are forces

which seek change and pleasure, but his desires are never made manifest.

They disrupt him sufficiently for him to lose control, leading to his

financial loss and ruin. His subsequent life as a 'Paneuropist•

Hyde Park Corner speaker and near down and out casts a grim view of
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the gulf between aspirations and deeds fissuring everyday life in

capitalist Britain.

1'art of I ho liboruiory impulse away from economic tunc Iionalism

and rationalism's dutiful, orderly conventionality was towards the

erotic and fantastic for Corker, in the form of his response to Vienna.

This city encapsulated the heart of a past European empire, and in

Corker's slides of the statue to Mozart's Magic Flute, of the

Goethe Statue and of the Imperial Gardens themselves, one senses a

mind released by that culture's achievements:

Mr. Corker would like to say: Ilere I have felt myself in a
civilization. I have had a sense of history and of the future. I

[Q
have become aware of how men make life worth living.

Although this is not the power of a living class culture, it is still

an awareness of certain achievements casting the present as an

interregnum of tawdriness. In his attachment to the pre-modern,

however, Corker's misplaced desire adds a dimension of the grotesque

to his performance in the hall.

In these two novels there are semblances of technical devices

used in G. and sane link in presumed content in their concern with

British class experience from a detached, 'European' perspective.

What remains technically unresolved in the early sixties novels,

finds adequate resolution in the collage method of G. which is a

conjunct-ural essay upon historical being and sexual being.

In many ways G. seems a tissue of fictions, quotations,

discursive essays and reflections upon the process of writing itself.

It is a successful, self-referencing modernist text (just the kind

to have set reactionary critics such asAiberon Waugh on fire, crying
It

'twaddle' and 'egomaniac drivel'). It is full of submerged
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Garibaldi, from St. Just, Pascal and Levi-Strauss, quotation from

R.G. Collingwood on the idea of history, extracts from contemporary

accounts of scenes in Trieste where the fictional events at the end

of the novel largely take place, and historical accounts of the

British Empire in 1911.

G is the son of Umberto, a Livorno candied fruit merchant and

of Laura, a modern, liberated bourgeois Anglo-American who has an

affair with this nineteenth century man of power and potency, before

choosing her path of independence through contact with emergent

Fabian socialism. Umberto's animal strengths are contrasted with a

ghostly spirituality of his wife Esther, herself shown as the image

of constructed 'i-espectable' bourgeois desires. G is presented as

the child of a pai*ticular historical moment, born in 1886 or I887

and due to witness a certain promise of revolutionary hope prior

to its collapse in imperialist war in 1914.

G is an enigmatic hero - a modern Don Juan whose sole aim is to

counter bourgeois convention with pleasure through sexual conquest,

but also a Garibaldi-linked figure in terms of the youthful drive of

a nation towards unity. The use of the early aviator Geo Chavez may

also have had a bearing upon his cypher. lie is of the ruling class

yet detached from it and drawn to the working class in revolution.

He seems to resist consciousness of the history of his time by

celebrating only existential moments yet he dies in the struggles of

Trieste in 1915*

His bourgeois father Umberto's per-ception of 'the crowd' was

filled with class terror:
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Such a crowd is a solemn test of a man. It assembles as a witness
to its common fate - within which personal differentiations have
become unimportant. This fate has consisted, so far as its own

memory is concerned, of continual deprivation and humiliation. Yet
its appetites have not atrophied. A single pair of eyes, met in that
crowd, are enough to meet the extent of its possible demands...In
face of such a crowd there are only two ways in which a man, who is
not already of it, can react. Either he sees in it the promise of
mankind or else he fears if absolutely...

Umberto feared the crowd. He justified his fear by believing that
they were mad. x"°

In 'The Moment of Cubism', Berger's seminal essay upon the promises

of the future unfolded by Cubist analytic and synthetic realism, an

essay written during the preparatory years spent on G . , Berger wrote:

If the word revolution is used seriously and not merely as an

epithet for this season's novelties, it implies a process. No
revolution is simply the result of personal originality. The maximum
that such originality can achieve is madness: madness is revolutionary
freedom confined to the self.

In G., Umberto's labelling of the aroused working class as 'mad* is a

sign of revolutionary passion in direct relation to the sexual passion,

the promise of totality, that G offers those women whom he seduces:

She has not said to herself that she loves him. lie has convinced
her of only one thing. Unlike any man she lias ever encountered, he
has convinced her that his desire for her - her alone - is absolute,
that it is her existence which has created this desire. Formerly she
has been aware of men wanting to choose her- to satisfy desires already
rooted in them, her and not another, because among the women available
she has approximated the closest to what they need. Whereas he
appears to have no needs.^

G. is, at a formal level, an expression of totalizing union.

Its formal construction is orgiastic in its excessive pleasure in

shock, intimacy and speculative historical enquiries. It tries to

collaborate with its reader (and the author negotiates with his

characters at points) in an open rationalism concerned with the

potential totality of experience. Its reader, we must never forget,

is drawn into a process of historical remembering by engagement with

its 'discursive' complexity. There is no consistent position for the
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reader of G., rather lie or she is distanced from empatlietic union

with characters in favour of engagement with active potentiality in

their own historical being, following the Brechtian aesthetic.

At eleven years old, the hero witnesses political upsurges in

Milan in I89O (T Fatti di Maggio), leading from a workers

demonstration and revolt to State suppression and death for many 011

the barricades. The revolutionary impulse is set on the level of

the subjectivity of the poor and the exploited.

Suddenly there is nothing to regret. The barricades are between
their defenders and the violence done to them throughout their lives.
There is nothing to regret because it is the quintessence of their
past which is now advancing against them. On their side of the
barricades it is already the future.^

In the weave of the text, one crucial quotation - left unaclaiowledged

in the text - is from R.G. Collingwood's The Idea of History.

All history is contemporary history: not in the ordinary sense
of the word, where contemporary history means the history of the
comparatively recent past, but in the strict sense: the consciousness
of one's own activity as one actually performs it. Ilistox^y is thus
the self-knowledge of the living mind. For even when the events
which the historian studies are events that haiipened in the distant
past, the condition of their being historically lenown is that they
should vibrate in the historian's mind."'*"

This is a key to unlock the significance of memory and 'wholeness'

for Berger, for whom the historical act of the revolutionary merges

history and time in a lyrical intensity. The passage is followed

by another:

Every ruling minority needs to numb and, if possible, to kill the
time sense of those whom it exploits by projjosing a continuous
present. This is the authoritarian secret of all methods of
imprisonment. The barricades break that present.^

In 'The Moment of Cubism', Berger was exjxloring the same

phenomenon. 'Art', he wrote, 'is an expression of our sense of the

inadequacy of the given', 'the Cubist moment was such a beginning,

defining desires which arc still unmet' The promise of 1907-14 is the

cradle for the critical essay and the novel. That moment is defined as one

of potential" liberation from imperialism.
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Cubism was the art which reflected the possibility of this
transformed world and the confidence it inspired. Thus, in a certain
sense, it was the most modern art - as it A/as also the most
phi iouojihical Ly complex - which lias yet existed.

The vision of the Cubist moment still coincides with what is
technologically possible. Yet three quarters of the world remain
undernourished and the foreseeable growth of the world's population
is outstripping the production of food. Meanwhile millions of the
privileged are the prisoners of their own sense of increasing
powerlessness.

The political struggle will be gigantic in its range and duration.
The transformed world will not arrive as the Cubists imagined it.
It will be born of a longer and more tei'rible history. We cannot
see the end of the present period of political inversion, famine and
exploitation. But the moment of Cubism reminds us that, if we are
to be representative of our century - and not merely its passive
creatures - the aim of achieving that end must constantly inform
our consciousness and decisions.

Bergei" looks to an instance where the distinction of 'the actual and

22
the desirable1 is made unnatural. 'The Cubists were the first artists

2.9
to paint totalities rather than agglomerations'.

In Berger's sense of experience, the reality of process, Cubist

luiowlcdge of reality was like the revolutionary impulse to transform

the world, to open up possibility and vast potential. Hence he

could quote Werner Ileisenberg on the constant bearing towards

an infinity of the unlaioA/n, using science to defeat bourgeois

rationalism's narrower conception of progress and knowledge or

understanding:

One may say that the human ability to understand may be in a certain
sense unlimited. But the existing scientific concepts cover always only
a very limited part of reality, and the other part that has not yet been
understood is infinite. Whenever we proceed from the known to the
unlaiown we may hope to understand, but we may haveto learn at the
same time a new meaning of the word understanding.^

As with Pepino in The Foot of Clive, though not in dream, G's

sexual urge allows a freedom to explore a totalising union and test

the limits of language: Berger reverts to a line drawing, in some

doubt as to the efficacy of the word:-



slowly and calmly. My love, ray love.
They were fucking in the grass. Doth half believed that they

were no longer lying down but standing up and walking as they fucked;
towards the end they began to run through tall wet grass. lie had
the further illusion that others were running towards him.

All are here. How can I ever open those words to let their
original and still potential meaning out? All are there in their own
time and at the scune time...There, desire is its satisfaction, or' Ot '

perhaps...freedom there precludes all that is not itself. '

This view of the erotic impulse brings forth, earlier in the novel,

an essay on language in which 'crude' drawings replace nouns which
3l

•distort' the recall of 'firstness in sexual experience':

The quality of firstness relates not to the acts performed, but
to the relations between subject and object. At the centre of
sexual experience, the object - because it is exclusively desired -

is transformed and becomes universal. Nothing is left exterior to
it, and thus it becomes nameless. ^

In political terms too this figure is one where the imagining subject

projects a condition free of either the exploitative guilt of the

oppressor or the suffering and victimization of the ruled, freedom

from historical necessity.

In a New Yorker review of G., George Steiner wrote of the novel

being understood as 'an imaginary gloss on Kierkegaard's reading of

Mozart's Don Giovanni in 'Either/Or'.^ 'Kierkegaard', continued

Steiner, 'concluded that language, being segmented and isolating,

could not convey the wholeness of eros; only music could do so.

36
Berger's "novel" is a challenge to this exclusion'. Wonderfully

perceptive as Steiner's fixity upon 'the problem of sexual truth, of
%

distance within ultimate intimacy' is, he does not venture into the

novel's similar exploration of historical experience and time rescued
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in 'the now'. Hay Selden was the first critic to explore the novel's

37
reliance upon Walter Benjamin's 'Theses on the Philosophy of History',

appropriately citing a collage of short quotations from Benjamin's

essay, two of which are sufficient to demonstrate -further this concern

of Berger's with revolutionary and sexual passion as instances of

prophecy and freedom:

The tradition of the oppressed teaches us that 'the state of
emergency' in which we live is not the exception but the rule. We
must attain to a conception of history that is in keeping with this
insight. ^

and,

History is the subject of a structure whose site is not
homogenous, empty time, but time filled by the presence of the now.

jjetztzeitQ

Berger's use of Benjamin's work approaches a condition of

permeation. His Ways of Seeing was indebted to Benjamin's essays

•The Author as Producer' and 'The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical

Reproduction', and his return to story has a root in 'The Storyteller'4^

and its different articulation of 'aura'. For Bergor, Benjamin was

'a new kind of critic, one for whom every object contained"a coded

4J
testament addressed to the present"'. He was preoccupied with time:

The antiquarian and the revolutionary can have two things in
common: their rejection of the present as given and their awareness
that history has allotted them a task. For them both, history is
vocational. Benjamin's attitude as a critic to the books or poems
or films he criticized was that of a thinker who needed a fixed

object before him in historic time, in order thereby to measure time
(which he was convinced was not homogenous) and to grasp the import
of the specific passage of time which separated him and the work,
to redeem, as he would say, that time from meaninglessness. 4-7*
In his essay on Benjamin, Berger quotes from the 'Theses':

'Only that historian will have the gift of fanning the spark of
hope in the past who is firmly convinced that even the dead will
not be safe from the enemy (the ruling class) if he wins. And this
enemy has not ceased to be victorious'. 43

and notes the concern! that he has for the historical use of literature,



something he perhaps found similar to his own earlier aesthetic in

Permanent Red (does this work help us know and claim our social

rights?). Of his marxism, Berger wrote:

Benjamin's attitude to works of art was never a mechanically
social-historical one. He never tried to seek simple causal
relations between the social forces of a period and a given work.
He did not want to explain the appearance of the work; he wanted to
discover the place that its existence needed to occupy in our

knowledge. He did not wish to encourage a love of literature; he
wanted the art of the past to realize itself in the choices men make
today in deciding their own historical role. L*^~

Berger perceives Benjamin's work as a way out of an 'interregnum• :

The interregnum is anti-detenninistic, both as regards the present
being determined by the past and the future by the present. It is
sceptical of so-called historical laws, as it is also sceptical of any
supra-historical value, implied by the notion of overall Progress or
Civilization. It is aware that excessive personal political power
always depends for its survival upon appeals to an impersonal destiny:
that every true revolutionary act must derive from a personal hope of
being able to contest in that act the world as it is.

The interregnum exists in an indivisible woi-ld, where time is short
and where the immorality of the conviction that ends justify means
lies in the arrogance of the assumption that time is always on one's
own side and that, therefore, the present moment - the time of the
Now, as Walter Benjamin called it - can be compromised or forgotten
or denied.

Part of Berger's involvement in a wider cultural-structural

debate over theory and historical agency is his extension of Benjamin'

critique of determinist enclosure of human subjectivity, as we have

noted earlier. Selden rightly comments upon Berger's attacliment to
4k

Benjamin's offer of a 'creatively enacted' philosophy of history, his

following, with G., of the Benjarain-Brecht-Eisenstein devotion to

history of the moment and montage, and notes Berger's acceptance of

Benjamin's Messianism. In Berger's gaze, also, every object or event

is scrutinized for its liberatory potential, measured by the

experience of the historical moment and time, not by a schematic

historicism. Briefly, I will now pursue some constellatory relations
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between G. and other writings of the late 1960's and 1970's, in order

to reinforce the Denjaminesque measure of his work on revolutionary

and sexual passion, memory and wholeness.

The public events of G. - the mass demonstration and bx'utal

killings of May 6th 1097 i-n Milan, the first crossing of the Alps by

the aviator Geo Chavez in 1910, the Italian declaration of war

against the Austro-Ilungarian Empire in May 1915 (giving the events

in Trieste which lead to G's death) - all seem to announce G's death

at the hands of Italian patriots who believe him to have been an

Austrian agent:

They struck him on the back of his head. He fainted. The taste
of milk is the cloud of unlcnowing. They supported him, moved forward
a few inches and then dropped him feet first into the salt water.4?

Amongst the feuding Slavs, Italians and Austrians of Trieste, G's

death is made to seem a matter-of-fact moment,simply part of the

logic of being swept 'onwards' with the crowds in the streets. But

over all, although he is not a revolutionary political hero fully
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aware of choosing his death in struggle, we do sense his signifying

role - that of marking out the eclipse of the promise of liberty.

The collapse of Europe into imperialist war was Derger's chief

landmark in charting the experience of the modern which fills his

novel.

What World War One meant to Derger was not just the onset of an

interregnum for art (the delayed promise of Cubism and then of Russian

Constructivism) but the unfolding of contradictions within capitalism

with horrifying, epochal results for Europeans:

I would argue that for western Europe it marked the end of the
past. The experience of the western front was too traumatic to be
historically remembered - it was recalled only in private nightmares.
The year 1910 was the beginning of the fligliL from the past - fascism
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was to be its most extreme expression - which has continued until
the present. The two minutes silence on Armistice Day was a silence
before the untellable. The sculptured war memorials are like no other
public monuments ever constructed. They are numb: monuments to an

inexpressible calamity.
The yreat overarching historical truth about the "Great" war is

that for the first time the western powers treated their o\m men as,
for centuries, they had treated the colonised. Kitchener himself is
a very obvious example of the closing of this circle. During the war
the organizational and ethical prototypes of every subsequent horror -

from the extermination camps to nuclear weapons - were established.
And yet the war - however many thousands of books have been written
about it - lias not entered social consciousness. And so it haunts us.

The dead were ghosts who were not safe, for the 'enemy had not

ceased to be victorious'.

Up until the late i960 s, Bergor seemed to hold out faith in

learning through a particular kind of art which offered a 'universal'

way of seeing, but that view changed to one of a prospect of direct

action in revolutionary circumstances (an abandonment of art for life

and the immediate, imaginative recreation of the world), then changed

again to one of art as a whole being a prophecy of 'wholeness', an

experience of time in which the stillness of the painting could speak

to 'the time of the now'. The events of May 1968, the students' and

workers' uprising against the bourgeois democratic state in France,

were markers of changing historical experience for Berger.

lie studiously reviewed a book of political posters from the

Atelier Populaire, the occupied Ecole des Beaux Arts which supplied

various strike committees with posters, two years after the events:

Some posters achieved a kind of equivalence in visual and
typographical terms, to the sound of spontaneous mass shouting: a
similar vibration between weight and lightness - established by the
relation of figure to ground: a similar urgency - expressed by the
evident speed of the brush, but not of gesture: a similar inchoateness -

a lack of neat outlines: a similar sense of breath hurling out
syllables - a question of the irregular, rounded, thick, squarish
typography.s0

The students, Berger noted, had reacted against the conventional notions

of 'art'.
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It led them to reject any image which might present to the
spectator an alternative vision of reality: for them there was no
"art" alternative to reality. And so they abjured all forms of
illusionism, visual romanticism or seductive formalism. There are
no pictures. There are no visions. There are no heroics. There is
no theatre. There are no promised sights of the future. There are
no references to folk or pop art. Nothing is posed against reality,
not even ambiguously, through imitative re-presentation. 6"!
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The 'cool, unvisionary, unexalted* posters were untypical of any previous

periods of revolutionary struggle. They were based not just upon a

theory current in France :

contemplating and recommending the end of art: partly in face of
the ever-mounting evidence that art has become a commodity like any
other....and partly because the present intolerable condition of the
world seems to rule out any but the most direct means for trying to
change it.

They were based primarily upon 'their o\m experience', Berger states.

That experience was of

between ten and 14 days of unprecedented and extraordinary freedom.
Not licence. Not lawlessness. But the absence of law because man had
become law. It was the freedom of true self-determination. The
freedom defined on one of the walls as: "Action equals not reaction,
but creation. "

These were willed freedoms, dependent upon a belief in the reality of

their desires:

their sudden experience of freedom confirmed the Beaux Arts students
in their rejection of art. The practice of the democracy Lhey were

inventing engaged more of their imagination than the practice of any
conceivable art. Uhat was happening in the streets and on other
people's faces was more beautiful than any vision of genius. It was
not that everything had become possible, and thus that art equalled
life. Such a formulation would be Utopian and quite erroneous. But
what had previously been considered impossible was now happening - a

revolutionary general strike in an affluent society, a highly policed,
centralized modern state disintegrating before the popular will, a

widespread conscious demand not for wage increases but for* the end of
wage labour; thus the tension between art and life (the tension
between the desirable and the given) slackened or disappeared; to
live politically was to use imagination to the maximum. ot>

In G. too, Berger's aim was to indicate a promise of that state when

the distinction between the desirable and the given was no longer in

existence. He sees the posters as free of all rhetoric, not appealing
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to the viewer but presenting a real choice:

they wished to substitute nothing tor lived experience which was,
for once, entirely sufficient, entirely to the measure of man*

As in G., when Derger abandoned nouns for line drawings to express

a totality of sexual union, to express the crucial sense of firstness,

these posters are seen as breaking tradition apart. G ., though it is

more obviously still an act of European modernism (like Joyce's

Ulysses written from various centres of Europe), gives a sense of

wishing to throw off tradition, of not wanting to affirm the cultural

heritage. Its exposed components and process - narrative, verse,

reportage, philosophy, with regular spaces or silences - do still seem

to be an attempt to be 'honest' by pressing against the barrier of

literary language, then against words themselves, in a necessary

process of doubt and self-examination.

Reviewing a book by Jan Myrdal in 19&9i in which the author

explores a friend's suicide (and his own possible partial responsibility
57

for it) as a symptom of 'a larger European apathy and complacency' in

face of the actual conditions of the world, Dcrger refers to Sartre,

Mailer and Barthcs in what I understand to be his own expressed desire

to break with affirmatory culture and heritage:

In the present situation of European literature honesty is the last
possible achievement. Honesty is no longer a question of sincerity,
frankness or a certain kind of courage. To be honest now it is
necessary for a writer to question the very notion of honesty and,
even more important, to question the means by which it can be
expressed. The readily available means transform, despite the writer's
intentions, the truth into a lie.

In The Words, Sartre makes this barrier of literary language the
actual object of his confession, and succeeds, poignantly, in showing
how trapped he is behind the barrier.

Between literature and the truth of experience stands the barrier
of our whole language - oi~ at least our written language, in The
Armies of the Night Norman Mailer tries to be truthful, and has been
much aclalmed for being so. Yet finally his book confirms and
comforts; reading it we are led from the harshness of the truth to
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vicarious self-congratulation on his (our?) behalf. This is because
Mailer refuses to examine the literary means which he has inherited.
All the constructions, all the words and behind them the whole
hierarchy of values which constitute the intellectual European
consciousness are now suspect, because they refuse the discipline of
self-examination in the light of other constructions, woi-ds and
values.

Roland Darthes in his essay Writing Degree Zero has demonstrated
the degree of the crisis from a strictly linguistic point of view.
For a more pragmatic demonstration, compare the essay on his daily
life by a machine minder in the Penguin Work 2 (reviewed by Jeremy
Tunstall, New Society, 6 February) with anything currently written
by professional writers. Our literature clothes in motley. That is
to say, any perception of the truth when expi-essed in literary terms,
finds its place in a self-justifying, self-confinning culture which
affinns our cultural heritage.^

In I960, re-awakened to the promise of freedom, Berger was

prepared to suj>j5oirt; critically( the reissue of Maurice Nadeau's The
History of Surrealism, re-articulating its devotion 'to the

surrealists' intellectual and imaginative search for the experience
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of revolutionary freedom'. Berger felt that it could help to answer

the problematic of moving beyond utility, discovering the root of

political and artistic inspiration, and helping to explain the need

to find a direct language of the imagination beyond 'art*:

In a capitalist society art is despicable - as property, consolation,
pantheon, class reward, etc. "Artistic skill is a mummery that
compromises all of human dignity (Aragon). "All writing is garbage"
(Antonin Artaud). Yet artists still occur. Idiat is the revolutionary
value of their vision of the end of their vision? The most

imaginative artists no longer wish to produce art, yet they claim
an autonomy for the imagination such as previously only artists
enjoyed. Can such a claim have widespread political meaning? t0

There is a kinship between Berger's G. and the Surrealist use of the

collage process (Ernst's work in particular), but more than that,

Breton's aim to 'provoke a crisis of consciousness' in the viewer or

reader is close to Berger's aim - after Collingwood and Benjamin -

to let events vibrate in the consciousness of the reader who has been

awakened to historical process. Surrealists also sought an open

rationalism, against 1920 s post-war positivist materialism, akin to
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Berger's vision of a totality which is never absolute.

Berger pleaded for the relevance of David Cooper's The Grammar

ol" Living in the early 1970 s, in another instance of his own

resistance to schematizing official languages. He wrote of Cooper's

book 011 the 'experience of experience' :

David Cooxier's hope is to show that by undoing these languages,
which enter into and deform our most personal memories and intentions,
it is possible to create or rediscover the grammar of another
language: the language of our own lived experience, provided that
we face, recognize and act upon it, before the institutions
expropriate it in order to lie to us about it. Thus the grammar
of living is politics: or, more precisely, part of the total
political struggle against politics as they are now.

Cooper's sections 011 dreams, sexuality, death, madness and other

aspects of experience in its total, undivided sense, was again rather

like the Surrealist project in its desire to synthesize the personal

and the political, the inner and the outer. Bcrger anchored his

review around Cooper's statement:

We are henceforth fully responsible for our 'unconscious' acts -

we have to answer for them to the whole of society.

He was most sympathetic to Cooper's discussion of consciousness:

Cooper is opposed to dividing experience into realms (unconscious,
sub-conscious) because this introduces a logic of property and a
static hierarchy, into what is really a dynamic process of continual
restructuring. Consciousness does not exist without an object
(Husserl). Action, praxis, is the other face of consciousness
(Sartre). Every self therefore cannot be considered, metaphorically,
in any substantive terms but only and freely as a direction. And
this self 'direction' cannot be accommodated in the normal categories
of space/time. ^

What Berger finds in radical psychiatry is really the paradigm which

operates on the basis of 'the possibility of "social reality" as

<•4-
failure' (Cooper) as opposed to a functionalist model which often

lacked compassion in its reconstruction of a subject for conformist

societies dominated by addiction and envy.
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In Derger's later stories, written among the peasantry (who

are closer to death in all respects), and perhaps also in his

•messianic* view of history, ho builds on on affinity with Cooper's

views on lived experience. Berger quotes from Cooper:

"The political problem is that of achieving a sufficient closeness
to our deaths within living experience so that, with oui* fear well
contained, we may lucidly take the simple risks necessary to initiate
the complex revolutionary strategies by which we shall free ourselves
from the bad habit of consenting to our oppression in class and
national tenns, and to genocidal ecocide and to the now near final
loss of our minds."

Another, more lyrical, book of the 'self or, more accurately,

the 'I', which Berger later wrote about was Eva Figes' novel Uaking:

The 'I' is the body. Not the body as sexual object. Not the body
as simple sensual subject. But the body as that place where the
living being's relation to the universe is most deeply sensed and felt.
To use a philosophical jargon that Eva Figes completely avoids, the
body as the ultimate ontological key to meaningo Another writer saw
the body in a comparable way, and he did happen to be a man,, although
a very unusual one. "Originally," wrote Novalis, "everything was
body, one body."

In G., much of the best writing comes from a similar reckoning of the

body in G's impulse to oneness, the libidinal impulse in the'novel

being shared between the 'revolutionary crowd' and 'sexual passion'.

With Figes' novel, Berger focused upon how the body draws time into

the present:

Yet, because of the existence of language and memory, each human
sense is injected with a sense of time passing. (The differing
forms of memory, as the body ages, is another of the book's themes).
Time passing not only retrospectively but also expectantly or

fearfully. The human senses are always crossing the limits of the
here and now. United together, the five senses form the uniquely
human sixth sense of potentiality. Potentiality yet to be realized
(hope) and potentiality unrealized (disappointment). And it is this
capacity or compulsion to cross the limits of the immediate, which
permits the human senses to "possess" not only their own immediate
sensations but the ongoing life of what surrounds them.^

Eva Figes, along with Anya Bostoclc and others, had appeared in

the second of Berger's Ways of Seeing programmes for BBC2, in early
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1972. Ways of Seeing was written during the latter part of the six

year period spent on G. Some of its interests overlap (not least in

the fact that G. was dedicated 'For Anya and for her sisters in

Women's Liberation') because of its concexai with the representation

of women in the European tradition of oil painting and modern

advertising.

In the second of the four part series, the programme ended with

a round-table discussion in which Berger sought women's responses to

his central idea that 'a woman in the culture of privileged Europeans

t?
is first and foremost a sight to be looked at':

Men dream of women. Women dream of themselves being dreamt of.
Men look at women. Women watch themselves being looked at. Women
constantly meet glances which act like mirrors, reminding them of
how they look, or how they should look. Behind every glance is a
judgement. Sometimes the glance they meet is their own, reflected
back from a real mirror. A woman is always accompanied - except
when quite alone and, perhaps, even then - by her o\m image of herself.
Whilst she is walking across a room or weeping at the death of her
father she cannot avoid envisaging herself walking or weeping. From
earliest childhood she is taught and j>ersuaded to survey herself
continually. She has to survey everything she is and everything she
does because how she appears to others, and particularly how- she
appears to men, is of crucial importance for what is normally thought
of as the success of her life.^

Berger's closing sequence had posed the question, 'Do these paintings
celebrate, as we are normally taught, the women within them, or the

male voyeur'?, and in the company of Eva Figes, Anya Bostock, Jane

Kenrick, Carola Moon and Barbara Niven, he asked them to comment

•above all on the question of how men see women, or have seen them

in the past, and how this influences the way women see themselves

today'Many areas of the discussion raised matters of the

imprisonment of women in identification processes which encouraged

them to be passive:

Figes: If I've seen myself naked in the mirror, I have not thought
of myself as naked, I have thought of myself as nude.
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Niven: But I do think that the sort of essence of self-delight
as a kind of possible thing in the world and something that
fewer women have than men, and want, and must have, is the
power, the compulsion, not the power - the compulsion to make
contact with the world as you're living in it - and when I
say that, I don't just mean the people next door, or your
friends - I simply mean what is going on.^-

Only Anya Bostock recounted being able to use an image from the past

in ail affirmative way. She cited an image in a fresco by Ambrogio

Lorenzetti (Good and Bad Government, 1337-39)J

It's very, very old you know, and it is a picture of a woman who•s
supposed to represent peace.

It's quite extraordinary but she could be one of the liberated, or
trying to be liberated, young women today; she is at ease, she is
relaxed, she is not j>laying any part at all, she is able to combine
pleasure witli thought and with dreaming, and she's - she might
spring into action at any moment.

And I - for me she - she has much more to do with nakedness, with
oneself, with the truth about oneself, than any number of nudes that
I've ever scen.^

In G., Bcrger was exploring linked themes concerning G's passion

for the individual women whom he always wished to single out, to

make independent and to see from the inside, even though G is impersonal

in his devotion to liberatory sexual passion above all.

Before he touches her he knows what touching her will reveal to
him. When he touches her he will fully appreciate how alone she
has become. Undressing was the act of shedding the interests of
those who make up the intei*ests of her life. With her clothes she
discarded the men he hates. Her unclothed body is the proof of her
solitariness - her solitariness alone - that he recognizes and
desires.

This theme of sexual passion, nurtured by working on G. and

considerations of negative constructed identities, reappears with

force in Bcrger's filmscripts in the mid-seventies, particularly in

Middle of the World which was co-scripted with Alain Tanner, the

director. Cine-Tracts published 'Two Letters on the Nature of

15
'Passion' to Carlisi/Leotard' written by Berger, in which he sought

to help these leading actors in their role-building, -to enter"
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and social, cultural and historical analyses relevant to

1 ho film's main characters PjcanfotS1 and £1. Franco i s ' passion for the

Italian waitress M transforms his whole world due to his

self-destructive behaviour as his passion becomes less his own and

more of an obsession. In a series of observations, Berger offers a

consistent and familiar philosophical view of the process of

passionate love:

There is a crucial moment at which F falls in love with M. At
this moment she responds to him in a certain way: her response
carries with it a limited promise...His imagination seizes upon this
promise and totalizes it, transforming it into the promise of all
that ho is not (or has not) and therefore all that he desires. Such
an imaginative act of 'totalization' is "the fall" into love...The
beloved is the self's potential; self's mm potential for action is
to be loved by the beloved again and again...Passion seeks the
completion of the self. It does not seek a fellow self: it seeks
the opposite of the self...Sexuality is the physical proof of this.
Feminine and masculine. Sexuality simultaneously differentiates
and joins. It cr-eates the opposition and offers the means of
temporarily transcending it. Each time the reawakening of desire
is the reconstituting of the opposite...There is no companionship
in passion. But passion can confer the same freedom on both lovers.
And their shared experience of this freedom - which is astral and
cold - gives rise to an incomparable tenderness.^

The film examines why Francois, of Swiss peasant origin, refuses

this freedom and why M never finds her passion, exploring all the

dialectical forces at work due to their respective class, nationality

and age, and different memories and expectances , during a five day

"idyll" which is the centre of their relationship.

During this period passion is distanced and the characters

re-emerge to tell their stories, M in a mature manner without rancour

The letter to Olympia Carlisi outlines M's independence won through

solitude: she was the young working class widow of a politically

conscious northern Italian trade union activist killed in an industri
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accident. Hex- social and cultural presence is a critique of

Franpois and the world to which he belongs. Her solitude is remarked

upon as rare for a woman, a period of hospitalization after- receiving

burns from a fire in her block of flats being a contributory process.

Due to her national culture, she is assigned a 'sloimess1 and a

desix-o to prolong events, a 'traditional* assurance within her own

body and an ease with pleasure in the present, in direct opposition

to Franpois who seeks fantastic solutions always in the future. As a

foreign worker in Switzerland, she is a product of 'what the
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"developed" call "underdevelopment"':

This means that she lives - in terms of at least pax-t of her
experience - at a different historical stage. In some x-espects slxe
belongs to the nineteenth centux-y ratlxex- than to the twentieth
Amei-ican century. She is still to a degx-ee, outside the controls
of the managex-ial consuner society.7'^

She rejects falling in love with Franpois because she pex-ceiVes that,

'lie had loved mo without a new hope'J'

Dut it is Franpois whom we view as tragic because he divides

himself in oi-der to defeat his passion, to refuse the possibility of

tragedy, lie refuses the 'unloxown' according to Derger:

The loved one is seen as all that the lover is not. Thus lover
and loved one px-opose to one another a totality. Dut within that
totality - as within any - there is the unlcnown: the unlaxowxx which
is also conjured up by death, chaos, extremity. If a person has
been conditioned or has conditioned himself to tx-eat the unknown

as something exlex-ior to himself, against which he must continually
take ineasux-es and be on his guard, that person is likely to x-efuse
passion. It is not a question of foax-ing the unluxown. Evex-yone
fears it, it is a question of where it is located. In our culture
today most things encourage us to locate it outside oui-selves. Even
disease is thought of as caning from the outside: which is a necessax-y,
pragmatic truth, but an incomplete one. To locate the unlaxovm as

being out there is incompatible with passion. Passion demands that
the unlcnown be recognized as being within.®®

Franpois x-epresents industrial-consuraerist rejection of the world

and the inability to hope for a transfoxnned wox-ld. In these conflicts
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of the personal realm, Derger is again at work on a model of larger

social experience and the processes of contemporary realities.

Kronenia in subjectively incapable of drawing the world into 'the
•61

lover-'s totality', incapable of making a meaningful world.

The potential raised during the counter-cultural sixties and in

the mass political resistance to both capitalism and authoritarian

socialist stales (those built on repressive 'democratic centralism')

in 1968 fed Derger's work directly. The revolutionary fx-eedoms of

the historical moment were the measui-e of his writings. G,.'s

articulation of moments of pi-oraise, of desire and social transformation,

found echoes too in Derger-'s art criticism. His Ai*t and Devolution:

Ernst Neizvestny and the Role of tlxe Artist in the USSR of 19&9 is an

82,
affirmative view of that sculptor's •interionzation of the body' and

promotion of contradiction as the condition of life. It focuses, in

part, upon Neizvestny's realization of sexuality as the energy of
as

endurance - 'the natural, central inextinguishable power of sexuality'.

This endurance let Neizvestny's work promise 'freedom from

8L
exploitation*:

The best of his work reveals and expresses an essential part of
the experience being lived by millions of people, more especially
millions in tiie three exploited continents.

Derger viex*rs the sculpture as an art in the service of the anti-

imperialist struggle of the dispossessed, the poor, the ruled: 'some

of Neizvestny's sculpture is an interim monument to the endurance
'6L

necessary at the beginning of this struggle'. It is an art pi-omising

a changed condition of man when freedom is xron.

The last need of imperialism is not for raw materials, exploited
labour and controlled markets: it is for a mankind that counts for

nothing.
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Subjects who defended imperialism 'have little endurance', and led

lives 'increasingly devoid of meaning - hence the spiritual decay

of modern affluent societies', according to Berger. Those who were

aware of 'the intolerable conditions of inequality in the world'

were, by contrast, fighting imperialism by 'fighting for all human

meaning'.

By the 1970 s, the phenomenon of 'art' displaced his previous

focus upon particular art and artists to some extent, in his belief

that a painting, say, such as Vermeer's "Maidservant pouring milk',

was a sign of the explosion of historical continuity, a stillness by

which one might sense timelessness and so measure one's experiences.
<iO

Bergcr was not advocating a 'return to earlier religious forms' in

this concern. Be was locking in to a re-evaluation of a concept of

time - that 'time developed by, and inherited from, the culture of

It
nineteenth century European capitalism':

Does this mean that historical analysis is therefore irrelevant?
No. The means used by each art at different periods for giving form
to "what is held," are often historically determined. To analyse
these determinants helps us to undersLand better the conditions under
which people were living or were trying to live, and this is to
understand better the form of their hopes.

What is ahistorical is the need to hope. And the act of hoping
is inseparable from the energy of love, from that which "holds,"
fran that which is art's constant example.

There is a question which finally has to be answered, one way or
the other. Is art consolation or revelation? Modern aesthetics have

mostly avoided this question by reducing art to the personal and
private; most superficially by reducing it to a question of taste;
more subtly, by isolating the artistic experience: by refusing to
place what poetry says beside the findings of science - for example,
what poetry says, often explicitly, about that which is intractable
to time. "More permanent than anything on earth is sadness," wrote
Aklimatova, "and more long-lived is the regal word."

Art is either a social practice to maintain illusions (a conclusion
not so different frail that of many Althusserians), or it is a glimpse
of what lies beyond other practices, beyond them because it is not
subject to the tyranny of the modern view of time.^

In order to counter the modern experience of private enclosure
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with 'no place (except i)oetr*y) for the energy of love', Berger had

been turning again and again to sexual passion and revolutionary

moments in history.

Sexuality is a source of continual renewal - the renewal of the
species and renewal of the self. The sexual is for-ever-undirainished,
is never complete. It finishes only to begin, as if for the first
time.

By contrast, the Utopia of love is completion to the point of
stillness. The ideal of love is to contain all...in every form of
love a past and a future are grasped as if present. The momentary
"holding", seized by the imagination through the energy of love,
realizes a whole, which is outside time."^

Against a positivist culture in linear time, Berger places the 'single

synchronic act 1 ^£>f love. Art fell on two sides - 'either a social

practice to maintain illusions (a conclusion not so different from

that of many Althusserians)' or as something free of 'the tyranny of
%"

the modern view of time'.

These forays on the nature of time, love and experience also

informed Berger's film work on Jonas l/ho Will be 2g in the Year 20Q0.

In this film, a group of 1968 activists' lives are charted in the

years following their glimpse of 'freedom'. Fantasies come to

dominate their ways of 'handling' the harsh contradictions of their

reality. Berger wrote one particular scene in which the experience

of time - marvellously materialized as lengths of blood-pudding in

Marco's history lesson - is unravelled. Marco is one of the eight

characters in the film who each try to establish a practice for their

philosophies or ideological standpoints. In his case he tries to

•dramatize' teaching through metaphor whilst offering an anti-

imperialist view of history to his school pupils:

Superiority transformed cycles and seasons into a corkscrew -
the 'conquerers' became the sharp end point of this instrument - the
imperialists. Once in possession of this point, the imperialists
opened bottle after bottle of the less developed cultures. They
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drank until their thirst had been quenched and then threw out the
bottles, assuming that they would break. This was a new form of
violence this oppression. The sword and the arrow had been used to
kill before, but now, the weapon doing the killing was the 'verdict
of history'.

The history of Imperialism, to bo sure.
This new form of violence brought with it a new type of fear - fear

of the past, fear of the peoples who had been oppressed, thrown away
like so many broken bottles. If the past could catch up to the
oppressors, the oppressed would shed few tears in pity. In the
nineteenth century this fear of the past rationally transformed itself
into a system of scientific laws. Time became a road with no curves.
The length of the road was frighteningly abstract but then, abstractions
do not seek revenge. From this point on nineteenth century thinkers
chose a fear of abstract thought over a fear of the savage and his
arrows. And their roads had signposts. Very regularity situated.
Millions of years divided into eras, dates, days and work hours,
clocked in on the punch clock. Like blood pudding.^

The film aclaiowledged how the forces crossing his time have once again

opened up a gulf between the actual and the desirable and it fits

with a general reining-in of optimism for Berger. This darkening of

optimism was almost a direct result of his experiences in Czechoslovakia

in 1968 when lie had made a most thorough socio-economic analysis of

the historical possibilities resulting from the Soviet crushing of

'reformist' moves by the people and the government of the country.

More accurately, it rested on his having witnessed a condition of

'hopelessness' expressed by a Czech student leader in April 1969 in

Prague.

Preparing G., Berger had written an essay in May 1968 on 'The

Nature of Mass Demonstrations' - which lie found to be symbolic

?7
•rehearsals for revolution':

Those who take part become more positively aware of how they
belong to a class. Belonging to that class ceases to imply a common

fate, and implies a common opportunity. They begin to recognize
that the function of their class need no longer be limited: that it,
too, like the demonstration itself, can create its own function.^
These demonstrations were hence prophetic of a freedom. The occupied

cities wore seen by demonstrators as 'their product'. The mass
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demonstration was always hopeful because it imposed a dilemma for

authority: 'the imposed dilemma is between displayed weakness and

fl
displayed authoritarianism'. The symbolism, the rehearsal, with the

violence it invited or provoked upon itself, had eventually to lead

to a performance.

Berger wrote the article whilst 'trying to understand certain

aspects of the demonstration in the Corzo Venezia on 6 May 1898 because

1 . '00
lie was) writing*. At the moment it was published, he had

been witnessing around him the mass demonstrations in France. In

August, Berger made his analysis of the Czechoslovakiaa revolution,

and found that 'the basis for a counter-revolution, for a return to

capitalism, did not exist'.C' He saw a revolution from below as an

eventuality, that the people might inherit what had been constructed

in their name. Out of the suppression of the Czech moves towards

the end of 'democratic centralism* (which Dcrger noted as having
Iol

once been appropriate to Lenin's 'small, illegal revolutionary party')

there was the potential, Bergcr concluded, for a new radical base

which could accelerate the historical process to wider democracy and

accountability. It was an optimistic analysis which worked through -

honestly - all the major contradictions of Czech society - its previous

tradition of ox-ganized labour and democracy, its imbalanced national

divisions, its comparatively late and superficial process of

destalinization, its people demoralized by change only from above.

Eight months later, again in Prague, this time at a seminar on

international socialism and revolution, Berger saw unfolding an

impossibility of dialogue between Czech and western opposition groups

due to a weakness:
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[a] weaJaiess of not being able to see when a theory ceases to
explain reality but on the contrary starts to hide it. Most
situations are worse than political theories allow if one judges
those situations by theoretical criteria. Thus theories console.
Bui worse, they continue the habit of continually believing in
theoretical solutions.'0^

Everything proved inadequate 'in face of a fundamental formative
io4.

difference of experience*. The western marxists were still rehearsing

whilst the Czech perfonnance had been violently killed. A Czech

student liad accused the foreigners of failing to understand the danger

of their 'impotence* (that of the Czechs): another continued,

Every step we take will have its repercussions here, he said.
It is this which forces us to be honest about our actions. lihat
would be the consequences of your ways of thinking if they were
ever put into action? You adapt facts to your theories - you violate
reality. And so you cannot even guess at the consequences. 105

Then, Bcrger noted, the realization came from an Indian woman present

that the Czechs were alone with their experience. Berger could only

admit to a kind of hopelessness caused by force as the reality of

Czech experience.

This rise and suppression of revolutionary hope and promise is

the moment which Berger tried to express in G. lie wrote it from a

present trying to rescue a similar moment of promise amongst the mass

demonstrations of Milan in 1898. He was like Benjamin's 'historian'

in the 'Theses on the Philosophy of History*:

llistoricism contents itself with establishing a causal connection
between various moments in history. But no fact that is a cause is
for that reason historical. It became historical posthumously, as
it were, through events that may be separated from it by thousands of
years. A historian who takes this as his point of departure stops
telling the sequence of events like the beads of a rosary. Instead,
he grasps the constellation which his own era has formed with a

definite earlier one. Thus he establishes a conception of the present
as 'the time of the now' which is shot through with chips of Messianic
time. I0k

How are we to value such a novel? To commend its formal
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equivalence for its presumed content seems a compromise. Its content

is what it has discovered about historical experience. There are at

least three major achievements. The novel expresses a solidarity

with the experience of the oppressed and 'educates' its readers in

the experience of the promise of liberty through its totalizing

moments of tenderness and lyrical intensity. It also manages to

question the value of specialization, and possibly transcends it in

its different strands or kinds of writing: it has a 'totalizing'

discursive life. Last, it seems to declare Berger's organizing

function as a writer, inducing others to produce and possibly offering

us an improved apparatus.

The novel's literary merits won it backing from George Steiner,

Cyril Connolly and Margaret Bowon as judges of the 1972 Booker Prize

competition, and won it the James Tail Black Memorial Prize in the

same year. The debates which followed after- Bcrgcr had announced

that he would give half of the five thousand pounds prize money

donated by the sponsors - Boolcer-McConnell, a multinational company

with large sugar plantations in the Caribbean - to the British Black

Panther Movement are part of the over-all articulation of this text.

Berger tried to connect the values of a literary establishment and

corporate capital interests with the condition of a black exploited

proletariat, by this tactic. Be had the wisdom of the action called

into doubt by Uicliard West, in New Statesman, who reported that black

Booker-McConnell workers in the Caribbean held positions above an

almost entirely Asian rural proletariat in Trinidad, Guyana and

neighbouring slates. West highlighted the racialism and 'half-baked

religious hysteria' of Caribbean black militants who made other

. . . 101
minorities their target.



Bergen's effort may have missed the precise historical

complexities of the situation in Guyana but the effort was to connect

to anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist struggle on an international

basis. The Black Panther Party, formed in America and led by Bobby

Seale in the late i960 s, represented 'the black colony' of America

and claimed solidarity with national liberation struggles worldwide.

In documents published in New Left Review in 1969, Scale wrote:

The Black Panther Party is under no illusion that liberation for
the black colony can be achieved while capitalism still exists.
Their call for 'liberation in the colony, revolution in the mother
country' clearly recognizes the dialectical relationship between
liberation for the black colony and socialist revolution for the
whole society.

It made sense that a book such as G., written for those in

Women's Liberation, and deeply concerned with opposing imperialism

in its own content, should be made a sign of revolutionary struggle

for the racially oppressed too, through its author's use of a

cultural moment when Boolter-McConnell publicity and 'legitimization'

was riding on the achievements of Bcrger's writing.



CHAPTER FIVE

On Photogra]^hy
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l
In 'Ways of Telling: Views on Photography', a four part

television series shown during May 1909, but one based on John Berger

and Jean Mohr's collaborations of the previous twenty five years,

Bergcr and Molir discussed the suicide of Dr. John Sassall. Sassall

had been the subject of their first collaborative work together, a

philosophical essay-cura -sociological account of this doctor's life

and function in an English rural community. The author and the

photographer lived witli Sassall for a month to gather their

observations. Mohr spoke of looking through about two hundred black

and white photographs which he had taken for some sign which could

have foretold 'the dramatic end of his life'. He raised the question

of whether their work may have contributed to his later suicide.

Berger was less troubled. Every suicide was both an accusation and

an appeal. Sassall had simply 'left' by his 'o^m means of transport'.

Berger continued to think of him as he was, 'a mem entirely concentrated

2
upon listening and healing'.

Idiat may have worried Mohr was the fact that Berger had raised

the question of the value of Sassall's work and admitted some revealing

difficulties in conclusion. Berger had stalled at the time by

declaring that they wei~e watching 'an unfinished process'.* The reason

for the difficulties lay in the fact that in judging Sassall, society

and history were part of the judged. Sassall, for all of his good

works, had remained blind to his wider condition of existence in

capitalist society, as a traditional 'privileged' intellectual. He

was the force and measure of the community's consciousness but the

doctor's position ultimately depended upon the backwardness of his

rural patients. Berger had been unravelling a kind of hegemonic stillness
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in British society: ordinary life had been robbed of its right to

act upon crucial questions: 'such issues as racial equality, the

right to national and economic independence, the ending of class

exploitation, the struggle for freedom (and survival) in a police

state, the abolition of famine, etc. We have our ojxinioixs but

these count for little even as between ourselves'•

Unaccustomed to choosing, unaccustomed to witnessing the choices
of others, we find ourselves without a scale of standards for
judging or assessing one another.^

Doctors were part of a society uncertain of the value of the lives of

its members. Bcrger wrote, in conclusion:

Let me be quite clear. I do not claim to luiow what a human life
is worth. There can be no final or personal answer unless you are
prepared to accept the medieval religious one, surviving from the
past. The question is social. An individual cannot answer it for
himself. The answer resides within the totality of relations which
can exist within a certain social structure at a certain time.

Finally man's worth to himself is expx-cssed by his treatment of
himself... the question cannot be answered by word but only by action,
by the creation of a more human society.^

It must not be a condemnation of Sassall to remind ourselves that an

organic intellectual would have helped change the process of the

functioning of society in the name of the suffering of the ruled. In

Berger's stalling, or hesitation, as lie moved from the consciousness

of the man to the analysis of post-wax- Britain, there is a kind of

fear and tenderness - for the sheer extent to which he woi~ks attending

'the wounded' and for his overwhelining loneliness.

Photo-text collaborations have been part of Bei-gcr's majox-

concern to counter imperialism and positivism through the defence of

historical memory, subjective expex-ience and prophetic 'xdiolencss'»

Working with word and image has been a Benjamin-inspired unfettering

of intellcctxxal pi-oduction for him since the late sixties and his

contact with the exixloited culture of the peasantry.
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The publication in 1982, by Writers and Readers ltiblishing

Co-operative, of Derger and ilohr's Another Way of Telling, coincided

with the reissue of their earlier work A Seventh Man (I975). The

former is a major work of photo-narrative and theory of the uses and

function of the photograph in our society. The latter book, one which

faced up to the lived experience of exploitation undergone by migrant

workers in the metropolitan centres of Europe, then added to the

publishing co-operative's aim of releasing almost all of Beryer's

writings (ranging from the early novels to the later varied writing

concerning the experience of the peasantry in the course of late

capitalist * development1 ). The collected spread of his writing encouraged

readers to read across the boundaries of subject and mode of writing

to which they might normally have been restricted - whether by

institutional practice or by ideological calling. It was beginning

to be apparent that few other socialist intellectuals since the fifties

had approached the degree of his integrated capacity to challenge the

economic, political and cultural dominance of corporate capital. The

diversity and direction of Raymond Williams' work was one example of

few comparable achievements.

Those works in which Berger collaborates with others are

particularly important in their very existence as prototypical

collaborative works, dialectical modes of composition which effectively

challenge those pervasive codes by which the individual is seen and

installed as a source of absolute authority. Simply, these

collaborations oppose common sense notions of finite authorial source

and the privatized reading of texts for 'correct', 'single' meanings.

That subset formed of Berger and Jean Mohr's work together with text

and photographs - in its vast concern for the totality of lived
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experience in our social formation, and by its application to important

issues concerning historical memory and cultural production - is a

growing achievement in redefining the space of narrative in society.

In several waiys, Another Way of Telling is a culmination of their

efforts to disengage with bourgeois culture. It offers an emerged

socialist alternative in narrative method for texts combining words

and images while dealing with (and because of dealing with) a subject

ignored by many socialists - the fate of the European peasantry as a

class. Derger and Molir intervene on behalf of a way of living which

is being eradicated in the name of capitalist 'progress'. To sane

extent their appeals will be familiar to readers of the Annales work

on the social and economic history of rural France and to kindlers

of oral history. The perspective of Another V/ay of Telling is a

multiple one, immersed in what Bergei- calls, in the section called

iv
'Stories', 'the reflecting subject'. The book is not a Romantic

meditation upon peasant life, that life which Marx inadequately

dismissed over a hundred years ago as rural idiocy. It is part of a

recovery of a human culture of survival before it is possibly lost,

with lessons for those in struggle to construct a wholeness of being,

lessons from a class which, very importantly, has resisted as best it

can the division of labour and the comraodification of our lives, both

of which processes have helped to bring us to our present intolerable

conditions of existence.

Another Uay of Telling is a culmination in the sense that it

builds upon the discourse of the earlier collaborations, upon A

Fortunate Man (the Gramscian study of the function of a doctor in a

depressed rural community), Art and Revolution and A Seventh Man.
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It is a culmination too, in the sense that new theoretical and practical

ground has been broken concerning that convergence of narrative,

photography, memory and history which has preoccupied such writers

as Walter Benjamin, Susan Sontag and Roland Barthes. Another Way of

Telling recognizes the work of these writers by pushing further

towards a full theory of popular and ideological uses of photography

and makes a particular advance in the field by defining the sjjecial

relationship which exists between reality, the photograph and the

social function of subjectivity. In defining these relations,

theoretical analysis and practical illustration uniquely bind together.

No other contemporary writing on photography, not even the late Roland

Barthes' Camera Lucida, which lias surely given insight and

encouragement to Berger, matches up to this book. This is so, if for

no other reason than the practice of photographic narrative being

there to coax the theoretical elaborations of Berger's long essay on

appearances (the 'mother tongue of humanity*).

The essay 'Appearances' proposes a dialectical organizational

order of visual reality (visual experience of the world). This order

constitutes a 'half-language *, a primary (material and perceptual)

interpenetrating order of coherence. Non-structuralist, Berger's

codes are 'open' so that the world can be made and remade by an active

subject who is at one and the same time the individual in the social

and the social in the individual. Coherence, like Berger's idea of

the function of imagination and subjectivity, is about connection.

Imagination, for example, is a social power, it is not about escaping

the world but the very opposite, the power of disclosing the real

through its relatedness, its connecting energies.
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Of the fundamental ambiguity of the photographic image, that

'trace' of the real, Berger writes:

A photograph arrests the flow of time in which the event photographed
once existed. All photographs arc of the past, yet in them an instant
of the past is arrested so that, unlike a lived past, it can never lead
to the present, livery photograph presents us with two messages: a
message concerning the event photographed and another concerning a
shock of discontinuity.^

This ambiguity is about the experience of time and history; about

time, memory and imagination, continuous and discontinuous experience,

and the role which the photograph has in our experience of events.

History and the individual life are continuities. All photographs

arc taken out of a continuity, tal:en out of connection. The suggestion

rightly comes, then, 'that the photographic ambiguity, if recognized,

and accepted as such, could offer to photography a unique means of
ft

expression. Could this ambiguity suggest another way of telling'?

That is, might photographs narrate a more profound reality, quoting

from the half-language of appearances, expressing the real through

image connection, or montage, somewhat in the manner of memory itself?

In doing so, it might reveal the oppression of the mass of people by

a history which always threatens to rob them of active being with such

weapons as the camera as a tool of imperial power.

Berger's understanding of the popular use of photography is part

of his larger concern with the redemption of Time from the onslaught

of capitalism, a concern which again marks Walter Benjamin's particular

influence upon Berger's thought. They share an idiosyncratic Marxist

method, mixing materialism with metaphysics. Berger, for example, has

found what may be agreed upon by many as the 'paradigmatic' photograph -

Andre Kertesz's 'A Red Ilussar leaving, June 1919, Budapest' - found,

that is, an image about the redemption of time: 'an image which
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nothing can efface', an image which defies •the monopoly which history

9
has over tune'. Also, the photograph in the pocket or that by the

bedside can have this imperviousness to time, bringing, through memory

and imagination, a more wholly human existence:

The private photograph is treated and valued today as if it were
the materialization of that glimpse through the window which looked
across history towards that which was outside time.

Berger is the friend of all opposing people/s. Altliusserian

Marxists, with their narrower confines for the human subject (as
Ji

.

ideologically imprisoned, unfree other than through 'science') will

contest Berger's mode of opposition, especially his reliance upon a

greatly expanded sense of experience. It should be noted that Berger

is not defending individual, isolated experience; his thought

accommodates a collective class subject capable of changing the world.

lie opposes that failed nineteenth century positivism born with

bourgeois power and 'Progress' which lias grown into the monstrous

commodity-world of late capitalism, a system in which,

there is no space for experience. Each person's experience remains
an individual problem. Personal psychology replaces philosophy as an

explanation of the world...Public photography has remained the child
of the hopes of positivism. Orphaned - because these liojies are now
dead - it has been adopted by the opportunism of corporate capitalism.
It seems likely that the denial of innate ambiguity of the photograph
is closely connected with the denial of the social function of

I ^
subjectivity.

That section titled 'If each time...', a montage of 150 images in 'a

field of coexistence', successfully amounts to a visual poem of a

whole way of life for the reflecting subject, the European peasantry.

Of Another Way of Telling I would say that its means are eminently

suited to its content. It is almost a gift to Benjamin's declaration

upon the socialist cultural j>roducer:

lie will never be concerned with products alone, but always, at the
same time, with the means of production. In other words, his products
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must possess an organizing function besides and before their character
as finished works.

In Another bay of Telling Molir fully takes into account the

desires of 'the subject', quoting from the flow of their reality as

much as possible. Another way of saying this is that as photographer

with an instant to 'choose', he does not take their image for

indiscriminate political-cultural usage by press agencies, or similar

bodies. The ambiguity of the photographic image, which allows it to

be easily appropriated and exploited, obviously concerns him greatly.

Molir tends to concentrate on the old, the needy, the exploited; on

work experience and work places. His thematic concern is that train

of images linking Third World conditions of existence with European

neo-colonialism. His series of short notes and photographs, in the

section, 'Beyond my camera', reveal him as a principled photographer

whose ethics are in control of his selective criteria to the point

where the importance of not talcing photographs often comes to the fore.

Images which present themselves to eye and mind arc turned away; many

photographs are rejected. This leaves, Mohr says 'the experience

indelibly imprinted, not on film, but in my memory'. The whole

tradition of photo-journalistic commercial voyeurism is thereby dealt

a thunderous blow.

Much of the methodology and political and cultural concern of

Another Way of Telling can be traced to the earlier A SevenLh Man

which testifies to the experience undergone by male migrant workers

in Europe. The object of A Seventh Man is to come to consciousness

of the reality of the present historical moment, liberating our

largely 'unconscious' horror of the creation of a European sub-

proletariat from the ranks of the peasantry. The book is composed
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of texts and photographs, photographic sequences, poems, submerged

and acknowlodged quotations. It too is a montage, though this time

of tort and imago, for I ho most part. While it draws, where necessary,

upon excellent studies such as Stephen Castle and Godula ICosack's

15
Immigrant Workers and Class Structure, it presents experience in

terras generous to the totality of the lived experience of an exploited

class, thereby being poetically licensed and formally explorative in

the best way.

It is an intervention on behalf of 'him', the typical Turkish

or Portuguese or Greek male migrant worker engaged in manual labour

in European factories and cities - 'him1 who is 'we':

What has happened within him is not distinct from what happens
within millions of others who are not migrant workers. It is simply
more extreme. lie experiences suddenly as an individual, as a man
who believes he is choosing his own life, what the industrial
consumer societies have experienced gradually through generations
without the effort of choosing. lie lives the content of our
institutions: they transform him violently. They do not need to
transform us. We are already within them.

The city devouring a whole way of life, devouring a culture which is,

admittedly, remorselessly severe and unattractive in many ways, is

not something we should easily, if at all, resign ourselves to.

Seven years after its initial publication, A Seventh Man took

on ail even more urgent task on behalf of the migrant worker, and

the urgency has not abated. In times of capitalist 'slumps', such as

those in the late 197° s and early I98O s, the hai-dest hit are the

poorest and most vulnerable - those with alienable rights among the

most oppressed. There were then about four million Turkish migrants

in Europe, two million immigrant workers in Germany alone. In Europe

in the eighties there has been a growing racialist tendency to blame

unemployment and social problems on immigrants, a tendency shared by
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unions as much as by government leaders such as Helmut Kohl or

Margaret Thatcher. In the early eighties the German Chancellor

moved for the forcible repatriation of Turkish 'co-citizens'. Fascist

groups attacking immigrants in western Europe were on the increase

in the early part of this decade. Turkish migrants in particular are

severely persecuted at home and abroad. Torture of Kurds, for

expressing left-wing or opposing views, by the Turkish military junta

was increasing, whilst extradition orders for 'criminal' offences

were wrongly granted by European governments for political exiles.

Conditions deteriorated so much that in Basic in I9S2 the European

Committee for the Defence of Refugees and Immigrants (CEDUI) formed

in order to help immigrants in Europe, especially Turkish workers."
CEDRI benefitted from Jean Mohr's photo-reportage on the general

living conditions of migrants and the particular- conditions in Reception

Camps. A work such as A Seventh Man has an existence in these struggles.

The closeness of Berger's intellectual production to that of

Roland Barthcs' is highly significant in the context of our exploration

of Berger's anti-imperialism and anti-positivism through the

imaginative reworking of historical experience. Berger has written

of Barthes:

lie is the only living critic or theorist of literature and
language whom I, as a writer, recognize. And I mean that quite
literally. As somebody working every day with the obsessive,
historical, political, analogical, discui-sive and revelatory activity
of writing, I recognize what he is talking about: recognize it even
when it canes with the pleasure or shock of surprise. Other literary
theorists all speak of a species of writing of which I am ignoi~ant.
Another way of saying this is that the two of us live consciously in
the same historical moment.

In the seventies, Berger reviewed Mythologies, The Pleasure of the
(9

Text and Roland Barthes.alive to the author's concern with language's

blindspots, with the spaces to which words, as conventionally used,
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cannot apply' and sympathetic to Darthes' view that a person's

language is 'amongst other tilings, a projection of that person's

20 .....

body'. Burger says of Iho Parisian, privileged intellectual, 'lie

deserves trust'. Why he deserved such rare trust (.when Berger so

often divorced himself from the 'consoling theories'of high academics)

is clearer from a short outline of his work and his writings on

photography, Camera Lucida in particular.

Poland Barthes' earlier essays on photography - 'The Photographic

Message' and 'Rhetoric of the linage' in particular - spawned a half-

decade's worth of Media Studies of news photographs, valuable studies

in the polysesnic nature of visual signs and their 'linguistic

anchorage'. It is to Barthes' early semiological analyses that we

owe much in attempts to locate ideological enclosure (ie cultural

closure in 'myth', 'illusion' or 'bourgeois naturalization*). We tend

to speak his early language when we accept the validity of denotative/

connotative significatory systems based on Saussurean linguistics.

Major objections to Barthes' initiatory work and semiology generally

stemmed from what was felt to be its reduction of all different

significations to language, a reduction of the specificity of varied

cultural practices to a trans-historical systemic realm. In short,

it was too formalist. The 'Language and Ideology Group' at the

Birmingham Centre for Cultural Studies rescued the systemic approach

somewhat by situating signifying practices within social practices,

which is to say, within their study of the role of ideology in the

social formation.

Barthes' later work, as a member of the Tel Quel group, was

influenced by Lacanian psychoanalytic theory of language. It is much
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more involved in the role of the speaking subject, "unconscious'

meaning and the politics of subjectivity. 'fel Qucllians go beyond

subjoctiviLy-ns-rntional-consciousness, language for them being an

unconscious chain of signifiers, meaning being made on ending the

chain according to the position of subjects within language.

The reason for hastily recounting aspects of Barthcs' theoretical

perspectives is not to make the matter mox~e difficult than it already

is: Camera Lticida leaves one clawing in desperation over the simple

question "What is it about"? Not only a book on photography but a

phenomenology of the photograph; not only an extension of the preliminary

structural analyses of the photographic image set out in his earlier

works but a disclosure of the wounded self; not only an attempt at

cultural 'science' but a testament to personal grief upon the death of

his mother. Throughout the reading, the reader is provocatively

unbalanced (Dartlies alxmys prescribes a healthy madness in the face of

ideological sanity): the axis of the book has to do with, conjointly,

ontological realism, time and the trauma of subjective experience of

the petrified instant - the 'this-lias-been' - of the photograph.

It is, in a sense, about those few photographs, for each of us, which

silence us, which kill connotation. This silencing, the blocking of

mythical speech, Barthes suggests, is a rare non-ideological condition

of existence partly explicable through a fusion of expressive and

critical, pex~sonal and scientific languages.

Barthcs finds the essence of photography in its presentation of

that experience of time which he denotes as the emotion and cognisance

of 'this-has-been'. The plxotograjxlx is likened to a 'seeing clock"

and a silencer of desire. It is described as an emanation of the real:
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its specificity comes from the feeling (and common sense view) that

•the referent adheres' to the photograph. Experience of memorable

photographs is experience of being animated, not by the 'lifelike'

but by an impenetrable, inexhaustible adventure in the face of

reality's plenitude.

The book is important in that it comes out of the discursive

battle of ideology and experience, of science and subjectivity, but

perhaps Barthes' whole complex of self-reflexive, non-reductive texts

has similarly come out of this oppositional interaction? Although

the exhibition of and the claim for the importance of the personal,

subjective realm is very strong in Camera Lucida, it should not be

swallowed cai-elessly; what Barthes does when he states his belief

in the essential contingency of photographs and takes his personal,

moving and memorable photographs in order to extract a covering law,

or general truth, is not totally at variance with science. He is

saying that certain contradictions are fundamental to our condition

and that a dialectical method is the only way of understanding them:

the photograph's ur-doxa says to him something of the order 'the way

we live our emotions, our memories and forge history within Time are

not separable strands of our Being'.

Barthes' earlier semiological terms of reference, 'denotative'

and 'connotative', come into play in Camera Lucida as punctum and

studium respectively. The studium is a photograph's field of extension.

We register most photographs as 'alright', nothing special, filing

them mentally within pockets of rational, ethical and political

culture. We connote gestures, figures, faces and settings of 'unary'

photographs such as daily newspaper photographs or pornographic
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photographs. The punctum, however, punctures the studiuin. The puncturn

is a 'detail' which lias a metonymic power of expansion: the whole

photograph is taken over by its haiku-like 'intense immobility*,

Barthes declares. 'A detail overwhelms the entirety of my reading,
o?

it is an intense mutation of my interest, a fulguration *. When the

punctum 'happens' (Barthes suggests that it is uncodcd) then there

is evidence of being free of cultural enclosure, ideological

enslavement: 'I dismiss all knowledge, all culture, I refuse to
23

inherit anything from another eye than my own', lie is defending not

only 'irrationality' but a felt reality and sense of duration which

protects the self from a process of reification which pervades the

image-flooded capitalist social formations.

It is in this social and political context that Camera bucida

has made a definite contribution to the construction of a socio¬

political theory of photography, joining those theories of

contemporary, popular and institutional functions of photography

already explored by Susan Sontag, Jolm Bcrger and Jean Holir, John

Tagg and others.

That said, the book is an absolutely remarkable personal

testimony of grief: its centre is the experience of a photograph

of his recently deceased mother taken when she was a child. lie

describes (and knowingly falls foul of mythologizing?) the

puiictum-work, the explosive detail which lets him recognize his mother

across time and through history, in this photograph which he

symbolically titles 'the Winter Garden Photograph'. The photograph's

essence, its presentation of the state 'this-has-becn', lets Barthes

feel the attestation of both her reality and of connection with the
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not too harmfully (or metaphysically) described as 'resurrection'.

It should be noted however that this photograph is an absent centre

of Camera Lucida: The 'Winter Garden' is not reproduced for our

studium.^" The particular fold of time of such a photograph (in this
25

case how it speaks the 'sovereign good' of his mother to Barthes) is

available to us through a solidarity. That solidarity comes from our

faith in the imagination as a social power, not as some exclusive,

idealist nerve-centre.

Barthes* equation of the photograph's essence with Death (the

photograph uniquely speaks a stasis, an arrest in the flow of time

which is unavailable to us in 'life') will be too metaphysical or

poetic a logic for many to stomach. But read socially, politically

and historically it will be impossible to deny that Barthes is right

in detecting a memento mori quality in the experience of the photograph

the photograph is always a relic of the past, it has replaced the

memorial in the twentieth century, it has intervened between us and

'experience' to the extent that it has interfered with our faculty

of memory. Our social and historical memory was 'appropriated' when

the middle class rose to jjower with the aid of the new born camera and

the concepts of Science, Progress, and Democracy: criminal records,

all institutional 'personal' files, medical photography, portraiture,

pornography, ethnographic records, advertising images and newspaper

i~eportage were - and are - forms of State subjection, mirrors of

surveillance so to speak. So Barthes' extended metaphor (the

photograph participates in the eidos of Death and resurrection) works

as a critique of passive consumerism in late industrial society and

joins forces with a popular photography prophetic 'of a human memory
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yet to bo socially and politically achieved' (Berger).^

Barthes, in this his last and posthumously published work, has

given us something itself lull of puncta, a text full of startling

insights into the dialectical conjuncture of the personal and the

historical. Although it is an exploration and defence of the

subjective (the personal) it explores the rich specificity of the

photographic image in its essential being of rclatedness to the

convergeance of the real, the past and the present. Also, it forces

upon us the responsibility of defiantly working for visual literacy.

Walter Benjamin was not, perhaps, being unduly 'pessimistic' when he

noted that the illiteracy of the future would be ignorance not of

reading or writing, but of photography.

Camera Lucida, in not dealing with professional photographer's

Photography, in avoiding the parts manual and the aesthetic techniques

approaches (both of which dominate the narrower societal enclosure

of photography as 'subject', 'artistic hobby' and 'mediri profession),

contributes to our personal and collective lexicology for cultural

production generally. There is desire for social change in Barthes'

closing plea for a 'madness' capable of taking us out of the

•generalized image-repertoire' in which we live: 'Consider the United

States, where everything is transformed into images: only images
27

exist and are produced and are consumed'. This social change, which

the whole book proposes, has to include an altered recognition of

time, history, memory and the potential for a non-reified image.

Barthes, although his writing will remain too complexly erudite,

•erotic' and inaccessible for some, has advanced the argument - like

John Berger - for a socialist photography. Susan Sontag spread a

major initial warning:



A capitalist society requires a culture based on images. It needs
to furnish vast amounts of entertainment in order to stimulate
buying and anaesthetize the injuries of class, race and sex. And it
needs to gather unlimited amounts of information, the better to
exploit natural resources, increase productivity, keep order, make
war, give jobs to bureaucrats. The camera's twin capacities, to
subjectivise reality and to objectify it, ideally serves these needs
and strengthens them. Cameras define reality in the two ways
essential to the workings of an advanced industrial society: as a
spectacle (for masses) and as an object of surveillance (for rulers).
The production of images also furnishes a ruling ideology. Social
change is replaced by a change in images.^

In conclusion, thinking of Benjamin again and his comments upon

'the barrier between writing and image' which had to be transcended,

we may trace Berger's practice back to an embryonic attempt to follow

Benjamin's advice:

l/hat we require of the jihotographer is the ability to give his
picture that caption which wrenches it from modish commerce and gives
it revolutionary use value. But we shall make this demand most
emphatically when we - the writers - take up photography.—'

In a series of nine photographs, each with a poem as its text on the

frontal plane of the image, called At Rcmaurian, Bergcr explored the

expressive limits of word and image:

The poems and photographs which make up the sequence called
At Rcmaurian were written and taken over a period of two years:
1963-4. Rcmaurian is a small estate in the hills about twenty miles
north of Nice. Some of the photographs were taken about 100 miles
further west near Lacoste beneath the Luberon mountains.

The work must speak for itself. Just two points may be helpful.
The photographs, no less than the poems, form a sequence: the tempo
or measure of this sequence is much slower and more contemplative
than that of a film - but it is just as much related to time passing.

Sometimes I took and printed the photograph first; sometimes I
began writing the poem first. Y/hichever happened, I never began the
poem with the photograph in my mind, or looked for a subject to
photograph for the sake of the poem. I have no opinion, therefore,
about which should be seen first. They are concerned with different
facets of the sane reality and whichever appears first depends on
the reader's direction of approach. Each whole sequence might even
be considered separately. Both represent two variations (each
involving a different discipline and medium) on the theme of
metamorphosis (landscape into flesh, male into female, and vice versa)
Sucli metamorphoses themselves represent variations which are essential
to the process of being seen. On at least one level the subject of
the work is sight.^0



The poems are concerned with sight, but it is the gaze of lovei-s in

totality of passion where the lovers love each other wi i. li the world

I Down from the mountain

The yellow of knife-handles

Past the olives

To the age of my mill

Wherein stone pacifies stone

With the oil of season after season

And a man sleeping

May be woken

By the stillness of my wheel

• • • • •

IV Seen naked the day rises

Till the eye can probe

Beyond walls on which lizards tattooed

Beat the rate of my pulse

Through groves so ancient

No desire of mine

Can be separate from its origin

In the glance of a man

A millenium ago

Down erogenous slopes

Where poised boulders await

The staring

Behind a cataract of pleasure

Over hills patient as the unconceived

To that horizon

Which miles moisten in their welcome

And sight divides'^'
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From these early articulations of word and image, it is not so

far to Bcrger's more recent espousal of the possibility of a

photographic poetry. Photographs, if arranged sequentially so as to

rh-yme. visually and echo - drawing upon their power to suggest something
of mortality and 'the there-ness of things' - could speed, that distance

between the indisputably human and the immensity of cold space.

Part of the condition of the historical moment, for Berger, was

the need to find an alternative practice based upon other relations of

word, image and experience. He sketched his own project as early as

1965 in 'Words and Images':

Television, pictorial journalism, advertising, the need to educate
quickly - and even across language barriers - all this is changing
the balance between word and image. We live at a time when literacy
is ceasing to be a privilege. In a world where everybody can read,
reading will lose its exclusivity - in sevci-al senses of the word.

A great deal of what passes through our mass media is trivial and
false. The possibility of new relations between words and images is
seldom pursued 011 a constructive public scale. No editor yet thinks
of a photographic library as a possiblo vocabulary; nobody dares to
place images as precisely in relation to a text as a quotation would
be placed; few writers yet think of using pictures to make their
argument. In ray own limited field of art-criticism, 110 critic has
been allowed to use reproductions as anything but 'illustrations':
they might be used as diagrams or as the content of the article - as
the drawings of a strip cartoon are the fundamental content of the
strip.

As in so many other fields, the technical and productive means
which we have achieved now demand new attitudes and values. And the
fact that the mass media are largely controlled and owned by men of
unx>recedented narrowness and vulgarity is tragic, because it delays
the change and forces the imaginative initiative back on to isolated
artists working inevitably on a very small scale. But nevertheless the
abstract arbitrary categories are breaking down, the professional
distinctions of the nineteenth century are becoming obsolete. The
institutional walls between files and appearances are slowly crumbling;
the young begin to ask themselves whether they like the look of what
they are told.



CHAPTER SIX

Story
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Since the mid-1970 s, Berger has been drawn to the uses and

function of story, as a direct result of his contact with the European

peasantry. As an earlier form of narrative, closer to epic and oral

tradition, Berger found elements such as a tensioned form of address

to a community of listeners and the confrontation of events and

enigma within story, to be somehow more capable in expressing
I

resistance to what he terms Nato culture or 'Atlantic literature', or

more capable as an equivalence for the experience of the ruled and

dispossessed.

Berger has defined the story in opposition to the novel many

times. Reviewing Gabriel Garcia Marquez's writings, he noted:

(thej novelist and the story-teller are distinct and it is obvious
that they belong to different historical periods, confronting or

collaborating with different ruling classes. ^

Novels tended to be set in the tense of the future or the conditional,

according to Berger, where the reader is drawn into an identification

with the hopes of the protagonist. They were artforms of a culture

of progress:

Cultures of progress envisage future expansion. They are

forward-looking because the future offers ever larger hopes. At their
most heroic these hopes dwarf Death (La Rivoluzione o la Mortel).
At their most trivial they ignore it.(Consumerism). 3

Elsewhere, Berger had followed Lukacs in observations of the novel as

'the artfonn of a sense of homelessness' or bourgeois alienation:

With this homelessness came an openness of choice (most novels are

primarily about choices) such as inan had never experienced before.
Earlier narrative forms are more two-dimensional, but not for that
reason less real. Instead of choice, there is pressing necessity.
Each event is unavoidable as soon as it is present. The only choices
are about treating, coming to terms with, what is there. **

Story-tellers, it seemed, aimed for a 'frontal' recognition of

experience.
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Reviewing Marquee, Berger stated that the novel as a form did

not 'lend itself to the telling of the lives of the absolutely

5"
underprivileged'. On the other hand, on story, Berger notes:

The tense of the chronicle, the narrative of the story-teller,
is the historic present. The story refers insistently to what is
over but it refers to it in such a way that, although it is over,
it can be retained. This retaining is not so much a question of
recollection as of coexistence, the past with the present. Epic
chronicles are about Being.^
The western novelist was incapable of a certain view of fate outwith

•free will', in Berger's view, unable to perceive a time when 'all

has been said and done'.^ Story-tellers, in Berger's scheme of thought,

sought 'to glimpse through and beyond the absurd' to a 'sliai~eable'
8

meaning: they sought to present and preserve mystery, never to solve

it. They might interrogate a destiny, as Garcia Marquez had done in

The Autumn of the Patriarch, a story whose syntax was multi-vocal in

order to represent an historical amalgam:

between noun and verb the voice may change, sometimes it belongs
to the General, sometimes to one of his sycophants, sometimes to his
peasant mother, sometimes to those who have joyfully discovered his
last and final death, sometimes to the populace who watch the palace
from afar and, imagining him in it, know that everything and nothing
is changing. For all its remarkable humour, this is a book without
characters in the classical sense. Or, to put it another way, the
dramatis personae, keenly individual as they are, have formed an
amalgam...History forms such an amalgam. The destiny of The Patriarch
is the destiny of an historical epoch. "

The destiny of The Patriarch was the destiny of an historical epoch -

the end of an experiential innocence within the living memory of the

many, that of suffering-filled innocence caning to a close:

The epoch is very specific, even if its duration, like that of the
dictator's life, is vague. It began with uprising, jaopular nationalism,
army adventurers, peasant bandits, patriotism, land reform. It is
ending in stagnation and collapse. Its heroes, victims and traitors
are all ignorant of world economics. They have not understood what
modern capitalism, with its world market and its infiltrating values,
had already prescribed when they were young. Contrary to what the
extent of its cruelties and suffering might suggest, it was an epoch
of innocence. As it ends, the alternative is either an epoch of
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experience - which in the third world must mean revolutionary
experience - or an epoch of conditioned behaviour which will dispense
with both experience and innocence.

Also, consistent with Dergcr's stress elsewhere oil memory and

wholeness, or radial connection, he notes that:

The art of the story-teller is to let his story unfold in time
and yet to let the listener or reader become aware of what it is like
when 'folded'; ie, when the time within it has stopped and becomes
compressed and timeless like meraoi~y. "

IZ.
This awareness helps produce the story-teller's 'occasional triumph',

for Derger - when a silence is created around his words in an auratic

communication of shared experience. This particular notion derives

from Benjamin again, whose insights on story and story-telling have

fuelled Berger's work. For Benjamin, the story was of a time when

experience could be exchanged. The new forms of communication centred

on information, not upon experience. Their desire to explain was in

opposition to story's testimony of experience, and indeed, it was in

Benjamin's linking of the decline of story-telling to the decline of

the idea of eternity (after Valery) that many of Berger's ideas on

death and the story were generated.

Benjamin noted that the idea of eternity had its strongest source

in 'death', and the decline during the era of bourgeois dominance of

the idea of eternity was attributed by the latter to a possible

unconscious bourgeois motive - 'to make it possible for people to

. 13avoid the sight of dying'. Berger, like Marquez (that secretary of

Death whose language 'connives with death') wrote:

Most, if not all, stories begin with the death of the principal
protagonist. It is in this sense that one can say that story-tellers
are Death's secretaries. It is death who hands them the file. The
file is full of sheets of uniformly black jiaper but they have eyes
for reading them and from this file they construct a story for the
living.
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In death, Derger sees a union of past and present, an event which

signifies the possessing of all that has gone before in the face of

the unknown. Death allows us to possess our life and receive it whole.

Remembering his work on Another Day of Telling and his migrant

labour studies, it was peasants1 closeness to certain experiences that

was instructive for all those seeking an alternative to the progress

It
•imposed by the global history of corporate capitalism' - the closeness

to death being central to their way of life as well as emblematic of

their historical and political existence (through pauperization,

marginalization by agribusiness, and experience in guerrilla warfare).

Most of all, peasants had confronted scarcity as a constant, and

suffered death upon exhausting hardships, earning them the right to a

knowledge which bourgeois society had attempted to 'dwarf* or 'ignore'.

It is not morbidity or nostalgia which makes Bergcr focus upon this

key to values but the materiality of their hopes:

In the peasant's dream, work is still necessary. Work is the
condition foi- equality. Both the bourgeois and marxist ideals of
equality presume a world of plenty; they demand equal rights for all
before a cornucopia, a cornucopia to be constructed by science, and
the advancement of knowledge; what the two understand by equal rights
is, of course, very different. The peasant ideal of equality
recognizes a world of scarcity, and its promise is for mutual fraternal
aid in struggling against this scarcity and a just sharing of what
the work produces. ^

Reviewing Italo Calvino's early stories, Berger found there to

be three kinds: realist, descriptive ones punctured by 'openings on

to the invisible', fables, and a type where 'the invisible (was) now

I*
at the heart'. He concluded in a manner somewhat similar to early

twentieth century theories of expression, which stressed art as a

response to allay the fear of unending space:

At first reading, I was deeply impressed by the 'realist' stories;
doubtful about the 'fabulous' ones. On the second and third reading,
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took me to the same world, where men are first and foremost afraid
of the unltnuwn; and where, later, the answer they find to their fear
is not mythic courage, but a marvellous ingenuity.

That note of 'ingenuity* upon which lierger closes was the art of

survival and productive labour in a world always-being-produced, far

from Utopian cornucopia.

Terry Eagleton's criticisms of Derger's own stories rooted in

peasant experience, Pig Earth, were favourable towards Derger's

authentic stance from within the peasant community, and to the

stories' 'doggedly scrupulous detail' and 'sheer unshowy lcnowledgeabil

about, say, slaughtering a cow'. However, they were unfavourable

towards the relentless realism of the work aimed at 'telling it like

it is'. The tales' graphic details lost them 'emotional complexity

and political awareness*. Berger's multifaceted talent, his undivided

labour, received praise, however:

That Derger is one of the few English writers who can interleave
poems and political essays of equivalent intricacy is a gloomy
symptom of the ideologically convenient division of labour which
paralyses our culture: poetry for private emotions, politics for
more abstract affairs. It's a fact/fiction dichotomy which Berger's
writing has consistently subverted.

Yet Eagleton saw the fictions as remaining within a 'simple

"reflective" relation to their subject-matter...too imprisoned within

an inevitably partial consciousness'. He advised a form more suited

to its politics to be found 'only by breaking beyond its jj?ig Earth'sj
realist forms' - advocating, presumably, an advanced formalist

modernism.

The criticism supposes an inadequacy on the part of the form to

convey the presumed content, highlighted in a split between stories

and Historical Afterword. Eagleton views things in this way because

he does not fully recognize the centrality of the nature of work to
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peasant reality, nor the position of 'the dead' amongst the community

of listeners whom the forms address. 'The Three Lives of Lucie Cabrol•,

for instance, enters a time and memory excluded by realist fiction of

all kinds, making his criticisms somewhat off target. Elsewhere,

. . 21
Berger employs a double address within the single tale, towards the

dead Franpois whose presence is maintained by memory (' 1/liy have I

put off for so long trying to describe and remember your funeral?'),

and in biographical description for the reader ('He had looked after

animals all his life, either in the valley or on the mountain. He

was used to their company'.) The Historical After word is open to

rejection, yet it is like a contextualising caption, anchoring the

tales to the wider world's struggles.

Story, far from being a retrogressive nostalgic form, 'an
ZZ.

archaeological site', was the instrument by which Berger could join

forces with Third World writers. He has named Marquez (Columbia),

Yashar Kemal (Turkey), Okot p'Bitek (Uganda), Najuib Mahfouz (Egypt)

and Tayeb Salili (Sudan) as some of the major story writers with whom

he can identify: they have an alternative view of the future. His

support for these writers is an echo of his late 195°'s defence of

Third World painters in Permanent Red. Berger, too, like late

nineteenth century French painters of the peasantry such as Millet

and Pissarro, was as conscious as the latter of the dangers of

sentimentality, avoiding at all cost the representation of one class

for the aesthetic pleasure of a detached, spectating ruling class:

In the third world there are writers who have chosen an alternative

future, refusing the inevitable death of the story, as they also
refuse the apologetics for the progress of twentieth century capitalism.
Identifying with the victims of this 'progress', they have often been
led away from the city to the village, away from the 'advanced* to the
'backward'. If, however, this movement 'away' is not to become
sentimental (and there is revolutionary as well as nostalgic
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sentimentality), it has to be highly conscious of what it is seeking,
in global political terms of course, but also in terms of the story. 25

And Derger knew what he wanted from the story - to know 'the common

aspirations of both character and reader' and turn these into the way

in which the tale might cross the history of our time, 'turn them

into the very strides of his story':

If he does this, the story can continue to play an important role
wherever the harshness of life is such that people come together
to try to change it. Then in the silent spaces of his story both
past and future will combine to indict the present. ^



CHAPTER SEVEN

Interview at ilieussy (February 1(;8e)



The interview which follows acts as a conclusion to this thesis,

not because it resolves by finally fixing upon 'findings', for these

have been reiterated throughout concerning Bergcr's anti-imperialist

and anti-positivist articulation of experience, memory, narrative,

time and 'wholeness' in an historical moment containing the rise,

and partial eclipse, of 'theory' and marxist 'science'.

Rather, it concludes by re-examining, from another viewpoint,

those same central issues. It is not a summoning of the Author-God,

but a look back at a confrontation in February 1982 over the

discourse of experience.
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A.H. I mentioned earlier that I wanted to ask you about historical memory.

In fact, there are four things I have listed here, one of which is

historical memory. They are historical memory, experience, the social

formation and cultural forms - concepts through which you have

distinguished between story and narrative. For example, in a peasant

community there is the story-teller but in urban areas, and in the

greater distance of the urban tradition, we think of narratives and

narrative patterns. Do you see these four things as a sort of key

to the differences between your various works?

J.B. I think that having been here for nearly eight years and during those

eight years mostly trying to write about rural life, about peasants,

now, as a result of that experience, I am more aware of a distinction

than I was previously. The distinction I would really make is

between story-telling, either oral or written, and the novel. I

think that is the important distinction. The novel - obviously I'm

not putting down the novel, I've written novels myself - the novel

is a great art form, but when one says that the novel is a bourgeois

art form, historically speaking like Lukacs says, then what does that

mean? I think it is a bourgeois art form insofar as the novel was

born with the emergent bourgeoisie and the novel was one way of

expressing their world-view. Now more or less - or there I should

say in brackets - I think the power of the Russian novel of the 19th

century is a very interesting one because in actual fact perhaps it

was the only form of the novel where, because of the relative weakness

of the Russian bourgeoisie, there is a strange amalgam of an earlier

form of story-telling and the novel. But that is just a parenthesis.

Now what is the distinction? It seems to me that what the novelist

does is as it were, live in his novel...the novel is like a house
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and he opens one of the windows of the house. The reader is outside

and the reader coroes through the window and with the novelist he goes

into ovory room, every bed, etc. Wo come to learn what is happening

inside that house - or inside the people as well, not just inside the

house. Now, the point about that metaphor, that image, is that without

the novelist what happens inside that house is secret - it is not

known - and the novelist, as it were, breaks the secret, opens the

secret to the reader. So that essentially the content of the novel

is the content of private lives even though that story may be about

the interaction of those private lives and world history. Now,

whereas the story-teller...the site of his stories is not private.

It is a public place and when the story-teller tells a story, in a

certain sense he isn't revealing secrets. Very often, actually, he is

telling a story that people have even heard before. And if they

haven't heard that story before they've heard similar stories before

but they still listen with rapt attention if the story is told well -

because the story will reformulate a truth for them. When I say

story-teller, I mean from Homer, there amongst my books, to my friends

the cattle-dealers in the cafe here who tell stories (when they are

not playing cards) every night. I've become very aware of that

distinction.

A.H. Do you think there is a lot to learn from the fact that the story

could be repeated? Say, if the same thing is told then it is not to

be consumed?

J.B. Yes. I think so. I haven't actually formulated it in that sense of

not being consumed but I think you are right. I think that a very

important point...because there isn't the expectation of a revelation

but there is another expectation. There is the expectation that in
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telling this story the fundamental truth of the experiences lived in

the story will again be drawn out and made clear.

A.H. Beyond the will of the story-teller?

J.B. No, not necessarily, because if he is a good story-teller that will

be his purpose. It was very interesting when people began to read

Pig Earth for instance because they recognized all these...here it

becomes complicated. I was going to say that they recognized all

these stories - and they did recognize all these stories - and yet

actually, at least half of what is in those stories is invented. But

it is invented in relation to certain facts which are in the public

place. So that...

A.H. But is there ever a sort of elemental paradigm? Are these stories

which everybody judges? The story which they hear being only a

modulation? The same story is a reconstruction whereby they learn

more than in this sense of the original being retold?

J.B. No. It's not that. At least I don't think it's that. I mean I think

that's too literary in a way because, I mean, I think that what happens

is that for the listeners, or for the people who are reading or

listening to the story, there is something which is shared between more

or less all of those listeners or readers and the story-teller and

the protagonists in the story. Now what is shared really is life as

known, therefore as lived. This is quite different, in a way, from

the novel where, as I say, there is a kind of revelation of what is

not previously known. Not entirely, but in large part. And it is in

reference to that common knowledge of life that the story is judged,

not in relation to a kind of model story. Now, the difference between

life as known and the story is in the heightened meaning of the story.

I mean, that is to say - and let's be very simple - and, not because
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I want to talk about myself, let's take one of my stories because it's

very easy. O.K. it's the story in Pig Earth of the killing of the pig

which is also the story about how a boy first really comes to terms

with death, not only with the death of the pig but the death of his

grandfather. Now, everybody here, for instance, or anybody in any

mountain area, is familiar with all that story because here, death is

not hidden and therefore by the time you are fourteen you cane up to,

are face to face with, death. Pigs are killed in more or less the

same way everywhere. So that in the raw material of that story there

is nothing new. But in the way that it is told, hopefully, the

meaning of that confrontation with death, the meaning of this daily

activity which suddenly stops short because death is there - this

meaning is drawn out - and although everyone has vaguely felt that

meaning here, it is given form so that they can take it in their hands

and somehow put it on a scale with their own experience, and the two

go like that, and their own experience acquires some of the meaning

which the story has given it. But all this in the public domain.

Already known.

A.H. In the written form, would this boil down to narrative perspective?

It's a different sort of art of control. Presumably there will be

some sort of reciprocity between what the reader will then go on to

experience and what she/he will have shared in the act of reading

such a work.

J.B. No. I think the reciprocity is the following - I mean, one can more

or less say, I think, that stories are shorter than novels. Even if

one is thinking of the stories of Homer, they are shorter in relation

to what they describe. They are shorter than novels. Now, because

they are shorter, the narrator immediately has a problem to resolve
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and that is the problem of what to put in and what not to put in.

And what not to put in is extremely important. I mean, as it were,

that what is botween the sentences, or between the words, or between

the paragraphs, and it is actually what is not put in which supplies

the narrative tension for a large part - not entirely, but it is one

of the things which produce the narrative tension.

A.H. You are stressing the temporal factors?

J.B. No, it's not only the temporal factor. It is the relation between

events which can be taken for granted. Now, in these omissions this

is where the reciprocity begins because the narrator and the listener

are agreed. It is a kind of contract brought about by the listening

or the reading in which they are agreed that what is not said can be

assumed. And it seems to me that that is where the reciprocity begins.

A.H. We seem to be circling around. Perhaps we need to focus things a bit

more. You mentioned suspense as being part of the narrative. In the

nineteenth century novel suspense is often brought out - as with

Dostoevsky or Dickens, say, - in the sense that there is a murder story

there. There is something to be found out. There is always a sense

of expectation. Whereas with Homer, or with tragedy, everybody knows

the story but they see everything unfolding and that is presumably

where the emotive tension is?

J.B. And the meaning.

A.H. And the meaning, yes.

J.B. Comes out.

A.H. That is thinking of meaning as something in nuance rather than something

explicit. I think if you carry on in that direction you come to see

meaning as something mysterious or essential. There are dangers with

that because it's maybe part of a world-view that is idealist or
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overly empirical, not integrating the conceptual world and so overtly

stating things as fact* We construct our nineteenth century fictions

because of our hard sense of fact, brought about through industrialism -

think of Dickens' "facts, facts, facts." There is a polarity there.

As a socialist or committed writer are you trying to get away from this

polarity? Another way of putting this is to ask do you want to deny

an irreducible economic base and explicative reason?

J.B. I think that the problem is not there because there are a great number

of facts in what I write. For example, there are far more facts than

declared feelings. So I don't think that - but you're touching upon

something because the nineteenth century novel is basically a story

of cause and effects.

A.H. Yes, quite often, I think, the novelist is forced into a sort of

artificial resolution because resolution is the name of the game.

J.B. Yes, exactly, because the absolutely typical novel is the story of

cause and effects which has to come to an end and therefore a

resolution is plonked on it.

A.H. It's a didactic role - the nineteenth century novelist as teacher -

with the setting up of a model, an experiment and a conclusion.

J.B. Now, if that is so, the thing which is crucial...I mean there are two

key words or two key notions which, as I see it, distinguish - we're

talking in very simplified terms but still - the novel and the story

in the way that we're talking about it, and those two key notions are

one, destiny and two, tragedy. Now of course there are tragic novels -

Hardy. In actual fact Hardy is very interesting because I mean he

has, again in a strange way, perhaps got the problem of all English

novelists. He is the least pure novelist, in a sense. There is

something of the element of story-teller in Hardy. There are tragedies
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in novels but, more or less, the implication is, o.k., those tragedies

are the result of such and such an action, that the tragedy could have

been avoided, theoretically, but we'll now tell you the story of why

it wasn't avoided. Whereas at the heart of the notion of classical

tragedy there is the idea that it is ineluctable. Fate. Now the other

notion of destiny: it seems to me that destiny is, as it were, almost

diametrically opposed to a narration which explains things in cause

and effect because a destiny is not judged by its consequences. It is

judged as a whole - in terms of itself. Now, you said just previously

is there not a danger in what I'm now proposing and you said the danger

is a kind of idealism and it's a point. It's a very reasonable question.

It touches upon a very profound preoccupation of mine, and it is

where I increasingly part company with classical Marxism. I will try

to explain that. Maybe you will see the connection. I mean, it seems

to me that Marxism as a method of explaining history is the most

useful tool that we have. About that I have no reservations. But,

the one inheritance from the nineteenth century which Marxism took

over, almost without question, from bourgeois culture, was the

nineteenth century notion of time. Time as unilinear: Darwinian time.

A.M. And this is wrapped up with ideas of Progress?

J.B. Yes. This unilinear sense of time is born with the idea of progress.

This idea of progress is shared by revolutionaries and by the

bourgeoisie. Progress - they have different notions of what progress

means - the idea of progress, this arrow of time which is leading to

progress, is shared. Now in early Marx there are signs, hints, that

actually he didn't accept this view of time and there are some very

mysterious, enijjnatic things that he talks about which would be very

interesting to pursue in a scholarly sort of way. Somebody should do
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it. As far as I know it hasn't been done. But later he accepts the

Darwinian notion of time. Now, what this nineteenth century view of

time obliterated completely, and which had existed in all other cultures,

is the notion that somewhere on the perimeters of time as experienced

by us there is what is outside time - what we will call the timeless

although there one shouldn't immediately elide this notion of

timelessness into the religious notion (Christian-Judean religious

notion) of eternity. They're quite close but they are not the same

thing. Now I don't think that you can tell stories about lives without

admitting this dimension of, or this intimation if you wish, even if it

is subjective illusion, of timelessness. And in actual fact every time

somebody takes either an ethical decision or a decision (a really

fundamental decision, impulsive or thought out) about their lives which

really affects them then they say to themselves 'Alright I am going to

do that whatever the consequences' or 'I am not going to do that

whatever the consequences'. This refers to a value which is outside

the context of cause and effect and therefore outside the context of

unilinear time. And in fact people are doing that all the time, all

the while. They don't talk about it very much because the terms with

which they could talk about it have been completely obliterated.

A.H. I still see various cultural paths to oblivion through all that -

like Zen moments that become eternal moments. Or the whole set of

myth structures that are part of the established view of how we should

treat artj if it can be drawn into the myth structures that we know

then it is acceptable.

J.B. I think that the rediscovery in the West of Zen and a whole lot of

other mystical systems like, also, to some degree, the rediscovery

of religion even in the Soviet Union, have been very, very dramatic.
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Not just amongst the old. All these are symptoms, in a certain sense,

of this lack, this absence, this obliteration without which, actually,

human life over a long period cannot go on. So that...it is not that

I am now embracing Zen but far more I am looking for the point where

Zen has such an appeal and trying to find the absence or the obliteration

which provokes these rediscoveries.

A.H. This reminds me of an article which you wrote fairly recently on a

Modigliani exhibition. It struck me that at the root of that article

the concept of the silhouette was a very important one for the way in

which we recognize what we perceive. That touches on this idea of the

beyond time in relation to within time doesn't it?

J.B. Yes, it does. Absolutely right.

A.H. It's not dualism I take it? Is it interpenetrating, dialectical

understanding? Both the elements are there - body and consciousness.

J.B. It seems to me that we have all been so frightened of dualism that

probably in this process of rediscovery - well, first of all actually,

it does have to admit a dualism. But probably it is not a dualism.

A.H. Do you mean there's a sort of rational mind which separated the elements,

that we've gone through divisions and categorizations of experience and

that in order to get beyond this we have to collect? No?

J.B. Or if you wish to find a more profound dialectic we first of all have

to admit a dualism.

A.H. Well, can we go back here to your first novel - A Painter of Our Time -

which many people might not consider to be a 'good novel* because,

for them, fact and fiction are therein not far enough apart. You have

a narrator called John who is a critic. You have an artist as the

main protagonist and you were at work at the time as an art critic.

Also, you have historical elements in it which are normally excluded
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from a work of imagination (using 'imagination' in a technical way).

Is that novel a success or a failure? Was it a novel? Because almost

at its heart there is a dualism which is a problem.

J.B. Well I mean I don't know. You see...

A.H. What you said about dialectics is perhaps strategic in our understanding

of it. There is a mention of cubian and its perceptual dialectic and

yet these methods develop throughout your work so that when one comes

to G_. you are using, I think, dialectical forms.

J.B. Yes. I think that's probably right. Probably you can see that better

than I can. I find it very difficult to see the evolution of my work,

in a way. I mean I hope that there is one and I hope that there is a

kind of continuity. But it's not something I think about very much.

In a certain sense perhaps I have never been very interested in writing

pure fiction because the elements which you talk about in A Painter

of Our Time are also there in my other novels. I mean there are lots

of historical events in G. In actual fact this is true of a great

number of novels. It is true of Thomas Mann, it is true of Tolstoy,

it's true of a certain kind of novelist. What is curious about A_

Painter of Our Time, incidently, is that the painter is invented.

Invented? Well, nothing is invented but he didn't exist. He wasn't

based on any one, single person. I knew Hungarians and if I hadn't

known Hungarians I couldn't have created Janos but he didn't exist and

his paintings didn't exist. What is mildly interesting is that some

copies of that book finally found their way into Hungary and into

Budapest, and I had two or three letters from people there who believed

that Janos existed. They wrote to me saying, 'Where are his paintings

now? Where can we find them'? Actually I was very encouraged by that

because it showed me that I had created a man who was entirely
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convincing for people who had lived then. And I had never at that

time, even when I wrote that book, ever been to Hungary. I'd not been

to Budapest.

A.H. I'd say that there are maybe two readings of what you have said. One

is that you were very perceptive of a historical drift - that you

could predict the minutiae of circumstances from East to West through

big historical changes, twentieth century changes in history. Or, as

my own reading suggests, that you constructed with great artifice what

was basically a mythical model of the Janus figure, Janus the Roman

god of two faces, going forward and backward in time, looking out. He

was always the figure on the gate, or portals, always between the door

and the unknown. Also, in trade, he was a symbol of exchange. I do

read A Painter as a well constructed, formal piece of work. I didn't

read it as 'realistic*, in the sense of naturalism or trying to transcribe

the objects of surface reality. In that sense I think it's the work of

a novelist and not one trying to rationalize your own personal

experience with friends, with whose world-view you are familiar.

J.B. If we go back for a moment to the distinction we were making between

story-telling and novels...The novelist invites the reader into the

house, into the mind, into what is private. That's one way of describing

him. Another way of describing it is that he...that this interior to

which he invites the reader is, as it were, the world of his

imagination, his invention. And from that whole practice of novel

writing has grown up this whole question of the story-teller as

inventor, or rather more, as the novelist as inventor. Now story-tellers -

of course they invent. They invent in the sense of they embroider,

they fill in gaps that have been lost or aren't known. They invent.

But this is never an aim in itself. It is a kind of ingenuity, like
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somebody who is making a clock or any piece of machinery - if all

the pieces aren't there, you have to be ingenious to get over it.

The story-teller is molting a story which will bo authentic and which

will give meaning to the events described, so, often he has to use his

ingenuity which is a form of invention. But it isn't a value in itself

for the story-teller. This is something which, as I see it, right

from the time of that first novel when, if you like, I invented this

painter who was then believed in as absolutely real, to Pig Earth, if

you like, when some people say 'Well, you know, this is fantastic

anthropology', as though in actual fact I'd written down all these

stories more or less as people here told me. In actual fact that's

not true, but there is this kind of confusion - but it is a kind of

confusion which I accept and which, in a sort of sense, doesn't even

interest me very much because the amount that one invents or doesn't

invent seems to me to be secondary. What matters is the story as it is.

In the same way probably there is very little of myself in the stories

that I write. I mean I'm a very unautobiographical writer. And this

isn't a question of peur d'heure, but it is that I'm not interested

in the story as an expression of myself. I'm interested in the resonance

of that story out there in the world where those stories take place.

A.H. I seem to remember your having written of how your experience never

seemed to belong to you. Were you inferring that, in some sense, there

is at work some sort of process of lineage or sharedness? The writer

becomes a responsible voice in expressiveness? With modernism - in

both literature and art - I think that after its initial revolutionary

upsurge it became the voice of an expressionism, it started to go back

to the self again. Individualism. I presume that you use that as a

foil to work against rather than as an aim?
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J.B. Well, I did use that as a foil to work against though by now the

process has become so automatic to me that 1 don't need it.

A.H. It struck me, also, about A Painter of Our Time that if there had

been any model for that work then it would have been the Goncourt

journal, because of the split selves. That is, we can ask 'who wrote

the Goncourt journal, which brother, and whose experience was it'?

J.B. Yes, although in actual fact at that time I hadn't read that, but it's

an interesting comparison.

A.H. Your work seems to put a terrible burden on this word experience. I

think that for Marxism it is an area of ontology which is a bugbear.

It's a battle-ground between ideology and experience, especially with

the revival of Marxist theory. I'm thinking about what we talked

about earlier about the New Left Review. I think your relation to it

is a very important one, if you are both to become certain

representatives - you as somebody who has worked tenaciously and

independently, they as a group, who have struggled politically and

historically through the vehicle of 'Theory'• Your work always seems

to have a relation to Theory and yet you would never claim such. You

would, I think, go towards experience which is much more acceptable for

the normative tradition in reading. If somebody talks about 'experience'

rather than ideology then unfortunately there is a screen which negates

the truth of 'science'. Your work seems to say let's work out what the

truth could possibly mean under a set of determinate circumstances.

J.B. I see very well what you mean.

A.H. I should maybe ask you a few other things about 'experience' and the

concept of 'Literature'. In English studies, in say English Literature

in academic institutions, 'experience' again is a burdened term

carrying heavy responsibilities. I don't know if you are familiar with
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Leavis's criticism and the stranglehold it has, or has had, upon

thinking about culture. There, 'experience' is one of the necessary

words along with 'intelligence' and'Englislmess*. There seems to be

a whole condition of narrowing down and much idealism in this.

J.B. I don't quite know why I am obliged to use that word. Let's leave that

aside for the moment. But I am sure that when I use it, I am using it

in a sense which is quite opposed to the sense in which it is usually

used in these discussions because I think normally it is used more or

less to say that when one is writing one has got to be faithful in

some way to one's own experience. It is a kind of localizing concept.

Now I am totally opposed to that. People often, people have frequently

said to me - and more usually from the Left I must admit - they say

o.k., 'by what right do you write about migrant workers? I mean do you

happen to be a migrant worker? By what right do you write about

peasants? By what right do you write about the intimate experience

of women? You're not a woman'. Now that kind of questioning, it seems

to me, seems to imply an enormous cultural crisis because what that is

questioning is actually the faculty of imagination. The faculty of the

imagination, which I think is the first social product of social man,

is in fact the capacity to, within certain limits maybe, identify with

the experience of the other. It can be seen in children from a very

early age. I mean as soon as children have little teddy bears and

little animals around them you see this absolutely normally. They

project onto that teddy bear and they tell stories, as it were, which

are no longer directly their experience. I mean it is related to their

experience maybe but it is already striving to ge beyond it. And, if

we go back to this distinction between the novelist and the story-teller,

in a certain sense, the right of the novelist to say 'come into this
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interior, this house' gave birth to the idea that in this house he is

an expert. And he is an expert because to some degree he has lived

it. Not necessarily absolutely personally but in some way he has

lived it or very, very closely observed it. Now, in the tradition of

story-telling it is completely the opposite. Nobody, nobody accused

Homer of not being in that war, as it were, nobody, in all story-telling.

The story-teller is very seldom telling the story of what he has lived.

He is telling the story of what other people have lived. And if he

can do that, and if the reader can follow that, it is due to this

faculty of imagination. Now, this is the sense in which I use

experience. It isn't...in other words I use experience in a

universalizing sense as opposed to a localizing sense and it seems to

me that the writer, or the story-teller at least, is a voice for and

of experience but not necessarily of his or her own. In fact really

not very much. It can be but normally not.

A.H. Well, does that not create problems? You're saying really that there

are shared determinants and yet you can use almost another faculty -

imagination. It comes back always to that slip from the imagination -

if one grants it existence - to reason. Don't you think that there is

a problem? I mean you could start looking for rational determinants

of an experience and end up with a marxist analysis, or an ultimately

economic analysis of certain events, but how distant are they and how

separate are they always - the experience find the discourse?

J.B. No, I think that the distinction, the opposition between reason on the

one hand and imagination on the other is part of the European Cartesian

heritage which is false.

A.H. I must admit that I'm surprised that you should use it. Is there

another word other than 'imagination'?

J.B. No. It seems to me that there isn't another word but it seems also
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imagination.

A.H. Yes, they are really one?

J.B. They're really one, yes. Or put it another way: reason is one of the

modes of imagination.

A.H. But - ironically - I think Wordsworth said 'Imagination is Reason

in its most exalted mood'. You know it's the sort of conclusion which

Romanticism in its high period led to. And yet so much of your

motivation was against Romantic art as carried forward in our culture.

By Romantic art I mean to imply also its reception, its institutions.

J.B. How here, o.k., it seems to me that there are several things which one

has to deal with. Very frequently the label of 'Romantic' is plonked

on somebody or some work basically from a positivist point of view

because the work or the person is trying to arrive at a totality which

is more than the sum of all the facts. And a positivist culture always

accuses these efforts - I mean in our century - of being 'Romantic'.

Often people accuse me of being Romantic. I mean a German left-wing

publisher, for example, who was going to take Pig Earth, turned it down

because they said it was a super-Romantic book which I find very funny

in a sense because Romanticism, whatever it was, was a very urban revolt

against urban development and was very foreign to the countryside. All

the people around here who have read that book - its not that I'm

boasting, but - what they like about it and what they come and tell me

about it is that it is extremely truthful, that nothing or that very

little has been imposed, although they wouldn't put it that way. O.k.,

let's go back to ray previous attitude towards Romanticism. It seems

to me that there are two important things: one must make a distinction

between Mystery and Mystification. Mystification always serves the
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mystification, and I have always tried in ray more critical works to

fight against, if you wish, mystification. Many forms of mystification

are Romantic - not all, some aren't - but in being against

mystification it does not mean that one denies mystery because mystery

serves the interests of nobody. I mean it is simply a given and it

seems to me absolutely inwritten to the human condition: there is

mystery, there is the unknown. The unknown is a constant. This is not

to deny the progress of knowledge etc., etc., but the unknown is

probably a constant and as soon as there is the unknown there is

mystery.

A.H. Is there also a dynamic created in the condition of always moving in

relation to the unknown?

J.B. Yes, but the illusion is, of course, this military metaphor that

somehow the known is advancing into the unknown and therefore the area

of the unknown is reduced - and that finally we will occupy the unknown

like we occupy a country.

A.H. With 'The Three Lives of Lucie Cabrol' some may have complained about

the narrative technique because it seems to be told from the

perspective of a dead man. That is, one might say, from the unknown

looking at the known? Personally, I don't think that's what the story

is about at all.

J.B. In Terry Eagleton's review in the New Statesman he said that the

narrative style, or the 'technique* as he called it, was too realist

for what he assumed to be the real content.

A.H. It seems to me that that story is very much about peasant 'experience'.

In the Historical Afterword you distinguish between peasant and urban

"past" and "present" and how the peasant has a different sense of
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imagination from someone who lives in a •bourgeois' capitalist town

life. There is that whole idea of being opposites, one looking into

on opening future, the peasant looking into an opening past. They

seem to be the reverse of each other. Do you find that there is a

difficulty with many people who have read that story who are not able

to find a place, a sort of resting point where they can think TI can

understand this fully, I am not confused? I mean it is done well so

that many people will be confused by that perspective.

J.B. Yes, that is interesting. There are, as far as I can think of quickly,

three reactions to that particular story that I've come across. One -

the least interesting in a way - is the sort of literary reaction,

where people have mostly said 'It's a marvellous story' and in saying

that - in, as it were, making it a work of Literature - the content of

the story is brushed aside because, you know, there it exists,

beautiful object, beautiful story. In a way this is perhaps a way of

not coming to terras with the third life of Lucie Cabrol by saying that

•anyway it's beautiful'. That's one reaction. Another reaction is more

local, and that is quite interesting because here I know many sorts of

different people - factory workers, peasants, and then sons of peasants

who are now sometimes about my age and who have moved out and who are...

well they might be a garagist or salesman. Now all of these people of

this last category, whom I know quite well have said to me - they have

liked the book and talked of other things - but they have all said,

•Veil you know I was very disturbed by the third life of Lucie Cabrol.

Are you...I mean do you believe in life after death, do you believe in

transmigration of souls?', and they really couldn't take that. The

peasants, on the other hand, say that they like the story very much,

and one of them said to me (and it's really quite typical though he's
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rather more witty than the others) - 'Three lives of Lucie Cabrol.

That's quite right, yes; but in actual fact you should have said the

four lives of Lucie Cabrol'. So I said, 'What do you moan, the

fourth life'? 'Yes', he said, 'because now she lives a fourth life

in your book'. So that's the answer in a way to your question.

A.H. That seems, again, that confusion or lack of understanding through the

varying of norms, to come back to words like mystery or experience where

sometimes there is a border which one is not prepared to cross. And

grant that reason still exists? I think, at the same time, there is

forewarning in Pig Earth of that story. You say that there is a

complexity which you think evolves.

J.B. In one of the issues of Cencrastus there is an interview with Tarkovsky

about The Stalker. Have you seen 'The Stalker'? I have seen it about

three times. It is an incredibly great film in my opinion. It is

relevant to our conversation. The Third Life of Lucie Cabrol wouldn't

be in the least out of place in that film. Now what is interesting -

because I want to enlarge the conversation a tiny bit - about this

film? Now The Stalker is a film absolutely inconceivable without the

experience of the Gulag in the Soviet Union. It is not about that.

Directly it is not about that, but it is permeated by that experience.

Every Russian Beeing that film would feel that permeation. At the same

time it is not another film like A Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovitch.

It is not about the camps.

A.H. Do you mean in the same way that all poetry is related to Auschwitz?

J.B. Well to say that all poetry ought to be related to Auschwitz anyway,

yes. So in a sense that film comes out of an experience of defeat if

you like, because the Gulag is a fantastic defeat of the principles of

the Revolution and a defeat which involved millions of people and lives

and so on. And then this film comes out of it.
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radically and totally contests the current values and explanations

of the world of the West than any film I have ever seen, including

the very marvellous, revolutionary films of Eisenstein right at the

beginning. Or at least as much as those, but more profoundly I think.

A.H. And more successful in propogandist terms? And yet Tarlcovsky could

be absorbed in the way that say Solzhenitsyn has been absorbed by the

West as a spokesman for its values. In reality neither has much

good to say of the West.

J.B. I'm sure that he made this film without thinking about the West at

all. Well, he may have thought about the West purely tactically in

terras of getting money but I don't think so. Anyway, it is not

addressed to the West at all. We eavesdrop on that film. In fact that

is its effect. It contests those values by a contrast which makes

those values reveal themselves as the emptiest kind of opportunism at

almost all levels - at personal levels, at the level of how we explain

the world, at the level of relations between people, at the level of

speculative thought. Well, I find that very interesting and very

significant. It is that what now contests our Western world most deeply

is not a materialist explanation of what has happened in this century

but an almost mystical testimony, not explanation of what has happened.

A.H. Again, there is this doubling upon 'experience', experience being

taken as a testamentary discourse of what's happening in the world.

You seem to be saying that there is a widespread surfacing of the

unconscious? A coming from below? I can follow this along lines

say, of a Freudian model, I think.

J.B. But you see, you can put it another way. Experiences - the real

(I'm using the word deliberately) - experiences...and incidently if
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we're talking about the way I use the word experience I don't think

it has much to do with Leavis. It does have a lot to do with Victor

Serge. Although he didn't perhaps use that word very much, all his

writing is incredibly respectful of it.

A.H. I didn't think for a moment that you'd been influenced by Leavis. I

think that's anathema. It's the other side of the way you use it.

J.B. No, no, there's no need to clarify. I didn't think that at all. But

it seems to me that the experiences of this century, if we take the

world, leaving aside me, anyway since the war, has been remarkably

exempt from these huge experiences - less so now because of the

dimensions of the crisis - the experiences of the Soviet Union in the

Gulag, the experiences of Fascism in Europe, the experiences of the

Third World. All these, or the experiences in Poland if you wish,

have all led people who have been through those experiences to the

threshold of a religious view of life. Now, it seems to me that we

have to take account of that threshold. The Trotskyists can argue as

much as they like in support of Solidarity, let us say, but what they

don't talk about is that among the very, very first demands of

Solidarity was the right to have Madonnas on their marches. And

equally one can talk of 'the Plot in Rome' of making a Polish Pope in

order to provoke that kind of thing in Poland and that seems to me...

yes, I'm sure that was so in the Vatican. When we're talking about

politics I'm very materialist but in a sense that begs the question.

I mean to say that the election of a Polish Pope was deliberately a

provocation hopefully to produce something in Poland doesn't finally

answer the question of why the Polish workers - after thirty years of

Socialism - were embracing a fanatical religious faith in the way that

they are. So, you know, by explanation o.k. but increasingly my concern
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is to try to understand, to narrate and even analyse what this means -

the arrival on this threshold. And about this I'm not frightened.

I*m not frightened if people say well he's just becoming old and

therefore he's becoming religious etc...(je ra'en fousl). It's nothing

to do with my age. Well, only partly. It's far more to do with what's

happening in the world. At the same time, it seems to me, it is very

necessary to see this, to admit it but not therefore to validate like

that any of the given religious explanations of the world.

A.H. Could I suggest two words that might be important here - reverence

and remembrance. Are they things in which you accord more interest?

They seem to be part of this religious ideology and ritual.

J.B. I would accept reverence if one uses it in a secular sense and

remembrance, yes. And we come immediately back to the role of the

story-teller because what is the story-teller doing? We've said that

he's not showing people round the private domain. What he is actually

doing, it seems to me, is retaining, preserving what has been lived

and that serves as a form of remembrance and it is always done with a

certain form of reverence. A reverence for those experiences lived

even if those experiences are atrocious and even if one is telling

stories about real bastards. It's not that everything that has

happened is to be idealized. Finally that seems to me to be the

function, the most profound function, of telling stories: that what

has been lived should not be lost. And this occurs at a time when, in

the West, (I mean I explain that a tiny bit in the Afterword of Pig

Earth) the experience of the past is the whole time being wiped out

in terms of official culture.

A.H. A lot of people could be reconciled to that but would still have

doubts about what you yourself questioned - the peasants'

conservativeness, this desire for stasis which seems to thwart hope,
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Afterword when you try to explain that the peasant is not

conservative•

J.B. No. Not really. There are a few academic peasant experts who have

said I'm right about that; but new response, no.

A.H. Because it would come back to that imaginativeness and wit, the

capability for nuances in meaning, thinking of meaning as something

produced as off tracks from a solid base. I mean what could Pig Earth

teach a factory worker in Britain? The gulf there between experience

and the whole attitude to experience presumably is an enormous one and

is part of the problem you have been looking at altogether, isn't it?

This division. Are you looking at it fatalistically? Are the

peasantry going to be wiped out because the proletarian and the

peasant only unite at certain points, but all those points are past?

J.B. Well, at the level of a factory worker defined as a proletarian it

seems to me Pig Earth can teach him nothing. But in actual fact that

factory worker defined as a proletarian correctly is also a man, who

falls in love, who has children, whose brothers die, etc. And at

that level there is something that can be said to him.

A.H. Yes, I'm guilty of using reductive terms there - factory worker equals

proletarian and so on. I mean many factory workers are 'bourgeois* in

one way or anotherl But you're right.

J.B. The point is there are two ways of considering the experience of

peasants. One can consider them as an historical, social class, now

being more or less eliminated, and this raises a whole series of

enormous global economic questions which are quite complex and quite

interesting. One can consider it in that way and one must consider

it that way, but there is another way in which we can consider peasants.
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Let's forget the reasons for the moment, that they are people who,

in terms of their own culture and in terms of themselves as

individuals, who are closer up to certain aspects of all life than

any other class now. These aspects are aspects of the reality as

opposed to the Walt Disney version of nature, death as something

familiar and close and always admitted, a certain form of violence

which is not in the least Romanticized because, for example, an

abattoir is a very violent place. Alright, perhaps that's enough.

There are probably one or two others. Now, in this second way, to

talk about peasants is to talk about these things. Oddly enough,

these things are the very things which are masked in urban culture

now. They weren't always. And because these things are so

fundamental to life when people have to deal with these things alone,

without discourse, and insofar as one mustn't exaggerate forgodsalte

the importance of a few stories and insofar as people can read these

stories, they can perhaps in some way help because they are concerned

with certain themes that inevitably those people are privately and -

almost so suppressed is it - somewhat unconsciously involved with

but which normally they have absolutely no outlet to talk about. Or

to think about these things because the vocabulary has even been taken

away.

A.H. There I think the story-teller does have a definite function. Neither

the critic nor the story writer need be ashamed or doubtful of it

because language is inscribed. Think of the conceptual discourse of

Barthes. A lot of people think that he is dilettante-ish and

•aesthetic' but in fact he is very near the mark about sign systems

and unless we have a consciousness of these things needing to be

changed things won't. For example, what I was saying about the double
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burden of that word 'experience*. It seems almost as if one can go

through a transvaluing role as a writer, talcing signs and putting them

in a particular place for people to transfer, I suppose, experience

and a way of seeing. I mentioned Roland Barthes. I don't know if

you want to talk about his work. It takes us into another territory.

I'm interested in the way in which you've taken Barthes' major works

and reviewed them. Your role as a reviewer is one that is politically

strategic. I think it's very important for an understanding of your

work as a whole.

J.B. I don't know how much people realize that but, yes, that's my aim.

A.H. I think the integrative system which informs your work is rare. Somebody

like Barthes, in fact, has a similar width or scope but he works

ostensibly as a philosopher-critic.

J.B. The only thing I would say about Barthes now...well, two things. He

has influenced me, or encouraged me, although not personally, over

the years a great deal. I have a feeling that I owe a great debt to

Barthos in the book, which I can show you a copy of in French, which

is coming out in England in April, and which is called Another Way

of Telling. It is a book about photography basically. There, in an

essay where I try to advance a theory of photography, I depend a great

deal upon Barthes but actually try, though I don't know if I succeed,

try to go further. Of course it's much easier to go further after

him. I mean if it hadn't been for him I wouldn't have been able to.

And so, you know, there is this long, long essay about appearances

and the relation between photographs and appearances which is greatly

indebted to Barthes. The other thing actually is that, oddly enough,

three days ago somebody sent me his last book, Camera Lucida, which

hasn't come out yet and they asked me to review it for them. I sent
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it back simply because of having written - well, it took me a long

time - this book. This last book of Barthes is not only about

photography. I didn't want to writo about it because I had thought

so much about that recently that I didn't want to repeat myself. So,

I sent it back. But what is interesting about this last book of

Barthes* is that it completely transcends his previous methods. It's

very curious because nominally it is an essay about photography. In

actual fact it is literally a work about his love of his mother and

it is of a poignancy and confessional frankness, if you wish, that it

is really very surprising. And it was very peculiar because I had

read it in French when it came out immediately. I read it and I was

very moved by it. One asked oneself, 'after this, where can he go'

and then he died in a very mysterious way...

A.M. I was thinking of your essay in New Society which came out in the

early *70's. I know that there has been almost an industry in

•discovering' Walter Benjamin but, for particular reasons, your

contact was prior to most which is interesting in itself. How did

that come about? Was that through Anya Bostock? Did that working

relationship bring more availibility to that kind of work (Benjamin's)?

J.B. I think of Benjamin, for me, as a very important teacher. Not

actually, as it were, as a teacher as a writer, but as a philosopher

insofar as he was a philosopher. There, yes, he has influenced me a

great deal. There are other people who in other ways have influenced

me as much but, amongst them, of the four or five people who have had

a profound effect upon me, he is one. I suppose because finally in

discovering him he confirmed and formulated a whole number of questions,

sometimes answers, which latently were already within me. And more

or less I suppose all those relate to the relation between - putting
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it very abstractly - materialism and metaphysics. I don't think it

was he who introduced that - that combination existed, but

inarticulately, incoherently. And thanks to him I was able to unwind

those things. How I actually came across him? It was really because

of a man who had in my personal life enormous influence on me. He

was, in a way, a kind of chosen father figure to me. That was Ernst

Fischer. He often talked about Benjamin before I had read him. I

think it was through him that I first began to read him, but since

I can't read German I had to wait for either English or French

translations of his work. Then with Anya, well she translated some

Benjamin, and although my role wasn't very much I worked on those

translations with her. As you say, that was a little bit before the

great wave of interest.

A.H. That mixture of metaphysics and materialism - do you think it

revealed some new kind of territory in language for you? A metaphor-

based understanding? Did it allow you, say, to write more poetry?

In a way many socialists dismiss poetry per se as metaphysics.

J.B. Yes, yes. Not immediately. But yes. Can I read to you two pages?

It's just because it's so relevant. This is a manuscript of about

fifty pages about Time, which I've just finished. But here is a bit

about poems which obviously relates to my own practice in a way, but

I hope it's more general than that. But you will see how Benjaminesque

it is in its principles.

"Poems, even when they tell stories, are not like stories. All

stories are about battles of one kind or another which end in victory

or defeat. Everything moves towards the end when the outcome will

be known.
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the wounded, listening to the wild monologues of the triumphant or

tho fearful and thoy bring a kind of peace. Not by anaesthesia or

easy reassurance but by recognition and the promise that what has

been experienced cannot disappear as if it had never been. Yet the

promise is not of the monument. Who still on the battlefield wants

monuments? The promise is that language has acknowledged, has given

shelter to the experience which demanded, which cried out. Poems

are nearer to prayers than to stories. But in poetry there is no-one

behind the language being prayed to. It is the language itself which

has to hear and acknowledge. For the religious poet, the word is

the first attribute of God. In all poetry words are a presence before

they are a means of communication. Yet poetry uses the same words

and more or less the same syntax as, say, the annual general report

of a multinational corporation, corporations which prepare for their

profit some of the most terrible battlefields of the modern world.

How then can poetry so transform language that instead of communicating

information, it listens and promises and fulfils something like the

role of a god? That the poem may use the same words as a company

report means no more than that a lighthouse and a prison cell may be

built of stones from the same quarry, joined by the same mortar.

Everything depends upon the relation between words. And the sura total

of all these possible relations depends upon how the writer relates

to language - not as vocabulary, not as syntax, not even as structure -

but as a principle and presence. The poet, not the story-teller,

places language beyond the reach of time or, more accurately, the poet

approaches language as if it were a place, an assembly point where

time has no finality, where time itself is encompassed and contained.
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deeper than that of a genius of a particular poet in a particular

cultural history. Immortality here should be distinguished from

posthumous fame. Poetry can speak of immortality because it abandons

itself to language in the belief that language embraces all

experience, past, present and future. And yet the word promise is

misleading for a promise projects into the future and it is precisely

the coexistence of future, present and past which poetry proposes.

A promise which applies to the present and past, as well as to the

future can be better called an assurance."

Well as you can see, that is extremely Benjaminesque.

A.H. It seems to suggest all these things about structural correspondence

and yet you deny that. That is, it is not to a knowledge of structures

that poetry aims in speaking of past, present and future.

J.B. I don't deny at the most profound level the structuralist view of

language. No, on the contrary, I accept it. When I say 'not as

structure' like that, I mean at a much more superficial level,

because it seems to me that one has to make a distinction between what

is called a structuralist explanation of language per se and then the

structuralist analyses of texts. It's of the second that I'm somewhat

sceptical. But not of the first. And it's not that I'm sceptical

of the second. I'm sceptical of their claims. What they do is valid,

but their claims are often grossly exaggerated.

A.H. Right. Do you mean, for example, the works of Pierre Macherey when

he reads Jules Verne for the absences of the text?

J.B. Yes.

A.H. Well what does strike many about that is structuralism's intangible
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paradigns for something already given.

J.B. Yes. This is very closely connected with the view that we are

prisoners - that we are hopeless prisoners - of ideology.

A.H. Yes. This takes us back to that confrontation between ideology (and

Marxist 'science') and 'experience'. Words like 'freedom' - do you

ignore them?

J.B. No. It's very interesting - I mean I don't know how much people wrote

or thought about this in England, but the terrible tragic end of

Althusser seems to me to be extremely significant here. In the sense

that actually as a teacher, as a person, he was much wider than his

texts. He was an extraordinarily marvellous teacher because he

allowed his theories to be continually mediated by his sensibility

towards other people. But if one takes his texts, where he analyses

exactly this state of being a prisoner, it is extraordinary that he

then ends his life, more or less, by the most gratuitous - in the

sort of Camus, existentialist sense - act, that it is possible to

muko. I mean it is an extraordinary draiua.

A.H. I agree. It brings back to mind that letter which I wrote to you.

I think you mentioned something about the Anatomy Room in connection

with my proposal coming to talk about 'critical theory* and I

immediately replied, 'Ah'm no an Althusserian mister, honest*, and I

immediately felt guilty about that. But are you saying that

circumstances there are ridiculously overbearing? They can't be

understood satisfactorily?

J.B. No, no, your letter made me laugh. What circumstances?

A.H. Well, Althusser's act. Or even Roland Barthes' death, which is

narrated in such strange fashion. I mean not being able to come to
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terms with the accidental or the contingent?

J.B. No, I mean that in a way I'm being more factual than that about

Althussor. I moan, so there ho was, a very, very brilliant thinker,

a great teacher who produced his theories which were in fact

extremely imprisoning, but which he did in the name of lucidity and

intellectual honesty according to his rights. He was certainly a man

of great integrity. And then what actually happens? What does he

actually do? I mean according to his theory - he actually commits an

act by killing his wife which is the sort of ultimate act (in the

existentialist sense) of 'freedom'. O.K. Even though it is a tragic

and negative act. But it is extraordinary that this man - imaginei

Assume that there is Althusser with all his theories, then one poses

the hypothetical question - well, there's lots of evidence that he

had the capacities to be larger than his theories - so what could he

do? And one would actually then say - if one were Dostoievsky writing

the story, as it were, (one would pose the possibility of what he did)

thereby with a single stroke he undoes all his theories, but at the

same time of course makes it impossible for anyone to listen to his

theories anymore,, So in a sense it is an act of suicide for a thinker,

or as a public figure, or as a teacher; but at the same time the act

of freedom, in a certain sense, which all his theories were constructed

to deny the possibility of - or not the possibility but the legitimacy

of.

A.H. Are you thinking there of moments in a life that have become moments

in a chain: one link transforms both the past and the future?

There's a sort of circularity in the way that you're reading it. Both

the theory and the work might have been divided off as the private

life but they can no longer be divided? If you see accounts in
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newspapers, say, of Althusser's murder of his wife they invariabiy
mention insanity and thinking of him as 'ridiculous theorist'. He

was never either.

J.B. I mean it's not true. Yes, he was depressive. For all his life he

had terrible depression. He was under treatment for these depressions

but he was never insane. He's not insane now. I mean I just see it

as a story by which...

A.H. Are you saying there's an incredible paradox there? Are you saying

that we come out of it all with a sense of invalidity?

J.B. No. I'm just saying well actually, maybe one has to know - he was

arrested by the Germans and he was sent to a camp and I think it was

in that camp where he actually met his wife who was a Communist. He

was not a Communist at that time. He was already a very brilliant

student. And you know there's an extraordinary story about hira.

When he had to produce his thesis for his doctorate he didn't exactly

know what the question would be that he'd be asked - you know, the

question for his thesis - I mean he knew it would be about philosophy

but ho didn't roally know the question. He took on a bet, and he

said, 'O.K., I will give an answer which will be valid whatever the

question'. He wrote the thesis. He put it in a bank so that the

whole thing could be completely substantiated. The question came.

He went to the bank. He took out the thesis, he gave it like that,

and he passed with great honours. This is an idea of his brilliance.

But anyway, he became a Marxist in prison, in a camp through the

influence of other prisoners who were Communists. That is where he

became a Marxist. He then came out of the camp and almost immediately

he went into, not another prison, but another institution, this very

high walled institution which is French Academia, where very quickly
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within the building. O.K. And here students came from all over

the world to listen and so on.

A.H. I was going to say that the only sort of account which I have

experience of there is Regis Debray's account of being a student in

Paris in the Ecole Normale Superieure with Althusser in the directing

seat and his account is a wonderful appreciation for the great warmth

of the man.

J.B. He was a fantastically warm teacher, and a marvellous one. But you

see, he leaves his philosophical explanation of the world in prison.

He moves into another closed institution - not a prison, but a very

closed institution - and then he begins to develop a theory - which

is of all Marxist approaches the most closed - very rigorously argued,

the most brilliant but the most closed. At the same time he suffers

continually from depression. I don't know why but when that happens

obviously there is a kind of division of his energy. Part of his

energy is not being used. Most depression is to do with energy going

inwards instead of outwards, to put it very simply. He goes on to

construct a theory which becomes more and more closed; the theory as

a prison. And then, at the very height of his power, he makes an act

which is inexplicable, is outside all possible theory. And it is

both at the same time, a suicide and a liberation. That's all. As

a story-teller I'm telling the story. It's not that I'm judging him.

But it is an extraordinary story.

A.H. I agree. Things seem to be sort of turned inside out, reaching

absurdity.

J.B. Yes, and O.K. the alternative, perhaps, would have been...

A.H. But there's something of 'coldness'. You talk of prison, freedom, the
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a link (in coldness) between all of these things.

J.B. Coldness? Yes, but he was very wann to his students.

A.H. Yes, but it all seems to be full of contradictions. Perhaps the

theory, being rigorous, being dissociated from the physical - well

the danger with all theory is that it becomes inapplicable.

J.B. Yes, I think that plays a role. Imagine that he, finally, perhaps

did feel himself to be a prisoner also of his theories, because his

theories are so imprisoning. Well now at that moment there are three

possible alternatives for a person in that position. He would begin

to qualify or contest his theories with another theory.

A.H. There's one essay - 'Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses' -

which continues to force corrective powers of acceptance for readers

of Althusser. The other essays are distantly and perfunctorily, and

perhaps unwisely, dismissed. That one was a reformulation, wasn't it?

There's a flexibility there. He is going into Lacan and that

convergence of Freudianism and Marxism which...

J.B. Yes, but it's only an indication, it's only relatively more flexible.

I think that the intellectual work to escape, if you wish, from the

cul-de-sac he had found himself in perhaps (I don't know, but perhaps)

he realized he was incapable of. Not because he was tired, or

necessarily anything like that, but because he - and in fact his

whole set of thinking - had been formed by the closed world. His

very power of thought had been formed by this limitation, and therefore

to find the motive force - to undo this was absolutely impossible -

so this possibility was out. The other possibility was to say, 'O.K.

Here I am. I retire*, as it were; but that he was still too alive to

accept. The only other possibility was to do something like what he dido
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A.H. You make it sound like some calculated strategy to defeat entropy.

J.B. Oh no, I'm sure he didn't calculate - I'm sure that it was completely

spontaneous. I mean I'm sure it wasn't planned, premeditated. But

you know, it's an example, if you like, of what we have been talking

about. It's an example of how when one is thinking about a story -

this time a lived story - on one hand it's a question of intuitive

understanding maybe, of what his psyche was like and how it was

working. But also a kind of reason in which we can see connections

between this life which I'm sure he was unaware of at that moment of

that fatal gesture.

A.H. I keep thinking of Benjamin again and the circumstances of his death.

The irony is that the death seems to transform the way we receive the

whole record and imagining, and his work becomes indissoluble with it.

J.B. It's funny, you know, I never think about Benjamin's suicide - maybe

I'm wrong - as being, as really belonging... It is of the

conjuncture. Maybe that's a French word. I mean you know that due

to those particular circumstances that he was Jewish, that lie knew

exactly what Nazism was,that he never had any luck, that he was

pretty lonely, that he had very few friends, and that he was always

rejected. Then he finds himself there. He thinks he's going to be

taken prisoner and taken to a camp and there's a delay on the frontier.

So he says, 'It's better... * All that I call the conjuncture.

A.H. I have made another note here, since we seem to be talking generally

about critics and theorists, about Gramsci who seems to directly

influence your work. In connection with 'ideology' a lot of his

writings have been taken up and developed - maybe through the New

Left Review's efforts - but what I wanted to say was that in A_

Fortunate Man what you call 'common sense,1 there's no doubt is there,
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that that is from Grarasci?

J.B. No, no. It's completely from Gramsci. Yes, completely.

A.H. Something else. When you. ga-j yom Kepeto defeat expectations of
categories - you've talked about mixing forms and unsettling people's

expectations - well, is the doctor in A Fortunate Man more 'fictional'

than 'real' (in a nominal sense) and is he a close analogy of the

writer's position/role? I suspected that towards the end you could

have found yourself in the uncomfortable position of analysing the

privileged role of the writer in society? As a similar agency in

the community? There is his problem of privilege. Even to describe

this doctor's self-analytical processes you used references to Conrad

and the whole concept of work - is an imaginative one, and the

practicalities of say going from a rural practice to learn what was

happening in the 'knowledge* centres. Also, that documentary,

sociological account - however it might be categorized,..

J.B. Well, maybe what you say about the elision from the role of that

doctor to that of a writer, perhaps unconsciously that was there, but

I didn't think of it. I hadn't thought of it until now, until you

say so, actually. But I can see that maybe you have a point. I

wasn't conscious of it. And of all the books that I've written it

was, in a way, the most (not objective exactly) but documentary.

You know my purpose, I said to myself, when I was writing that book,

was to record the work and life of this man who was, well, he really

existed. And in as precise and truthful a way as possible. That

was my only concern. But why him? It was because I thought he

represented a medical, in the broadest sense of the terra, a

therapeutic, if you wish, example. But at the same time, although

it was an example I could see the contradictions in his position.
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That was all. I was aware of the contradiction but I saw him on the

whole as a positive example. When, for example, later - with Jean

Mohr - wo wero writing The Seventh Man, well there I was very much

aware that in describing the life of migrant workers, in a sort of

way I was also describing the exploitation of capitalism of all

workers. Already, the vision of the work to be done in writing that

book was wider. I mean the vision that I had, consciously, of writing

that book about the doctor was quite specific, quite narrow. But

perhaps it didn't turn out like that. I don't know.

A.H. Well I see lots of correspondences between particular elements of

that book and other areas of your interests. The small woodcutters'

community, the rural community, has been enormously expanded since

that contact. Your whole integration with peasant society has

followed it.

J.B. Yes, but I didn't know that then. But now I can see that.

A.H. Also, some small things. Something that's intrigued me is, perhaps

on the literary side, the figure of the aviator - the farmer with

the aeroplane. Now the aviator is a modern sort of Romantic hero,

stereotype, a historical figure. And he is used in to such an

enormous extent.

J.B. Yes, that's right. I mean that aviator really existed of course.

But it's truel

A.H. Maybe he was the germ?

J.B. Yes, it's possible.

A.H. Also, accumulating these correspondences, I think of the Italian

with his twenty-two planes invading Trieste.

J.B. Ah. D'Annunziol Yes, yes, yes.

A.H. Something I haven't asked you about yet is your collaborative work
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with Alain Tanner, and with Anya Bostock in translating. Has that

helped you, do you think, in mixing forms? Forms that have become

entrenched need exploding. Maybe you're looking for a structural

capability that becomes transferable, thinking of your essays in

photography and narrative.

J.B. Well, I think with Anya, no I don't think it was like that. We were

living together. We did a lot of things together. She was a

translator, so I helped her and learned a great deal about it,

because the business of the actual work of translation undoubtedly

sharpened my sense of language. But not more than that. The rest,

you know, it was living with Anya. From which I learned, received

a great deal. In a sense we were so close at that time th&t it was

hardly like a collaboration in the ordinary sense of the word. My

collaboration with Alain Tanner, no. No, not at all. Because it

was a very set affair. Mostly I wrote the scenarios to which, to be

honest, he contributed a little but not very much, and then he made

the films. And I had no role in them. So it was actually hardly a

collaboration in an integral sense of the word. But by contrast with

both of these examples, working with television, malting Ways of Seeing,

making The Seventh Man with three or four of us, all those were

collaborative efforts from which I did learn a great deal and which

I think - I mean I don't quite know how - they developed me. But

certainly they did. And I very much like, perhaps unlike many writers,

I actually like collaborating with people. I find it much, much more

interesting and in a way much less lonely, and also because the

interaction, that whole dialectic, of various people and so on is

more creative than one person alone. Anyway in certain domains. I

mean you can't write poetry like that, I think. Maybe you can't even
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tell stories like that, completely. When it comes to making a product

which is itself a meeting place of say, texts, photographs, pictures

against pictures, I mean I think alone one can scarcely do it.

A.H. Yes. I imagine that, simply, it would be very difficult to imagine

so many permutations.

J.B. Yes, and because, if you are putting things together in a dialectical

way, it seems to me very obvious that a dialectical process of

production is very helpful and very enriching.

A.H. Yes, it's good to hear you use that term. Does that go back to your

faith in Cubism? Or are you thinking more of the materialist,

historical, Marxist principle? Are you associating dialectics with

Hegel?

J.B. No, I wasn't thinking of Cubism. I was thinking of Marxism and

Hegel, yes.

A.H. So it's an historical thing. Perhaps I'm being confusing. I see

this perceptual dynamism - this trying to contain multi-perspective

in a picture - as being dialectical.

J.B. In Cubism?

A.H. Yes.

J.B. I think it is. But my interest in Cubism - well I don't know really.-

I can only say that at one moment I was passionately interested in

Cubism and undoubtedly my interest in Cubism was connected in some

way or another with a dialectical view of the world. Now, to be

honest, except when I see a Cubist work, I don't think about Cubism -

but I do think about Hegel and I do think about dialectics.

A.H. Right. Well I think about these things and about Modernism in art

and literature - and politics and the political construction of art.

If art is not to be marginal then presumably a modernist art which
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uses revolutionary techniques - like montage in film - if it's to

have any meaning or significance in relation to how we act upon it,

then presumably we can go back to the relation between material and

consciousness. What I'm sort of working out is, are you still full

of faith in certain Modernist techniques in their use of formal

experiment for a very strongly political purpose? I sometimes, for

example, got the sense from your essays that there were times when

you completely lost faith in art in the sense that there might come

a time when the artist might have to abandon his art. Do you still

feel as strongly about that? Because of a sense of priorities? And

that includes you as an artist, a writer?

J.B. Yes. I think that in that privileged time of the sixties which was

privileged in many different ways (first of all there was an economic

boom - that's the way that people now think about it) - but when there

was apparently a liberating moment everywhere, everywhere in some

respects. The whole, even in the Soviet Union, in Eastern Europe,

looked as though things were going to open up. There was Women's

Liberation, there was the stirrings of a kind of Third World-ism, etc.,

etc. I mean it was a moment of great expectations, even though none

of them had been realized. Now at that moment, one of those

expectations which personally spoke to me was that very old - age-old -

Utopian if you wish, expectation which one finds in Marx and in

others, where art will no longer be necessary because life will

become art. And for a certain moment I found myself there. That ended

for me in 1968. More or less. Perhaps I didn't fully realize it

then, but more or less it ended then, when I was in Prague - by

accident, in August. And I went back there in 1969. And then actually

of all those expectations, almost all of them began to collapse, it
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And it's not that I'm now cynical about them at all, but the whole

of, the whole world in fact, or anyway Europe and wider, entered a

period which was relatively dark. Now in dark periods the opposite

view of art emerges and becomes strong. Far from art absolving itself

into life, life in a dark period has a need of art to, well, to...

A.H. I think what strikes me there is that May '68 was the crushing of

French socialism for a time. What happened between May '68 and

Mitterand's recent victory was first of all a sinking into media

control of socialist thinking, intellectual work. 'Cultural

absolution' seems to be the term that canes to mind. People thought

that, well, if we can't change things then we'll write about changing

them. It's a displacement without history, presumably for an interval,

for a period. It's either a regrouping or...I sometimes think about

your own writing and the setting up of Writers and Readers Publishing

Co-operative in 197^1 as there's an awareness of not becaning

a tele-journalist or giving interviews - or being aware of this power

of the media - and trying to be more constructive about potential

during what you say was a dark period? Or at the onset of a dark

period.

J.B. Yes, that's absolutely true. Exactly.

A.H. Although you describe this in terms of light and dark, in a sense

they are always interacting? But, it all begs the question of the

transition from 1968 to 1969* Did you feel at the time that it was

a complete reversal of hopes? Aspirations?

J.B. No. Well, I think in actual fact, in 19&9, yes. I did feel in

1969 when I went back to Prague - it was at the last meeting of the

students which was then declared illegal, but which we attended. I
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moment in two respects. First of all, remember that the students

in Prague (I mean it was very different from Poland) were absolutely

central to the whole potentiality of '68. I mean the universities

were very important. It wasn't, I mean...in a certain sense one can

say that Czechoslovakia in '68 was a movement launched by the

intelligentsia (in the widest sense of the terra) rather than by the

workers. O.K., so the students were a very, very important key. And

when, that Easter of 1969, at that last meeting - when everybody knew

that they were condemned...O.K. there was this meeting but there was

no future. They were very well aware of it too. So that was one

hope which, well which at least was deferred. Perhaps smashed. But

very important for me at that time was that to this meeting came not

only myself but all of a dozen people from Paris, Amsterdam, Stockholm

and so on. Now all of these people who came were the people of '68

in the West. The Provos from Holland, the sort of Gauchistes -

Cohn-Bendit from Paris - some from Italy and so on. They all came

out in 1969 to this last meeting, this small meeting held in a

basement. They started saying, 'Listen, what you have to do is

passive sabotage'. Well it all depends. They all had different

recipes. But all of them total dreams in this situation. I mean

totally unrealistic. A thousand miles away from the reality which

was out there in Prague. All believing that really Prague was just

another Amsterdam where you could do something by painting bicycles

white and not owning them anymore. Or in Paris where you could rely

upon the television and the radio to come with you on the barricades

and you could give a little report of what's happening and the police

were there but they weren't killing anybody. And there weren't any
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tanks in the street etc., etc. And all these people came and they

talked like that and then one of the Czech students got up and said,

•Well, what we realize from what you're saying is that we are really

alone. And as for you, you have your dreams. We don't begrudge you

your dreams. Sleep well. And for us the only problem is how to

survive what is going to happen to us with the very, very minimum

of personal dignity'. And so at that moment, for me, and I must say

that I didn't follow the West, I realized that the other people from

the West were incredibly naive. Maybe it was because they had no

experience of Eastern Europe and I'd had considerable experience of

Eastern Europe. But I knew what would happen. At that moment two

dreams collapsed, because at that moment I saw that what happened in

France, and in some other countries, in May 1968 was really a kind

of wonderful, euphoric but basically Utopian trip. I mean that's

too superficial. It did represent more than that. But this was the

first time that I realized that aspect of it.

A.H. Well it seems that part of the perennial, recurrent problem is there.

There is the strength of pessimism of the intellect...the strength

of the negative capabilities of Marxist intellectualisra and also its

dream, Utopian element which should really be hope transposed into

action. And yet, there always seems to be a gulf between the two.

The thinkers can go ahead at one time, the physical insurrection, the

revolutionary upsurge comes at another, but it's like a continual

swinging back and forth between the workers and the students that we

can see even now as represented in Wadja's films about Poland over

the last ten years. Incidents parallel each other but never the two

forces meet. When the two conjoin there is a movement forward. But

you said two hopes destroyed. Well where does that leave you? What

did you do?
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J.B. Veil, I'm not talking of hopes being destroyed. I'm not saying

that now I'm hopeless, or anything like that. Not at all.

A.H. But this stems from this idea of the marginalization of art.

J.B. I'm only using that to describe that very particular moment in the

sixties when I had an attitude about art dissolving itself. I mean

that is the exception. Historical life is all the rest. And

historical life has always been all the rest. And I mean I don't

despair.



CHAPTER EIGHT

Another Hay of Ending



'To stop here, despite all that I leave
unsaid, is to admit more of the truth
than will be possible if I bring the
account to a conclusion. The writer's
desire to finish is fatal to the truth.

The End unifies. Unity must be
established in another way'.

(John Derger, G.)
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